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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT THIE DESIGN OF
A FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
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1.1
CHAPTER 1
THE USERS'I REQUIREDTS
by
M.L. Henney

1. 1 INTRODUCTION
A test is defined in the dictionary as "a trial determining a thing's quality or fitness for &
purpose" involving "critical examination". Flight testing is

the subjecting of airborne vehicles and

their equipment to such trials, and flight test instruuentation is the means whereby behaviour under
test is measured and recorded for subsequent analysis.
Flight tests are conducted for a variety of reasons but the aircraft involved fall into two
categories:
(a) Uncertificated aircraft

(i)

New or modified vehicles requiring operational clearance (certification).

(ii) Experimental aircraft intended solely for specific research objectives.
(b) certificated aircraft

i)

In-service trials on military and civil aircraft. involving operational studies, tactical
trials, weapon system optimization, etc.

ii) Investigation of post certification deficiencies.
(iii) Development of new airborne and ground systems and equipment in which a "flying platform"
is involved; "flying test beds" (enginea), "flying laboratories".
(iv) Research and teaching.

I

Whereas these various types of testing place many common requirements on the instrumentation
systems, special requirements also arise in each case, and these will be examined in this chapter
from the point of view of the user.
We shall deal with the instrumentation system in its widest sense, comprising both the airborne
and ground equipment and the people involved in gathering the necessary data and presenting it

to the

users in the required form. The users include design engineers and operations specialists.
An important specialist activity that has gdined prominunce in recent years is the automation of
the anasysis of data recorded on magnetic tape. Data processing and analysis engineers have developed
and methods for such automation. It should be kept in mind, however, that a detailed knowledge

|systems
V

beforehand of the characteristics of the input signal (especially the frequency spectrum, including
noise) is

even more essential for these automated systems than for manual data processing. An incorrect

assumption on these signal characteristics may cause large errors (for instance by aliasing, see
Chapter 6), which often cannot be detected from the final data output. The users must be fully aware

Sof

the details of the processing that has been performed, in order that any limitations of the methods
are fully understood and that erroneous conclusions from test results are avoided.

I

In Section 1.2 the manner in which general requirements on the instrumentation system are derived,
are indicated by considering the test planning process and data analysis. In Section 1.3 specific
requirements arising in various categories of tests are detailed, and in Section 1.4 f-urther elaboration
of the data analysis requirements are given.

1.2
_

THE FLIGHT TEST PROCESS - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
1.2.1

Overall trials plannins
The requirements for the instrumentation sys ten must be determined by a careful and systematic

examination of the aircraft and its systems in

the flight test planning phase to determine the tasks

to be performed. Answers to the following questions should be provided for each task:

(a) What is the overall objective?
(b) What trials best satisfy the objective?
(c) What parameters should be measured? Is

external instrumentation, such as kinetheodolites,

graphy, also required?
(d) What range,

frequency and accuracy is required for each parameter?

Document provided by SpaceAge Control, Inc. (http://spaceagecontrol.com/).
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(a) What processing is required on the da~ta? What form of presentation is needed? What req~uirements
exist for data storage and retrieval?
(f)

What analysis is required? Is accurate time correlation of the various internal and external
recorders required?

(g) What data turn-round time is required? Is on-line presentation and analysis needed?
(h) What special requirements exist, e.g. crash recording, on-line safety monitoring, etc? What
special instruments are required for supporting qualitative assessments by the pilots, e.g.
cameras for photographic tufts, ice formations,

etc?

Subsequent integration of these tasks into an overall aircraft test plan will determine:
How the total flight test programe will be divided between the different aircraft taking part

(j)

in
(k)

each of the aircraft.

What parameters must be measured simultaneously in

it.

What additional instrumentation must be provided in
supporting and backing up the others in

order to make each aircraft

capable of

the event of major development problems,

lose of an air-

craft or other unforeseen events.
(1)

What trials

must be performed away from the main base.

(m)

What opportunities there will be to re-instrument the aircraft

or whether all

necessary instru-

mentation equipment need to be installed from the start.
Finally,

it

is

necessary to know:

What space can be allocated to instrumentation equipment.

(n)

displaced, if
(o)

What operational equipment can be

necessary.

What other physical limits and requirements may apply,
mental conditions,

e.g. weight, power requirements.

environ-

etc.

The answers to these questions will permit the important characteristics of the airborne and
ground equipments to be defined - required recording capacity and facilities,

speed and scope of

processing - and should permit the economics of possible solutions to be examined in

detail.

The correct choice of instrumentation system has important effects on the efficiency of the flight
test

process.
In

all

This will be examined further in

trials,

however,

when the process of flight
In

there are further general instrumentation system requirements which arise

test

Reference 1 the flight

data analysis is
test

process is

process two main stages are apparent.
examiued in turn.
1.2.2

Section 1.3 for the various types of flight trials.

examined.

examined in

detail,

"quick look" and "full

and it

is

shown that in

analysis and reporting".

the analysis

These are

The quick-look analysis
This has the objectives:

i) To verify the correct functioning of the instrumentation equipment.
Cii)

To establish that the required tests

have been satisfc-torily

performed and adequate data is

available for analysis.
(iii)

To monitor the overall behaviour of the system under test

and to ensure that there are no

(iv)

consistent anomalies which would indicate operational or safety hazards.
To permit early examination and diagnosis of unexpected developmaent or engineering problems

(v)

To permit analysis requirements to be defined in
items

W

to

iv)

detail.

are the direct conzern of the flight test

actioned before the next flight
turn-round time of the aircraft.

engineer and must be completed and

Wy proceed, and must therefore be completed well within the planned
This will permit any necessary repeat testing, or alternate test

scheduling as a result of the findings, to be included in the programme.
Quick-look stages (i),

(ii)

and (iii)

may be performed "on-line",

actually flying, either by the airborne test

crew (in

telemetry to permit on-line display to engineers on the ground.

In

malfunction,

weather,

whilst the aircraft

is

or through use of

these cases airborne testing time

can be used much more efficiently by allowing immediate repeats of tests
to alternative programmes if

i.e.

the case of large aircraft)

if

necessary or by changing

instrumentation unserviceability or other operational factors (systems

etc.).require it.

The use of such systems will also permit stages (iv)

and subsequent analysis to be begun earlier.
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and (v)

i

If

the programme size or the risk is not sufficient to economically justity the use of telemetry

or an on-board quick.-look system, then postflight quick look met satisfy these needs.
Item (iv),

the investigation of unexpected occurences,

requires a high degree of flexibility in

the instrumentation system. The instrumentation system must be able to capture the events (including
transients) without undue distortion. Continuous recording devices (e.g. trace recorders) have such
flexibility, subject only to the frequency response of the channel and to limitations in resolution
due to the chosen paper speed. sumpling devices can be more accurate for low-frequency inputs but
define data poorly at frequencies near the "Nyquist frequency" and can be completely misleading if
higher frequencies occur. This latter problem can only be overcome whilst retaining high recording
capacity if

some form of adaptive sampling is adopted (Ref. 2). or alternatively, if

the sampled

system installed for performance testing is supplemented by some less accurate continuous recording
system for capturing transient incidents. Further, to ensure the capturing of any unexpected incident,

Sselection

it would be necessary that the instrumentation system was recording a sufficiently comprehensive
of parameters throughout every flight. If this were not possible, or if sampling rate were
not adequate, then it

would be necessary to hazard the aircraft by trying to repeat the incident

using appropriate instrumentation.
The use of a high-capacity instrumentation system can thus reduce the risk involved in test

Full data anal2ysis and reporting

1.2.3

Data analysis has the objectives:
i)

To further ensure the safe and satisfactory progress of the test, and

"(ii)To

yield the information necessary to satisfy the ultimate objectives of the users:

(a) Aircraft and systems performance.

(b) Safe operational limits.
Safe operation life.

(c)

(d) Proof of compliance with requirements, etc.
The first of these objectives is

particularly relevant to development trials in which safe

progressive clearance depends on the extrapolation of results from all previous tests to ensure that
adequate margins of safety should exist in the next planned test (as in flutter testing for exaWle).

If trials progress is not to be impeded then analysis must be performed quickly (within the
7

planned turn-round of the aircraft) or the aircraft should be equipped to perform some alternative
independent trial while the results are processed.
In general, analysis involves large numbers of routine calculations with subsequent collation,
manipulation and interpretation of results from a test series. Calculation, collation and manipulationj

are processes which are ideally suited to the programmable capability of general purpose digittl and
analogue computing equipment, and rapid analysis requires that the necessary data is recorded in a
form which can be readily fed into such computing systems. However, the state of the art is subh that
analyst intervention and guidance is

often necessary, and such facilities should be recognised and

provided in the p:-ocessing system.
In certain circumstances "semi on-line" analysis may be justified to allow satisfactory progress
in areas of high risk testing. This is
which is

a process where use of telemetry allows capture of teat data

then quickly analysed vhilUst the aircraft continues

flying, so that decisions whether or not

to proceed may be taken by highly qualified specialists on the ground using these test results.
1.2.4

Recuired accuracy
The required accuracy of the instrumentation system and the individual parameters are determined

by reference to their contribution to the overall error in the final results. To take a simple example
lot us assume we are required to measure th, cruise performance of a simple turbo-jet powered aircraft.
les

can be done by establishing measurements to determine the stabilized values of weight (W),

true

airspeed (V) and fuel flow rate (F). It may well be required to hold flight conditions for 20 or 30
minutes to ensure adequately stabilized results. It

is well known that the performance of this type

of aircraft can be expressed in non-dimensional form using the parameter "specific air range"
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which

is a function of Mach number (M) and veight function (W/1)
only ( is the ratio of atmospheric static
pressure relative to the stadr seallevel valu), asindicated
in Figure 1.1.

tu
wv

z

Figure 1.1

Typical graph shoving specific air range
WVs a function of Mach number and
V/b

For these tests the following parameters would be measured:
atmospheric static pressure p
impact pressure qc
total air temperature Tt
fuel weight remaining WF
fuel flow rate F.
For the purpose of an example it

will be assumed that the errors in these parameters are independent.

This means that WF is measured directly and not by integration of F and that the "position errors" on
the first three parameters can be neglected. Th,-n the equation of the relative error in the specific
air range SR
dSR

dV +dW

dF

can be expressed in the independent v-ariales by using the relations
S

V = K.M. V•T

p+q

S(1 +

.c.3.5
0.2

,

j)

Tt - T(1 + 0.2K 2 )
WE + F
where K is a constant and WE is

the total weight of the aircraft without fuel. The error equation then

beees
p +qc

qc

p

2

Tt

E

WF

WF

F

For the eyample we will assume that for each variable the standard deviation of the error is 1 % of
the full range of measurement.

The following table might represent a typical set of cruise values,

measuring ranges and relative errors equivalent to a measuring error of 1 % of full scale.
Cruise
value

%
p

30.000 N/r
2
o.0ooo N/la

Tt

250 K

HF

"F

Full range of
measurement

As will be seen the maixim

Felative error in
specific
to 1 $ FS range
error due

%

0 to 150,000 N/s2

5%

1.8

2

3 %

1.1 %

O.' %

0.4 %

0 to 120.000 N/1

200 to 400
to WS

- AO,

Relative error in the
cruise
v1 FS value
error due to

0 to F

K

2%

o.66 %

3"
3%

3.0 %

fuel weight has been assumed to be half the total weight. The Masch number
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i1

is 0.93.
If one Vas unlucky and Oll the errors in the last column added up in the worst sense, then the
error in the specific air range would amount to 7 %. It is. however, very unlikely that such a coincidence will occur if the variables are, as assumed here, statistically independent. If the values
the last colu
are regarded a standard deviations, the standard deviation of the error in the
air range ,Arll be 3.6 .=•

Fin

spcii•c•

r

t~o large to igore and repeated meauremnts would be necessary to allow "true"

an error is

SSuch
perfo

e to be imlied as the average of the observations.

(Note: this process Vill not eliminate

the bias errors which might be expected when considering one not of equipment. However,

careful

calibration techniques (i.e. measuring and correcting for environmental factors) could go some wa
to eliminating these),.
The above example has been chosen deliberately to illustrate how small errors in combination
can become very significant, and indicates that demands of 1/4 % to 1/2 % full scale accuracy could
easily be justified for this type of test. If non-steady test techniques are employed to reduce test
time then it

is

found that better accuracy still

will be required,

0.1 % full scale being desired,

with better resolution to aid differentiation (see Ref. 1).
1.3

THE REQUIRD•NTS OF SPECIFIC TYPES OF TESTING
The various classes of test aircraft were defined in the introduction, and the special requirements of each class will now be reviewed in turn.
1.3.1

Uncertificated aircraft
Safety ip a primary consideration in all airborne operations and the normal operational instru-

ments provide for this. In this class of aircraft, however, things are being done for the very first
time. In consequence until the basic aircraft is proven, the special test instrumentation is

involved

in safety, and the need for rapid and accurate feedback of information from the instrumentation is

of

vital importance.
1J.1.1•

Developm~ent trials

The planning of such trials usually starts very early in the design process, ad

the instru-

mentation systems usually are installed during the construction of the aircraft.
Flight testing comprises a very significant part of the total development process of new aircraft

types and much capital is tied up in it.
is

The true prototype approach, in which sufficient development

completed to fully establish the design before production is

cmitted, is

often no longer viable

and manufacture usually starts soon after development flying begins. There is therefore considerable
commercial risk associated with the late discovery of development problems, involving both wastage of
materials and effort, and the costs of late delivery to the customer. The reliability and accuracy of
the date gathering system, and the speed and ease with which it enables the engineers to use the data,
have a significaot effect on the efficiency of the aircraft developandt prcess and therefore on the
cost and profitability of the project. Flight trials planning should recognise this and the instrumentation sstem should be chosen and designed accordingly.
Despite increasing complexity of aircraft and their systems, the elapsed time from first flight
to certification is required to be kept constant or should even be reduced. This requires that flying
rates are maintained or even increased and that test flying effectiveness is increased giving more
useful data per test hour. As far as the instrumentation system is concerned this amounts to requirements for:
(a)

High recording capacity, permitting integrated test programes to be performed. For example,
sufficient parameters need to be recorded to allow performance,

I

stability and control,

flutter

and even systems tests to be undertaken at each of a number of test points on any given flight.
(b) High reliability and stability of calibration to minimise instrumentation work between flights.
(c)

Telemetry may be used as indicated in Section 1.2.2 to increase testing efficiently and its use
sa

also increase flight safety by permitting monitoring of systems behaviour and, when relevant,

pilot actions (e.g. stalling and spinning tests).
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Ideally, the flight test engineer requires an instrumentation and display system such that he can
safely and quickly explore the whole operational flight envelope to identify major problems; subsequently concentrating on solving these problems and gathering a11 of the formal data nessapy for .crt.ifica- tion.
Further the flight test and analysis engineers are required to develop techniques to obtain results
of the required quality from less flying. Thus greater emphasis is
extract

nonostea

tests. Hop

being placed on the ability to

rA
no formal testing shoul

ultimatel

be reuired

to establish performance and stability and control data, this being extracted as a continuous process
Sanalysis

from all flying. This will require high accuracy from the instruaentation system, together with new
techniques. In the past. anal &is of data has normally involved brakn down the observed
behaviour into its parts by direct manipulation of the results. In this way the fundamental factors
governing the behaviour can be revealed (for example, perform=nce as a function of thrust, drag, and
fuel
each of which in turn can be expressed
functions of flight conditionf airra7t

Z

yonfumption,

configuration, engine conditions, etc.) but as test and aircraft complexity increase this becoes more
and more difficult. In the writer's experience no satisfactory method of analysis has been developed
to allow the completely automatic extraction of performance information from general non-stea•y
manoeuvres, because of the difficulty in smoothing the data suitably. An alternative approach would
involve synthesis, in vhich the expected behaviour under the actual conditions of test would be
calculated from the relevant design data assumption and compared with actual behaviour. Satisfactory
agreement may be taken as proof of design, or in the case of lack of agreement consistent amendments
of the design assumptions would be made to obtain agreement.
Such techniques have already been applied with some success to aircraft performance testing and
stability '!matching" and could readily be extended to cover systems temperatures and performance,
structural loading in manoeuvres etc. The technique lands itself to automation since in general the
calculations are only special cases of deasig

I

calculations.

Tests will be required in all aspects of:
Stability and control
Performance
Structure (loads and flutter)

System (including avionics)
and study of the special features of the aircraft a
mants (Mil. Specs. FAA requirements,

with the various applicable statutory require-

etc.) will determine the minima basic test programs. However,

many areas require very careful thcught as to h.v best to perform tests and what measureaments are

This is especially true in systems testing but it

applies in other areas too. The proper use of

ground rigs and simulators and mathematical modelling techniques generally will lead to minium-cost
solutions. This is best illustrated by examples:

(i)

Alternator cooling trials
Alternators are ususally ram air cooled and two approaches to flight trials cam to mind:
(a) Loa the alternator electrically to its rated output - measure stabilised critical component
temperatures (windings, brushes, etc.) at a number of points in the flight envelope (perhaps
30 minutes per point) - analyse the data to obtain the temperature-flight condition

lwa".

and extrapolate to worst specification conditions and assess the adequacy. It may be neemonary to perform tropical trials to confirm this prediction.
(b) Perfori ground rig tests on a loaded alternator to determine minim-u
coolin air ms flow
required over the expected cooling teerature

range. The instrumentation intended for flight

trials should be calibrated during these tests. Fly to measure the actual coolin
flow achieved in flight at the same test points as in (a),
secons p

air mass

which should take only a few

point, and confirm directly the adequacy of the measured mass flow. No extra-

polation should be necessary and no tropical trials are needed for this reason.
It

is seen that the second method will lead to considerable econo

in flying time. and, since

a suitable ground rig rill probably exist for other reasms, will prove to be the mr
solution.
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1.7
(ii)

system testing
Here we are concerned with trials to establish the performance of the system under all possible
circmstances (in

this cae performance involves important statistical variation, as for exsaple

in inertial navigation systems or veapon delivery systems , and we are required to predict the
performance of the whole family of production aircraft and systems, and not just to state tha
performance of the few development systems that were tested).
If a model of the system can be established - this may be either a systems rig with "real
world" simulation or an entirely theoretical model, for example a mathematical representation
on a digital computer - then it

can be used initially to aid trials planning. Subsequently, it

can be used to help solve development problems and its performance can be "matched" to the
observed behaviour in the flight trial. In this way the important characteristics of the system
can be identified and fully represented. The performance to be expected from the production
systems can be determined by inserting the expected characteristics (including tolerances) and
large numbers of test runs can be simulated to establish statistics quichly and relatively
cheaply.
Without the use of a moadl the solution of development problems may prove very difficult,
and extensive flight trials would be required involving different sets of equipment in order to
determine with confidence the representative statistics. This would be an extremely costly process.
When all of the requirements have been collected, careful thought should be given first to the
use of existing coany owned equipment and facilities to solve the problem. These will be well known,
personnel will be alrea4y experienced in their use and any shortcomings can be easily recogaised and
corrected. Only if

these facilities are not adequate,

should attention first

be directed to available

off-the-shelf equipment and, as a last resort, to the building and development of completely new
systems. In this latter case every effort should be made to develop and prove the chosen system using
a suitable test vehicle, otherwise the development of the new aircraft will be slowed by the need
for parallel development of the instrumentation systems.
1.3.1.2

Experimental aircraft

The emphasis here must be on obtaining minimum operational and safety clearance of the various
essential systems followed by progressive penetration into the areas of flight dictated by the
research objectives.
Parameter lists and analysis requirements are likely to contain new and novel requirements and
the instrumentation of any special full scale rigs and gantries (of the type much in evidence in VTOL
work) is an additional concern of the flight test engineer. The high temperatures and temperature
transients occurring in aircraft used for research at very high speeds present many difficult problems
in the design of the data collection systems.
There is likely to be an even greater emphasis on the need for telemetry safety monitoring if

complex control systems are involved or if significantly new flight regimes are being explored, and
this can also fulfill the requirement for accident data recording.
In most research programms with experimental aircraft the flying rate is relatively low (e.g. one
flight per week or less). The main reasons for this are that usually a detailed analysis of the flight
data must be made before the next flight can be planned, and that flight with experimental aircraft
require extensive ground preparations and preflight/postflight checks. Under these circumstances the
turn-round time of the data processing equipment may still be the limiting factor in the preparation
of each new flight, notwithstanding the low flying rate. For each programme this turn-round time should,
therefore, be carefully planned. For some lonzg-term research programmes the flying rate is mainly
determined by the allowed rate of expenditure. In such cases the demand for rapid turn-round of instrumentation data is likely to reduce in favour of more systematic and thorough data analysis procedures.
1• .3.2 Certificated aircraft
The type of instr

tion used in tests with certificated aircraft will depend very much on the

type of test aukl.

For the investigation of deficiencies of the aircraft or its equipment very simple
systems with only a few channels can often be used. In some cases the AID system already available in

the aircraft can be used after slight modificstion. For large-scale operational tests and for the

......
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deaelopment of new e.nuijent or new engines in "flying platforms" more complex data collection systems
and automatic processing are often necessary. In such cases the equipment developed for the initial
flgttsigo
h aircraft iqecnsometimes do vey-oo srvce. For teaching it is likely that,
to get at the fundamentals, the most simple and basic instrumentation systems are used so that the
student my fully experience all
M=•

stages in the flight testing process.

instumening an operational aircraft very careful attention to detail will be required to

avoid interference with system- operation and to maintain systems reliability. For these reasons it
may be beat to produce an entirely self-contained instrumentation package with independent transducers

•"
!

rather than to "tap into" normal aircraft systems. In some cases such self-contained systems are
mounted in modified detachable fuel tauks, so that they can be used on all aircraft of the sam

type.

Development trials of systems and equipment are likely to bo even more intensive than aircraft
development trials, whereas trials involving operational transport aircraft are probably the least

S

intensive, being secondary to revenue earning and involving long delays between conduct of a fight
and return of the recording to somle
central processing and analysis facility (Ref. 3).

)

1.4

DATA ANALYSIS REQuIREmDo
Efficient flight testing requires the rapid turn-round of fully analysed results in order to

*

S

,

I

ensure recognition and reaction to development problems end/or the need to repeat testing with the
mini;mm wastage of flying.
The formal analysis process can be speeded up considerably by the use of digital computers,
especially if
a system is

the data is recorded in a form permitting automatic input to such machinery. If

such

adopted then a great deal of effort must be devoted to the development and proving of

the necessary data handling and analysis programmes before flying commences.

The computer programme

should be flexible enough to enable changes to be introduced quickly.
However,

to help speed up the solution of unforeseen development problems,

requiring unscheduled

analysis of the recorded data, the power and speed of the computing system must be capable of direct
control by the user in an interactive way, so that data can 'e displayed, manipulated and operated
upon progressively as new facts are discovered and clues are followed up.
Such a system should operate just as one would with slide rule and graph pad, but dividing the
functions so that the engineer does the decision making and control and the machine does the arithmetic and presentation at very high speed. The machine's repertoire should include not only the standard operations of data extraction, calibration and display of time histories. but also the calculation of standard functions (Mach number, energy height, lift

coefficient, centre of gravity),

insertion

of "slide rule type" calculations, data editing and correction. smoothing, curve fitting and cross
plotting. At each or any stage hard copy should be available on demand.
Interactive graphic termna

exist which permit such working and notable applications to the

flight testing are the systems described in References 4 and 5,

the former describing a particularly

well developed system.
The final product of analysis should be technical reports in which data from a test series are
collated and reported. This work can be usefully aided by establishing in the data handling machinery
"data banks" in which test results are stored progressively as they are produced and subsequently
handled interactively as described above for individual test data.
1.5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Users of flight test instrumentation require data gathering and analysis systems which have the
following characteristics:
(a)

High data gathering capacity with the ability to accept any mixture of types of analogue and

d(

ta signa.

(b) High overall accuracy where necessary.

(
G)
Good reliability.
(d) Good maintainability.
(e) Good flexibility, to cope with new requirements and unforeseen occurrences.
W() Facilities for crash recording and telemetry monitoring when necessary.
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(g) Data storage in a form suitable for direct entry to data processing and analysis equipment,
rigs and

systes

athmatical models.

(h) Powerful interactive data analysis facilities.
The correct choice of sytem can have profound effects on the efficiency of flight testing
in consequence,

and,

on the overall cost and profitability of & new aircraft project.

The optimum solution should be sought for each project from careful study of the tasks and the
associated data analysis requirements, and the capability of existing resources to meet these. Cooperation between the flight test engineer, the instrumentation engineer, and the data analyst should
allow this optimum to be identified.
There appears to be no universal optimum. On the contrary, the instrumentation systems are likely
to vary as widely as the types of aircraft and the types of test for which they are intended. In later
chapters of this book the different instrumentation system approaches will be discussed in greater

I

detail and their particular fields of application will be indicated.
1.6

____

_c_
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CHAPTER 2

AN IUC'TIc3 INTO THE MSIGN OF FLIGHT TEST
INSMuITATIO SYSTLPM
by
S.L. Dove
2.1

INTRODUCTIC

]

Flight tests progame invariably represent a significant investment of resources, and therefore,
considerable care must be devotedto identifying the specific requirements for the flight tests and to
asaure that the data Votem will yield the required information. The types of flight test information
which can be obtained are discussed in Sectio

1.1 of this book. The first step towards the realisa-

tion of a flight test instrumentation system then is a clear statement of the objectives of the flighti

test program. These objectives are dram up by the specialists which require the information: for instance, the office which has designed a new aircraft or & new piece of equipment which must be tested,
or the operations office having & need to experiment with new military air tactics. On the basis of
these objectives, the flight test organization will prepare a preliminary flight test program, a list
of parameters which must be measured, and other special requirements, such as those mentioned in
Section 1.2.1 of Chapter 1.
At this stage of the design process, various ways of organising to accomplish the work are
utilised, each with its own advantages. Should a project organization be created, an instrumentation
systems engineer would normally be assigned to the organisation along with flight test engineers and
test pilots. Data processing specialists are rarely assigned to & specific project, but this decision
depends upon the merits of each case.
The instrumentation desien phase which follows begins when the flight test engineers develop a
measurements list

(see Section 2.2.2). Using this list,

the instrumentation engineer produces an

overall design approach for the instrumentation system.
In the instrumentation development phase, the hardware and software of the instrumentation system
are developed by technical specialists. In this phase, commercially available parts will have to be
chosen and ordered, and the parts of the system which must be made in-house are designed. At the end
of this phase, the actual hardware and software have been produced.
When the total instrumentation system, or at least major parts of it
the test rhase. The importance of this phase is

are ready, they pass into

often underestimated, with the result that "teething

troubles" sometimes caue delays in the transition to the operational phase of the flight test program.
It

is very important to take instrumentation testing requirements into account when planning a flight

test program, for in some cases it

has required as much time as the design and development phaseo

together. Many of the tests can be done in the laboratory, but experience has shown that actual flight
testing of the airborne equipment is eseential as it

reveals weak points which were not apparent during

tests under simulated conditions. This phase can also be used to train equipment operators and
maintenance personnel, and to finalise maintenance schedules.
The general procedure described above ia generally applicable for the design of instrumentation
systems used for testing modern high-performance aircraft.
2.2

FACTORS fIU
2.2.1

CNQG INSTRUS¶WM'ATICK SYSTW( ISSION

Introductory remarks
The main task of the design project group is flight test program planning which includes finali-

sation of the measurements list,

and, subeequently,

the determination of the instrumentation system

dsaiga approach.
The design selected for an instrumenation system is a reaction to requirements resulting from
discussion of the long-range plans of the flight test program, and the specific deta• h• of the current
flight teat plans which include all topics discussed previously in Section 1.2.1.
In the normal cours of events, several avenues to program success exist for the flight teat

engineer. From an instrumentation point of view, some of the possible approaches to the flight teat
program may require much more complicated instrumentation syatem than others. For this reason,
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2.3
test objeOtiveS mst be

spePCific and

iscumion of tham at an early stage must allow for an inquiry

into the reasons behind their selection. Signifioant aspeots can bes, for instance, the division of the
or baassmilar
flight test program between a number of aircraft and the plans vhioh exist for who
flight tests with other types of aircraft.

2.2.2 The mesaseento lst
.

hfilnition. A measurements list is a otalog of the quantities to be measured in flight teats.
Typically, a measurements list contains as & minimmns the measurement ame, range of values expected,
accrac, resolution, frequency response, location on the aircraft, environmental conditions, phase
correlation with other meassuments, flight period of importance, measurement priority, and remarks.

This is prepared by the flight test eogineer on the basis of the flight tent program. The instrumentation engineer should be drown in at an early stag. and may contribute instrmentation-oriented
requirements to

.he list. Figure 2.1 is an example of a measurements list. The exact form of the list

my o*atain more or less information, depending on the complexity of the a~ste. The measurements"
list is a good nicator of
ste cost, s
ohedule, amount of data processing required, eto. A
meas•rements list, being the common linkage between the flight test engineer and the instruetaon
engineer, should be kept up-to-date and reflect all agreed change.
Use of the MUs mets list. Just why is a easurements list so vital to th
engineer? It

instrumentation

contains the essential information needed by the instrumentation engiueer to begin the

system design work. The design approach oan be determined only after considering them requirements.
The flight test engineer should provide a measurn•ents list as early as possible in the program,
though its formilation should not be rushed. It cam be very helpful if complete. If incomplete, it can
initiate only a partial -- sad sometimes false - stezt. Situations do oocur where, in order to gain
the advantage of lead time on development work, an early disclosure of even an incomplete list is

I

advantageous. Such an incomplete list should be accompanied by an indioation of what, in general, may
come later. The measurements list may also show remerks to indicate that further experimental work
will be needed before som
environmental conditions.

of its information can be supplied as, for example, in the cam of aircraft
:

The instrumantation engineer should assume the responsibility for challenging the requirements
imposed by the measurements list. This validation process is a constructive practice in which the
flight test engineer mast participate, and even though the conversation may at times become heated,
it should be enoourageod to continue. It has often been experienced that such discussions have led to
solutions which did not require costly, special equipment. The instrumentation engineer, in arguing
for his position, aots to prevent excesmes and special oases from being imposed through default.
It must be understood, however, that the instrumentation engineer does not have the last word about
the meamremnts list. The flight test engineer oan insist and can, though sometimes at a very high
cost, get ever7 measurement he desires.
The instrumentation engineer will usually attempt to negotiate an adjustment of parameters on the
measurements list (mach as measuring range, acourmor *requsnoy response) so am to bette& match those
of more omemonly supplied or stock transduoers. This can reflect in savings in both oost and time by
allowing the use of units already in hand and calibrated. It

is not unusual for this to be done, for

t*pically, some of the parameter specifications result from analytical work only, and though
calculated precisely, do not reflect actual flight test experience.

Certainly, gross changes in para-

meter values are beyond the scope of this masestion.
2.2.3 The overall desisn of the instruentation AL8tem
In this section, only the general and organisational aspects of the design of a flight test
instrumentation arstem will be discussed. The more detailed aspects will oam out in the later chapters
of this book.
It

is convenient for this purpose to view flight test instrumentation in a broader sense than

Just the eaboard equipment, and to divide the system into two parts, which are physically distinct
*ad which are geserally developed by different groups of engineers (Pisue 2.2). Th
-

arse

the data colleotion nbaystem. This smabsstem includes all meauring channels and their

associated equipment, which wist be designed to function uader the often streameus environmental

6-0--w
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analog @yutem IV using ooarme-fiae recording an two data tracks. If too may channels of both types
are required., it may be necessary to urse both analog eddigital mytmas in the mnow aircraft.
Ar further sortiag of the meamnrements list according to other requirements, mehk as the period
in the text program whem. the parameter ham to be recorded, its priority, ote., the instramentation
engineer will arrive at the number of parameters whioh mast be recorded simultaneously. Re"e, two
approaches are possible, the data collection system can record all parameters during all flights and
the selection of the relevant data for each flight is done in the data processing system, or the alstem
can be designed to record onl~y the relevant paramsteriT during each flight. If the first approach is
used, a larger namber of data chasnnels will be required., which generally means that the airborne
equipment will cocauW more apace; It has the advantage that all parameters are being recorded. when. an
unexpected phenomenon occurs and in, at least in part, neceusary if the modern flight test techniques
mentioned in Section 1.3.1.1 are used.. If the second. approach is used, different parameters can be
recorded alternatively on the same date track me that the physical dimeinsions of at least the recording
system can often be markedly rednooed. it -then reqniram, howvere, a more complicated prevision for
switching different parameters to the sam data channel and it will often require more time dIuring the
pro-flight and post-flight checks. In smew types of flight tests, there are .o'ny paremeters which
need only be measured a few times during the flight text program. If the data processing is not too
highly autoamated, it is often easier to have those parometers read during flight by human. observers
then to rmewsev separate data tracks for them. Another important step in the design of flight test
instrumentation is the decision whether onboard recording or telemetry (or both) will be used. This
decision is based upon factors such as data turnaround timo, aircraft range during flight test, and.
potential hasard.
The more technical aspects of the genseral design are giwan in Chapter S. It mast be stressed that
this development mast be made in parallel with that of the data ;rocessing eyston, so that
compatibility between the two subsystems is ensured. Also, the general lines of the calibration
procedures mist be laid down simultanously. Nheyi the gone: al doisign of the data collection saboywtem
has boen agreed upon, the detailed design of each data channel cumn be started (see Chapters 3 through1
6) and the calibration teohniq~is (Chapter T) and the recooring or telemetry aysts. (Chapters 9 and
In parallel with the daacollection system, the data
mwis ur subsystema=
m bs developed.
Ifonly a few parameters are involved and if the operations which hav.. +a be done on theme parameters
are not too complicated, data processirg b7 hand often prorldes the optimalsoauticn. But, for moat
flight tests, the use of more automated data processing has become an essential r.mquiremsnt. The
number oi k-A-aemtsrs which can be recorded simultaneously hI.m increased. enormously (to several thouseand
parameters), while the turnaround time of the data processing has remained constant or has eve been
reduced. These large amounts of data are usually recorded on magaetic tape (either directly ombeard
the aircraft Or in a telemetry station) and can then be processad by computers. The larger number of
parameters par flight &.Ad the increased computing capacity can bi used to reduce the number of test
flights for a given test program, and to flight test much more o~aplio~ated. aircraft in the eame timeI
as aimpl(er aircraft types were tested previously. In the latest stgms~u for the flight testing of
aiveraft, even the intermediate atoree at' thui data on magnetio *AV* is no longer essential, lelematered
data are 1 -coesaed on-line in high-sWed digital computers and the Watave immediately d.-isplayed to
huni-n obsernrer on the ground to enable then to give real-time direttions to the flight crew ead. to do
the interpretation while the aircraft is still flying. This teohnique, which was already used. in some
cases for a few parameters when critioal flight simulations were being axqplored, is naw being used
AIuring the complete flight test program for increasing numbers of parameters (Rsfs. 4 and 5 of
It is convenient to break down further the data processing into two phaseas the pro-presswing

phase and the computatinn phase. In the "re-urcoexsiuguh~ame the data remain in the for. of time
histories of the different parameters, but many kinds of operations are performed on these time
histories, such &as, conversion to a coumpuzter-compatible format, selec*icn. of chasnnels, filtering,
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applioatidon of e.Uibrations, *to. These are all ame or less standard operetiams for anl paromitteve.
In many processing stations, especially those whichi xeceive many different ty'pes of imputs seeh an
omboard reocrdings, telemetry data In different amm,1g a~d. digital flmeita, & speell
i - prceuu
eamputor is vsed for all or mast of the pro-preeIsa-n optra~tiams. At the and of the pepoosn
phase, the data, ame ussally recorded an & magaetio tek~o wi4@h in compatible with the Input requirement&
of standard digital compaters. Is the oomoutation Rhs... tkose &%ta ares than farther processed to a
s~tat where they can be uwed for interpretation of flighA -uvlts. This is nomaal4 dome in & standard
digital computer, which is often shared with other users. Is smany flight test programs, a preliminary
saeof processing is required for ataick-look and instrusentation checkina. thin prowides tims
histories of a limited Mmbser of parameters, from muhio the quality of the flight tests amn be
estiin ted an a guidaline for the planing of the net flight, and information from which anomalies; in
the instrumentation oratemn cam he detected. The main requiowemat for this phase is that the data want
be available as soon as possible after the flight. Quiok-1ook data are smetimes obtained Iy
telemtering a limited amount of date to the ground, or by a special omeputer ran of the date from the
cabhard recerdem.
Datea processing equipment is seldom bought for a single flight test program. It usmally is already
available before the design of the flight test instrumentation system begins. The main design aspeot
of data prcoesaing is, iliefefore, the production of the necessary moves 1kring the design phase,
the plane for the data p.vcessing program mat be closely correlated with the flight test program, the
caPabi lities of the data collection mystem, the organization of the oalibrations, eta. Daring the
developnmet phase, the programming will be done b7 data processing specialists with close coordination
with the instrumentat-on0 engineer. Ample time should. always be resarved for testing and optiedaing the
software, using inputs from the actual data collection hardware as it becomes available.
2.2.& Other factors of influence on system denim
frIn the design of an instrumentation system
frflight testing, & numbpr of aspects must be
taken into account which have not yet been
discussed in detail. The most important of these
are listed in Figure 2.3, sand are briefly
discussed below.
Cost. The cost of a flight test instrumantalion
wystem is directly related to the requirwomnts
imposed. An instrumentation system designed to

IN

CPC~
SCEMB
U~~~J
QUALWFICAi'ICK

satisfy only the requirements of a given flight
test program will have a basic cost. Below this
basic cost, Imerfomance of the mystem will be
degraded or capability eliminsated Accuracy has,

perhaps, the most important influencs on cost.

F

A 5 percent overall accuracy in relatively e&as
to obtain from analog recording and telemetry
~~systems; I percent is a very difficult goal for
analog systems, but is easier to obtain from
dgitl stoms. Accumais: of the order of 0.110
flight test enginMees are very' difficult to
obtain even with digital systesms A vary careful
consideration of what accuracy is really needed
should precede the design of any now
instrumantation mystem.
'The inclusion of optional items may
contribute significantly to the overall cost of
the system. It mast be kept in mind, however,
that for a mystem which can be used for other
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Figure 2.3 Fatotrs that effect system cost
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tests &a well, the initial cost may be higher but the cost per aircraft may be low. Cbe of the
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engineers_____
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eodterimdaenes

value.
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ecisionatle
dopoiefnsfrrqieet
m ustbe
md

regarding how much of the. requirements can be satisfied using existing systems or components of those
systems. If existing system capabilities prove to be inadequate, modifications (such as the addition
of channels, inorease in sampling rate, etc) ona be considered. Modifications are not always successful, but the fact that the accumulated experience with the old system can be applied to the new system
is an enormous advantage. With a now system, risks are always involved, especially wihen the development
is acheduled. Ampletiesolbersretogiexeinewtanosytmdtoetitue
laborstory AMafligh

condittoteatit.

sceue npractice, it is usually very late in the development of em aircraft or of an operational
proedue tatthe measurements list can be made up. A.flight test program schedule prepared without
Consultation with the instrumentation engineer in deficient from the outset. An adequate amount of time
in the schedule must be allocated, easpuially if new systems are to be developed, because meny
unxeted dielays tend to occur. In certain situations, makin preliminary program requirements known
to the instrumentation engineer will permit him enough lead time to begin the development work.
Flight test programs dependent on the development of a new eyetem must either provide enough time
in the schedule or sustain additional cost due to extra manpower and. overtime work.
Personnel. The design phase must be executed by' highly qualified personnel of the flight test
instrumentation department. For the development phone, subcontracts cam be let to the industzy, bet a
design team must be available to supervise it.
lot only the personnel Involved in the desimn and testing mast be highly qualified, the smem also
applies for the personnel which must maintain %nd check the instrumentation system during its
operation. Ample time in the test phase must be reserved for training this personnel. This training
about any weak points in the Voites and alertness should be stimulated to detect errors and Vostes
deficiencies. A qualified and well trained maintenance cre is an important aspect for attaining
program sucess.
ATuzc he2accuracy of flight test data does not result f~rom the transducer accuracy alone,
bet in dependent upon maintaining accursay throughout the instrumentation mysteim. Verifying overall
acuacyades to the analytical phase of the design in that special tests on all components processingA
the signal mist be ende, precision calibration methods must bs developed~, an& the data collection,
pre-prcoamssing and S-'Y~aess!.ng oum~atess must qualify to a more demnding specification. 1xperimantalI
verification of the overall iatonraoy in the test phase will also require much time and expenl~iture of

L

funds.
important aspect of the overall accuracy is that It most be
viwroiumnta&l oualificaticns. ~Am
reached unde the eawirommntal conditions present in the aircraft. Theme Include pressure, teuperatsr,
vibration and ehock, bet also auch other aspects as electrical and radio interference, power Votes
noise, etc. noe difficulty especially with these latter effecats is that they awe difficult to estimate
beforehmand Uweno though sme preomations like shielding end optimal points for gmoud connections con&J
be taken during the design phase, only actual tests in the aircraft sae show whether these have
succeeded and what further measures need to be taken.
Reliability Reliability is built into a flight text instrumentation system by usin quality
components that have undergone a suitable te.*t program and have a flight history similar toa that of
the intended application. Reliability is further ensured through good workmaship, inspection, and
po

ytm

ein
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Another aspect of reliability is safety. Flight tafevtu7r In the dengsm to which the aircraft
a"d its occupents ane eposed. An attempt to nsinmise these dangers eam place special requirements an
the reliability of instrumentation arstems which will be refleoated in 00st sand schedule. Ugeolal
safety meamares will also have to be taken when the iatumnainwat.. in oennected to the olnomits
of the pilot'u instruments or to essential. systems in the airoraft. If flight parameter values axe
extremely critical, safety monitorimg biy telemetry or by onbomrd ibservers Wa be seeldaL Requirements
much as this should be identified in the program beginning.
Xaintenanoe-. Every systea designed and built will require saintenance in its lifetime.
Planning for this during astes~
design in essential. Ibiltenance, schedules should be met up 0"r2.7,

disturbigh

wqsytem will pyfrteefrexadddrnth"sg.Telome

ftstpoints

using test points, but the real una of msuh maintenance aids comes when something fails to function.
Isult isolation is greatly aided through the use of appropriately located test points, built-in or
portable test equipment capable of generating calibration signals, and through the location of
be expeditiously replaced.
Accessibility. The efficiency of maintenance procedures can be Impeded if the components in the
system are insacocsible when built into the aircraft. The location of test points and adjustable
devices which must be readily acoessible for maintenance must be planned, as to its most advantageous
position in the aircraft, In prototype aircraft, additional facilities are often provided for the
instrumentation, which will not be provided in production aircraft. This must be planned at an early
st so
c that the instrumentation requirements can he accomomdated during the modification of the
test aircraft.
Flexibility. Flxibility is the designed-in capability of en instrumentation system to be changed
to meat differing flight test requirements and situations. The objective of flexbility is to minimize
the &amont of change required in an instrumentation asytam as & remalt of large changes in a flight
test program and eve to adapt it to other flight tesat programs in other typs of aircraft.
Though a Nuniversel" flight test instrumentation system wwuld be both too costly and ineffective, a
srystm designed to matisfy a number of flight test programsan types of aircraft ow be cost effectives
and the least obstacle in a fast-paced schedule. Flexibility cannot he limited to system capacity
and electrical characteristics. If more than one aircraft type is to use it, the instrumentation system
will also need flexibility in its physioal design.
Standardisation of designs, components, aai layout and construction at the subsystes level or
loercntibteto

syste

flexibility. For exampl,

a s~te

can bedsge

and cosrce

in the

form of a compatible mat of modules or printed-circuit plug-in cards and be used to assemble several
flight test instrumentation units without the need for a complete now design. For prer-prooessiag and
processaing systems, which involve large capi-tal investments, flexibility is essen~tial.

I

.us,

Standardisation, in gaenerl, aidsmintenancte Personnel through familiarity gained by rePeated
contiributes to lower cost through quantity purchases, and requires leme vedesign. the repeated
flight experience of cmpoanents and subsystems provides realistic reliability information and
Increased confidence.

D-MOHi;

go subjects introduced in this chapter represent the logical first order of business in the
design of an instrumentation system in that goals mast be established before detailed design can begin.
From this point formard, design specialists must decide how best to fulfill the stated requirements.
There are man significant technical decisions to he made before a complete waet. can be realised.
Sensors, trenaudmors, signal conditioning techniques, and eleotromic hardware mast undergo camrful
analysis and laboratory testing. Software must be programmed end tasted. In the following chapters
of this book, the detailed designof

instrumentation systems willbe

discussed.j
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3.1

INTRODUCTION

The success of a flight test operation, and in fact, of every operation involving measurements,
depends on whether the measured data represent the values of the masesurand at the amment of measurement
with sufficient accuracy. As the nier of possible technical solutions of a measurement and the complexity of the measuring equipment increase, the design of such equipment more and more becoes a
satter of team work of several specialists. Such team work can only provide optimal results if
specialists use the same language, i.e. if

all

the same terms convey the same concepts to all. In the

past, this has often not been the case, largely because ma

flight test engineers do not have a

sufficient understanding of the language of the instrumentation engineers.

In this chapter an analysis

will be given of the fundamental characteristics of a measuring process and all concepts will be
carefully defined. The more technical aspects of the design of a measuring channel will be discussed
in Chapters 4 to T.
A measuring channel as considered in this chapter can be a simple pointer instrument or a complex
assemb3y of several airborne "black boxes" such As a transducer, a signal conditioner, a commutator, an
analog-to-digital converter,

an indicator or recorder,

etc. and often of some of the associated ground

equipment. The main metrological characteristics of such a measuring channel are:
- measuring range
- sensitivity
- linearity
- accuracy.
The accuracy must be regarded under three aspects:
- static accuracy
- dynamic response
- finesse.
These characteristics will be discussed separately in this chapter. Before doing this. it will be
useful to give a short analysis of the (mental) steps involved in a measuring operation (Section

3.2) and to define a few terms relating to errors (Section 3.3).
3.2

PHASES IN A MEASURING OPERATION
In order to illustrate the mental processes involved in making a measurement, an analysis will be
given of a manual measuring operation. Although in automatic measurements the emphasis may be slightly
different in some of the phases, such measurements in principle follow the same procedure.
Phase 1.

Obtaining a roukh reading

The first step in a measuring operation is

to obtain a numerical value. This may be done, for

example, by writing down the position of a pointer relative to a scale on a dial, by measuring the
position of a trace on a continuous-trace recording, or by storing a digital number in a computer
memory. The number so obtained often is not expressed in units of the measurand. For instance, the
output of a pressure transducer can be read in Volts from a voltmeter, in digital figures c from

digital indicator, or in millimeters from a continuous-trace recording.
Phase 2.

Conversion of the rough reading into an indicated value

In this phase the rough reading is converted into a number expressed in units of the measurand.
The relation between the rough reading and the indicated value is given by the static calibration. For
pointer instruments where the scale is

L

graduated in units of the measurand, phases 1 and 2 coincide.

Phase 3. Correction of the indicated value to the measured value
These corrections take into account previously measured or calculated imperfections of the measurThe corrections may be derived from more precise static calibration data (for instance car-

ginchain.

rections relative to the scale of a pointer instrum-.nt),

from the dynamic characteristics of the
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meauring chain, from environmental effects

etc. The sign of such corrections is

sucht

(3.1)

indicated value + correction w messawd value.
Phase 4. Calculation of the most urobable value

If more than one measured value of the some measurand is available,* it will often be possible to
use statistical methods to obtain a more accurate result. Two cases are considered here:
number of measurements have been made under (essentially) the same conditions. Then .the mean of
these measured values will be the most probable value
- & time history is available of a process in vhich the measurand changed relatively slowly. In that-I
-a

case, a smoothing technique will produce the most probable values of the individual measureiments.
These statistical methods can also give an indication of the uncertainty which remains in the most
probable values. As discussed in more detail in Section 3.3, statistical methods do not reduce the
effects of any systematic errors not corrected in phase 3,

above.

Phase 5. Meditation about the true value
When analysing the results of a measurement, the engineer must think about the significance of
the most probable value. There may be systematic errors which have not been corrected. Also, an
instrument never directly measures the quantity in which one is

interested: a strain gauge does not

measure the strain at a certain point in the structure but the average elongation of the surface
area to which it

is bonded; a thermometer does not measure the air temperature at a certain point in

space but the averige temperature of its probe, etc. Peaks in a time history may be reduced or even
caipletely suppressed by the dynamic response of the measuring system. Many similar effects may
cause differences between the most probable value of the measured quantity and the true value of the
quantity in which one is interested. Although these points should all have been considered duripg
the design of the measuring chain (on the basis of predicted inputs), it

is essential that they are

reconsidered when interpreting the results of the measurement. Then the engineer must clearly
remember the simplifying assumptions accepted in the deaign phase and reconsider them in the light
of the measuring results obtained.

3.3

ERRQoRS IN A MASURMNT
The term total error in a measurement is used for the difference between the true value and the
measured value (or the most probable value). The word error is used for components of the total error,
due to single effects influencing the measurement accuracy, such as hysteresis error, temperature
error, dynamic error, etc.
Errors are stochastic quantities, i.e. they are characterized by a probability distribution but
their exact value in a certain measurement is not known. If

the exact value should be known, a correc-

tion can be applied to the xef;rsuent and the resulting error will be zero. In many cases the value
of the errors can be rediced by a deeper analysis of the measuring channel and its environment. For
instance, a temperature error can •e reduced if

the temperature is measured and a correction applied.

To a certain extent the magnitude c" th2e error is,
tion engincer. As the analysis of ezvors is

therefore, a matter of choice by the instrumenta-

costly, it

will not be extended further than is necessary

for the success of the measurement..
The analysis of errors must be based on the results of:
-

a thorough test programme with the instrument (or with one or more instruments of the same type), in
which the probability distributions of the errors (such as reading error, friction error, etc.) are
the sensitivity to error-producing effects (such as temperature effect, dynamic
determined, as wellw -n
response, etc.)

-

periodic recalibrations and checks,

from which failures of the instrument can be detected and frost

which in some cases new values of corrections and errors can be obtained
-

measurements of the error-producing quantities (such as temperature, vibration, etc.) or estimates
of their probability distributions.

the nrobability distributions of all errors are known, the probability distribution of the total
error can be calculated by statistical methods. These methods are described in many books on statistics.
If

Here three statistical characteristics will be discussed briefly. They are:
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- the average or systematic error
- the shape of the probability distribution curve
- statistical dependence of errors.
A sytematic error occurs if the average value of the error differs from zero. Systsmatic errors
can have a large ".nfluence on the accuracy which can be obtained. If values of the systematic errors
are known, they can be applied as a correction, so that the remaining error distribatin. hbas a ero
srverae.
a

The shane of the distribution curve can be different for different types of errors. Many errors
have a distribution which closely approximates the normal or Gaussian distribution. Handbooks of
statistics give tables and equations for these distributions. If they have zero average, they can be
characterized by a single parameter, the standard deviation Co. If all errors have normal distributions and are statistically independent the total error calculated from the. will also have a normal
distribution. The standard deviation of the total error
deviations Vi of the individual errors by
cr't a

'

2

3

.......

can be calculated from the standard

(3.2)

The probability that an error with a normal distribution is not larger than 0 is 68.3 °/o. that it is
not larger than 2 Tis 95.5 °/o and that it is not larger than 3 Wis 99.13 0/o.
Many errors have non-normal distributions. One example is the quantization error which occurs,
for instance. in digital outputs. The measured value is rounded off to the nearest of & number of
discrete, equally-spaced output values and the true value may with equal probability lie anywhere
between + half the least significant bit. If all errors have the sae type of non-normal distribution,
the total error distribution will not have the same shape. Although equation (3.2) remains valid,
the relation between the standard deviation and the probability distribution will be different for
different types of distributions. In practice equation (3.2) is then still used and it is tacitly
assumed that the distribution of the total error is sufficiently like a normal distribution so that
the probability values for G, 20 and 3 T are the same. This is often a good approximation, but in
extreme cases the true probability values can be considerably different.
If the errors are dependent, equation (3.2) is not valid. In that case there i. a definite
relation between the values of two or more errors. The important concept of dependence will be illustrated by two examples. An amplifier may have a "zero offset" and an error due to an incorrect supply
voltage. These errors may be uncorrelated and therefore independent. Both errors may, however, be
caused by the same temperature effect for which no correction is applied, in that case they will be
dependent. They will also be dependent if they both vary linearly with time. Another example of
dependence can be found in an air-damped instrument. The dynamic response of this instrument will
vary with temperature (due to changes in the dimensions of the air gap) and with pressure (due to
the change of friction with pressure). If the instrument is exposed to the ambient air around an
aircraft, there will be a correlation of temperature and pressure with altitude. For tests at different altitudes the temperature and pressure effects on the dynamic response of the instrument will
therefore be dependent. If dependence occurs, the law governing the dependence must be taken into
account in the statistical calculation of the total error. If the errors are linearly dependent, the
errors (and their standard deviations) must be added algebraically.
In many specifications a single value of the total error is given. Usually this will be a 3(0Y
value, but in some cases a 10 value is meant or, if the total error distribution is truncated, it
may be the maximum value. For a correct error analysis it should always be specified what type of
error is meant.
One type of error that must still be mentioned is the blunder. This can, for instance, be due to
a mistake in reading an instrument, to a temporarily loose contact in an electrical circuit or to an
incorrectly punched bit in a digital paper-tape output. The values in most cases lie so far from all
others that they can be easily detected and eliminated during manual data processing. In automatic
data processing in a computer they can cause problems if no special measures have been taken in the
programse to eliminate them (see Chapter 12).
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Errors are usually given in percent of the full-scale value (o/o ps). In some cases they are
given as percent of the measured value or as a number of units of the measurand.
3.4

MHEABWRING RANGE
The first information which an engineer asks about an instrument is
input parameter which it

the range of values of the

can measure: its measuring range. For eyaulesa thermometer can have a

measuring range from - 50

00

C to + 50 °C.

The normal measuring range is the range of values of the measurand which the instrument can
measure with the accuracy.

sensitivity and linearity specified for it.

For many instruments ranees of environmental parameterp (such as temperature or vibration) are
also specified. The manufacturer guarantees that the accuracy will be within specified limits as long
as the environmental parameters stay within these ranges.
Many instruments can be damaged if

they are subjected to an input outside their measuring range.

For such inatruments a maximum overload is often specified. If the input parameter has attained
values higher than the maximum overload, the manufacturer no longer guarantees the accuracy within
the normal measuring range.

The maximum overloads at the two ends of the measuring range may be

different. If an overload lower than the maximum overload has been applied, the instrument may need
a certain recovery time before it

will function properly after thc overload has disappeared.

Maximum overloads for environ~mental Pgameters are sometimes specified. for instances if
instrument can be damaged by extreme values of temperature, vibration or shock. If
has been subjected to environmental conditions (temperature, pressure, vibration,
normal range but within the maximum overloads, then it

the

the instrument
shock) outside the

should again operate according to its specifi-

cation when the environmental conditions return to their normal range. These maximum overloads are
sometimes specified separately for operating conditions (i.e. the instrument should continue to
function, though with degraded performance) and for non-operating conditions (storage, transport).

3.5

SENSITIVITY AND LINEARITY
A second important characteristic of a-measuring channel is its sensitivity. This is

the ratio

of a difference in the output and the corresponding difference of the input of the channel . It

can

be easily understood from the static calibration curve (Fig. 3.1). The sensitivity at a certain
point is

the slope of the tangent to the calibration curve at that point. In Figure 3.1 the sensitiVolts._.
vity is expressed in
s
In general the sensitivity of a measuring
channel is

not constant for the complete measuring

range. In such cases the best straight-line approx-

-.

imation to the calibration curve is often determined (by hand-fitting or by the least-squares
method).

AVRG

.

7

.

The slope of this line is the average

sensitivity over the measuring range. This average

sensitivity is often used for quick-look data

_

analysis. For the case of Figure 3.1 a first approximation of the pressure can be obtained from
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Figure 3.1 Static calibration curve of a
typical pressure transducer

Equation (3.3) is often used as a first step in calculating the input value from the measured
data, especially if

data processing is done by hand. A graph of the type of Figure 3.1 must be drawn

to a large scale if

it

must be read to an accuracy

if 1 O/o FS or better.

It

is

often simpler to

use a correction graph of the type of Figure 3.2, which gives the difference between the true calibration and the straight-line approximation on an expanded scale. The correction C(V) is then added
to the first approximation of eq. (3.3):
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1E-v

p-

0 + cC(V)

(3.4)

If the sensitivity is constant over the
complete measuring range, the measuring channel
is statically linear. The word "statically" is
added to distinguish it from dynamic linearity,
which is defined in Section 3.8. For instruments

.

a

which are not statically linear. the non-linearit

is often mentioned in the specification. This

is defined as the maximum difference between the
calibration curve and its linear approximation,
divided by the measuring range. It is exiesased
Figure 3.2 Correction curve for the transducer of
in percent of the measuring range (O/o S.
Fige 3.1
The word sensitivity is sometimes used for a different quantity: the smallest change in the
measurand which can be detected by the instrument. The normal term for this is resolution, which
should be used for this purpose to prevent confusion (see also Section 3.7).

3.6 ACCUACY
The accuracy of a measuring chain is a quality which is determined by the value of the residual
total error after a reasonable amount of correction has been applied. From this definition it follows
that the accuracy of a given instrument is not an entirely fixed value: if more effort is made in
determining corrections, the accuracy can be increased somewhat. It will, however, never be possible
to eliminate all errors and beyond a certain point the effort required to obtain even a small increase in accuracy will be tremendous. Such an effort may be justified for primary calibration
standards, but the cost of additional accuracy will often not be economically acceptable for normal
flight tests. In exceptional cases, however, a slight increase of the accuracy over that claimed
by the manufacturer can be justified. Generally, this applies to instruments manufactured for operational use in aircraft, as for instance altimeters. The manufacturer's accuracy claims are based on
the use by the flight crew, who cannot apply corrections to the scale readings during flight. If
such instruments are used for special flight test purposes, an individual celibration of each instrument may increase the accuracy slightly over the value claimed by the manufacturer.
The determination of the accuracy of a measuring channel can in principle be done in two ways.
In the "a-priori method" the errors are determined by tests before the actual measurement as di3cussed in Section 3.3 and the corrections and zesidual errors are determined from these tests. In
the "a-posteriori method" the average value and the accuracy are determined by statistical analysis
of multiple measurements. In general, both methods are applied together: systematic errors, which
cannot be corrected on an a-posteriori basis, must be determined by the a-priori method, but the final
accuracy can be increased by taking an average of a number of measurements or by smoothing.

-

-

-

It is convenient to divide the discussion of accuracy into three parts:
static accuracy, which involves the errors which occur when the measurand changes so slowly that
the frequency response of the measuring channel does not significantly influence the accuracy.
Heasurements under these conditions are often called quasi-static, as low-frequency changes can
be allowed
dynamic accuracy, which involves the errors which are caused by the dynamic response of the measuring channel
finesse), which involves the errors caused by the fact that the presence of the instrument modifies
the phenomena which must be measured.

These three categories will be discussed separately.

The English language does not have a single word to denote this concept. The French use the
word finesse. In discussions with several British and American instrumentation specialists
it was found that they liked the use of the word finesse for this concept.
Accordingly, this word will be employed in this book.
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STATIC ACCURACY
Under quasi-static conditions there are many effects which can cause errors. The types or errors.4

and the effect of ea~ch type of error on the measurement vary for different instrument types. The
- following division of static errors has been found to be convenient in practice.
1. Readina error. This is the error made during the reading or the output signal. It includes the
errors due to the limited sensitivity of the reading device (which can be the human eye or the
reading system or a tape recorder) to parallax, to interpolation, to background noise, etc.
2. Dead-band error. This error is due to the fact that the output signal of the measuring chain does
not change with small changes of the input parameter. This error can be caused by friction, by
play in gears, by the fact that the output signal can only appear in discrete steps. 'This latter
phenomenon can be caused, for instance, by steps from one wire to the next in potentiometers or
by the digitizing of signals (quantization error).
T"he sum of the errors of these two Ijypes is called the resolution, already mentioned at the end of
Section 3.5.
3. Rysteresis error. If the relation between input and output is determined for both increasing inputs and decreasing inputs, it is often found that the output at a given input depends on the
direction in which the input was varied. This is called hysteresis. This error is not completely
independent of the dead-band error, as friction and play in gears can also cause hysteresis errors.
4. Errors due to environmentsl conditions. These include errors due to temperature.* thermal shock,*
pressure, Plectro-magnetic fields, acceleration, vibration, shock, duration of~ the measurement,
ageing, supply voltage and frequency. etc.
The sun of the errors of types 1 to 4 is called the reproducibility error.
5. Zero error. This error is only taken into account separately if the zero point can be set manually,
as in altimeters, ohmmeters, etc. In other cases the zero error will fall under the errors due to
environmental conditions or under the calibration error.*
6. Calibration error. This is the error made when applying the calibration data. For pointer instruments where the scale engraved on the dial is used without adiditional calibration data. this error
is ca~lled the scale error.

7. Error of the calibration standard. This is the error made in the determination of the reference
quantity, which is measured during calibration by the calibration standard.
Many of the errors mentioned denend on time. There are, basically, three ways in which this
time dependence can occur:
-the
error may be correlated with the tine history of the signal itself, es with the hysteresis error.
Although these errors can, in principle, be corrected (at least partially), this requires a timeconsuming procedure and is usually not done.
-the

error can be correlated with parameters other than its input signal. The most common example of

this is the variation with time of environmental conditions such as temperature, pressure and4
vibraLion during a flight. Another example is the effect of components of the input quantity along
axes other then the nominal measuring axis, in instruments which are subject to cross-axis sensitivity (see Section 4.2.2). These errors tan be corrected if the influencing parameters are measured.
-the
error can be (virtually) uncorrelated with any parameter other than time. The main cause of
these errors is ageing of the components of the instruments. These errors are called drift errors,
the characteristic describing them is the stability of the instrument. In some cases a short-term
stability and a long-term stability are specified. The short-term stability is then the stability
during a period typical for the type of measurement. for instance during one flight. The long-termI
stability applies to the change of calibration over the life of the instrument. It must be pointed
out that the word stability is also used in another sense: the characteristic of a system to go
back to its state of equilibrium (e.g. stability of a servo system). The distinction between these
two meanings of the word stability should be clearly kept in mind to avoid confusion.
JAs

previously mentioned, the accuracy obtainable in a,measurement with a certain instrument
depends on many factors, such as the effort made in determining corrections of errors, the variations
in environmental conditions and the number of measurements which can be used to determine the most
probable value. It is, therefore,, a practical impossibility to characterize the "accuracy of an
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instrument" by one or a few numbers.

Values, given by manufacturers,

in instrument specifications ara

often grossly misleading because they have been determined under favourable conditions never encountered in the actual operation of the instrument. Efforts are now being made to come to standardized accuracy definitions, which will make it

possible to make a first choice between different

instruments by comparing short specifications.

This has advanced farthest in a few specialized fields

(such as electrical instruments, Ref. 2) and in some countries (France, Ref 1). The instruments
are classified in "Accuracy classes" such as class 5 °/o, class 1 0/o, class 0.25 °/o, class 0.1
This standardization is very useful if

0/o.

all concerned clearly understand its limitations. The classifi-

cations consider static accuracy only.

3.8

DYNAMIC ACCURACY
If a measuring channel is subjected to rapidly varying inputs, the relation between input and
output becomes different from that in the quasi-static case. The dynamic response of a measuring
channel can be expressed in a differential equation. If this is a linear differential equation, the
channel is dy namically linear. Because the analysis of dynamically non-linear systems is much more
difficult, the corrections obtainable with the same amount of effort are much less accurate for
dynamically non-linear systems than for linear systems. Terefore, the designers try to achieve
dynamic linearity in

11 instruments for which the dynamic response is

linearity will never be completely achieved, it

important. Although absolute

is sufficiently approached in most cases to make

linear analysis possible within the accuracies required. The basis dynamic characteristics depend
on the order of the differential equation of the instrument.
First-order instruments (which include, for instance, many temperature probes) can be characterized by one parameter,

+x

the time constant T. The differential equation then is

y(t),

(3.5)

where y(t) s the time function of the input,
X
a the output of the instrument.
The time constant is expressed in seconds.
Many transducers have a second-order characteristic. They can be characterized by two parameters,
for which the natural freguency w

and the damping coefficient •

are normally used. With these para-

meters the differential equation takes the form

i

2

W
Here w

+

+X

y(t).

(3.6)

0I

is expressed in rad/sec and

\

is non-dimensional.

Higher-order systems often occur when more than one lower-order system is used in series. if
the output of a second-order transducer is fed to a second-order filter, the output of the filter
will be related to the transducer input by a fourth-order equation.
The parameters mentioned above for the
first-order and second-order instruments are

100,0

STEP INPUTYo

/
95.0

very useful when analysing the response to
simple input time functions. This will be
illustrated for three types of input functions:
-

-a

8..
/

.

1TPU

a step input

/

linear variation of the input with time

/A

(ramp input)
-

O

O

a sinusoidal input.
The response to a step input of a first-

order instrument is

shown in Figure 3.3. The

time constant is the time in which the error
of the output function is reduced to a factor
l/e or to 37 °/o. After 2't the error of the
output function is reduced to 0.372 or about

0

0

2T

37

4T

ST

Figure 3.3 Response of a first-order system with
time constant I'to

a step input

14 0/o of the step value and after 3 T to 0.373 or 5 0/o. The response of a second-order system to

'i • i " • •,, " ...',"Document
K•i
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a step input has a different shape for

200

different values of the damping coefficient (Figure 3.4). If

"approaches the

4 1 the output

input function without

overshoot; the damping is a~eriodic.
If X < 1 the output overshoots the
input and returns to it by a damped
oscillation. If

-

that the system is

For

-

1,
1 it

is

'w

said

critically damned.

0 an undamped sinusoidal out-

ONLYFOR

put is obtained with a frequency equal

to the natural frequency

011 x,.y

I

sin(__
(166t

ofa0

The response to a ramp input of

(AIkS
14
16,.
%t (RDAS
0

2

4

6

a

I0

12

a

first-order system is, after a short
initial period, an output parallel to

Figure 3.h The response of second-order systems to

the input function but delayed by a

a step input

time equal to the time constant. For a

van

WO

a;0

.

PH4ASE
ANGLE

°-

2-o

Figure 3.5 Polar representation of the fre-

quency response of a first-order
system

second-order system the delay time is
to 22Vo.
to
2VW.-order

IN0

2

3

RELATIVE FREQUENCY

equal
Figure 3.6 Amplitude characteristics of secondzyitems

The respouse to a sinusoidal input of
a first-order system is a sine wave which is shifted in phase relative to the input function and has
a different amplitude. The phase angle is equal to - arc tan 1' ca (where t is the radial frequency
of the input function in rad/sec) and the ratio of output to input amplitude is equal to the cosine
of the phase anale. The phase angle and the amplitude ratio can be read from the polar diagram developed by Nyquist (Figure 3.5). For a second-order system the amplitude ratio and the phase shift are
given in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 as a function of the damping coefficient and of the relative frequency
w/.o' At relative frequencies much higher than

1800"
1-0

1 the amplitude response curves, drawn to a
frequency scale as in Figure 3.8,

/logarithmic

W

all approach asymptotically to the straight
line l

)

for all values of the damping

factor. This is often expressed by saying

wZ/

that the power spectrum rolls off at 12 dB/
octave in this region. It is generally found

W/

that the amplitude response of a system of

order n at relative frequencies 2t- > 1 Daymp3
RELTIV
FEQUNC

Figure 3.7 Phase characteristics of second-order
systems

0

totically approaches to a curve proportional

to l/(2L)

i.e. rolls off at n x 6 dB/octave;

for1 a
irer
system it is
6 dB/octave,ec
a frst-order system it is 6 B/octave, etc.
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3.9
We have considered the response of firstorder and second-order instruments to special

1"
i
P

2-

types of input time functions: a step input,

-•...

S8+10

a ramp input and a sinusoidal input. Now the

-

-Z

"-10

-.

•

-

-

to an arbitrary input will be considered. For

-.

every linear instrument the dynamic response

2.0
-~

--

-

-

more genera.l case of the response of a linearinstrument or measuring channel of any order

--

•

-

•-

characteristics can be given by an amplitude
curve and a phase curve similar to those given

-

in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. In the theory of
.2

0.4

04 04 1

2

4

6

a 10

RELATIVEo
FRQEC
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

Fourier analysis it has been shown that each
arbitrary input time function, periodic or
o

non-periodic, can be regarded as the sum of
Figure 3.8 Amplitude characteristics of secondorder systems drawn to logarithmic
scales

an infinite number of sinuoids each with a
specific amplitude and phase. The output of

the instrument to an arbitrary input time
now be determined by first decomposing the input function into a sum of sinusoidal functions, then multiplying the amplitude of each sine wave with the amplitude response factor given by
the amplitude curve at that frequency and shifting its phase by the amount given by the phase response curve at that frequency, and then summing all resulting sinusoids again.

"function can

This procedure will be given in a more mathematical form. For a detailed derivation handbooks
on instrumentation theory should be consulted, such as References 3 and 4. The input time function
can be represented by means of the Fourier integral:
- 1

Qt).e

..

(3.7)

tt.

Here G(t) is ,the input time function, S(w) is the modulus which represents the amplitude variations
as a function of the frequency and the exponential part on the left side represents the phase shift
T(w) which is againa function of frequency. The dynamic response of the instrument
and phase of each sinusoid in a way expressed by its transfer function
S~amplitude

H(ico)

-

A().ei W().

modifies the

(3.8)

The output time function of the instrument is then

y~t)
-

(3.9)

sw)-ey.e

or, combining equations (3.8) and (3.9):
SCw).e
S(t)

I

t

p

It will be seen that Y(t) is again a sum of sinusoids, where the amplitude of each original sinusoid
has been multiplied by a factor A(C) and the phase has been shifted by an amount •(w).
The considerations in this section have indicated methods for determining the corrections for
the frequency response of a measuring channel. Even after these corrections have been applied, dynamic errors from other sources may still be present. These may be due to non-linearities in the system,
to inaccuracies in the determination of the dynamic response characteristics, etc.
The procedures described ia this section can, in practical cases, often be simplified co•iaderably
by a proper choice of the dynamic characteristics of the measuring channel. From Figure 3.6 it lan be
seen that the amplitude response of a second-order measuring channel will be correct within 1 0/o if
the bandwidth of the input signal does not exceed 20 0/o of the natural frequency and if the damping
factor is 0.7. Similarly, an amplitude response which is correct within 1 5 0/o can be obtained from
a channel which has a damping factor of 0.6 in the range of relative frequencies between 0 and 1.
A sufficiently constant amplitude characteristic over the bandwidth of the input signal does not
guarantee, however, that the input and output signals are similar to the required degree. It is often
i
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3.10
forgotten that Phase distortion can also

TIME
LAG

occur. An extreme example of ph~ase distortion is shown in Figure 3.9. In Figure -a
an input siansl is given which is composed
of 3-

of 2 sinusoids with a frequency ratio

Figure b gives a correct output signal, which

4LINPUT

c. OUTPUT WITHEXTREM.E

6. OUTPUT WI1hOUT

only has a certain lag relative to the input

PHASE DISTORTIOIN

PHASE DISTORTION

signal. Figure a shows the output signal if
!'I•

Figure 3.9 Phase distortion
in a signal with frequency
f and 3f

icomponents
quencies has shifted by an extra 1800.
will be seen that the signal is

it

distorted,

cies. No phase distortion will occur if

though the amplitude response is

correct at both frequen-

the phase angle varies linearly with frequency, as is

the

case in Figure 3.7 in the range of relative frequencies between 0 and 1 for a damping factor of 0.7.
Then at all frequencies a constant time delay occurs. which is called the group delay. If the group
delay at all frequencies is constant, no phase distortion will occur.
In many cases the input signal consists of a frequency band which is of interest to the measurement and a frequency band which is not of interest to the measurement. This can occur, for instance,
if accelerometers are used for the measurement of the motions of an aircraft (frequency band of intereat, say 0 - 5 Hz). If the accelerometer is mounted to a part of the aircraft which vibrates at a
frequency of, say 30 - 40 Hz, this vibration will also be measured by the accelerometer but is of no
interest to the measurement of aircraft motion. If these frequency bands ax" sufficiently separated,
th- frequency response characteristics of the measuring chain can often be chosen so that the signal
bandwidth which is of interest is reproduced without undue distortion while the amplitude of the
unwanted part of the signal is reduced markedly. This will be discussed in more detail in the next
3 cLapters.
FINESSE•)

3.9

When a measuring instrument is
this

environment,

introduced in

a physical eonvironment,

The input to the instrument will,

measurand would have had if

it

introduces a change in

therefore, be different from the value which the

the instrument were not there. Examples of this

effect are:

-

a micrometer exerts a force on the object which it

-

an angular position indicator exerts a moment about the axis on which it

-

its position
a temperature probe changes the calorific capacity of the object whose temperature is being

measurer and thereby changes its
is

dimensions

mounted and changes

measured and thereby changes its temperature
-

t

!

a pres.-re probe ,tand its support) change the pressure distribution in a ilowing medium; an extension of this is the static pressure error in aircraft: there the presence of the aircraft itself,
together with that of the proce and its support, changes tho pressure distribution
a vibration pick-up will change the distribution of masses of the structure

-

the loading caused by the input impedance of an electrical

-

to be measured.
the impedance in

measuring system reduces the voltage

For servo systems the input impedance at balanced condition may be higher than
the transient

condition.

These effects can influence both the static

accuracy,

as in

the case of the micrometer and of

the pressure probe, and the dynamic uccuracy, as in the last two exaImplen mentioned. If these errors
are negligible, it is said that the finesse of the measuring system is high.
Errors due to low finesse can in

some cases be corrected during data processing,

together with

the instrumental errors. Often this will, however, be difficult or even impossible, as for instance
when a vibration pick-up changes the vibration of the structure. Then the measuring system must be
chosen so that the fV esse error will remain as low as possible (for instance by choosing a light
vibration pick-up) and ý.he probability distribution of the residual must be estimated.

a)

See note on page 3.5
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CHIAPTER 4
TRANSDUCERS
by
L.Ji. Wei.rather
14.1

INTRODUCTION
The first element of a measuring channel generally is the device used to convert the measurand,
i.e. acceleration, temperature, etc., into a form which is more suitable for transmission or recording
purposes. This device is called a transducer and most generally is designed either to provide an
electrical output or, with a suitable mirror arrangement, to reflect a light beam onto a photographic
recording medium. Another family of frequently used transducers consists of the mechanical directindicating instruments, with pointer or numeric indicators. In this family, the transducing and display
functions are integrated into a single box, linked by mechanical elements.
The primary emphasis of this chapter will be placed on transducers with an electrical output,
although many of the principles and characteristics discussed here apply also to other types of

devices. A large variety of physical effects are used for producing the electrical outputs of trans-I

..

ducers. The characteristics of these physical effects themselves will not be discussed in detail in
this chapter. They are described in several of the references given in Section 14.14. This chapter will
concentrate on those characteristics of transducers which are primarily relevant to their role as part
of a. measuring channel.
For most measurands there are several transducing principles in use.* For instance, accelerations
can be measured by transducers utilizing potentiometers or strain gages, by piezoelectric trainsducers, by force-balance transducers, etc.* Each of these transducer types has different characteristics and different areas of application. The general characteristics of these transducing
principles will be discussed in Section 14.3.
14.2

CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSDUCERS
4..Introductoryemarks
Transducer characteristics can be conveniently divided into three groups: input, transfer and
output characteristics. These th4ree groups will be separately diseussed below. These characteristics
mainly determine whether a transducer can be used for a particular measurement. In the final choice
of the transducer other aspects, such as environmental conditions. cost, reliability, availability,
maintenance and calibration requirements and applicability to other measurements also play an
important role. These aspects are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

H
*k
*

It must be stressed that, especially for relatively simple tests and for some special-purpose tests,
the cost, accuracy and reliability of the complete instrumentation system may be largely determined
by the choice of the transducers.

4..

nutcaateitc
The most important input characteristics are:

the normal measuring range and the ranges of the environmental parameters (defined in Section 3.k4)
As the errors in many types of transducers are proportional to their range, generally the best
accuracy will. be obtained if the range of the instrument is equal to the range of the measurand
or slightly larger.
-the
finesse (defined in Section 3.9). This must be appropriate to the measurement, i.e., the effect
or the transducer on the physical process being measured must be small with respect to the allowable
-

total error.
cross-axis sensitivity. Many transducers which are nominally sensitive only to inputs along
one axis of the instrument (such as accelerometers and rate gyros copes) produce spurious outputs

-the

to an input perpendicular to its sensitive axis. An example of cross-axis sensitivity of anI
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accelero

ter is shown in Figure 4.1. The

n30inal axis of sensitivity is

the Z-axis, which

is perpendicular to the undeflected spring blade.
If the spring is deflected by an inertial force
acting on the mass along the Z-axis the mass-
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SFigur'e 1.1 Cross-axis, effects n1 an
accelerometer
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te with
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sIpring and ms

DIRECTION OF
CROSS- AXIS

SENSITIVITY

system will also become sensitive to

inertial forces along the X-axis. For the

deflectiOns which occur in
relatively sall
accelerometer of the type shown in Figure 46.%,
the cross-axis error is proportiona1 to the
product Of the accelerain

in the X and Z

A similar relation exists for many other types
of accelerometers and for most rate gros. For
acme types of transducers, for instance piezo-

electric transducers, the cross-axis error is not proportional to the product of the two inputs.
The cross-axis error is sml if the total deflection is small*, a in force-balance accelerometers.
The cross-axis effect can often be reduced by a careful choice of the orientation of the instrument
with respect to the aircraft. For the accelerometer of Figure 4.1 the effect of accelerations alo
the Y-axis will be much lover than the effect of those along the X-axis. The transducer should,
therefore, be oriented so that the largest cross-axis accelerations act along the -axis . If the
law which governs the cross-axis sensitivity is known and the other acceleration is meaured
separately, it is possible to apply a correction during data processing.
error in the location or the aligment of the transducer. In many flight tests the location of the
-

transducer relative to the center of gravity of the aircraft, and the alignment of the sensitive
axis of the transducer relative to the reference axes of the aircraft must be known precisely.
Any uncertainty will increase the errors in the measurement.

46.2.3

Transfer characteristics

The transfer characteristics define the relation between the magnitude of the input quantity
and the magnitude of the output quantity of the tranaducer. They are determined from the static
calibration, the dynamic response characteristics (amplitude and phase) and the associated error
distributions. These are defined and described in Chapter 3. As already stated there, the transfer
characteristics will in general cban~e with the environmental conditions. Probably the most
troublesome aspects of the environment are temperature, shock and vibration, and electromagnetic
interference.
The main effects of temperature are zero and/or sensitivity shifts in the output.
Some transducers may be compensated for temperature errors by using various electrical and mechanical
techniques. Beyond about 2500C, temperature compensation becomes extremely difficult to design and
iniplment.

Various methods are used to protect transducers from extreme temperature variations. These

include temperature-control.led comparments, air and liquid cooled encloures, heat sinks. integral

heaters and heater blankets. One of the most insidious, and little known, ensironmental effects ie
caued by temperature transients. These cause temperature gradients in the instruments which can
produce temperature errors mach larger than those which occur under (quasi-) 0tatic conditions in
the same temperature range. It is practically impossible for the user to correct the effects of these
temperature gradients. Their effect can only be reduced by isolating the transducer as well as possible
from the temperature environment.
The effects of shock and vibration are especially difficult to eliminate for inertial tronducers
such as accelerometers and rate gyros, since they act upon the transducer in the same way as its
regular input. For example, an accelerometer used to measure the motion of the center of gravity of
an aircraft will also respond to vibrations of its mounting plate relative to the c.g. If the signmal
to be measured and the spurious vibration signal are in the same frequency band, it ix impoesible
to separate them by filtering. If the noise frequency is markedly different from the frequencies of
interest, there are 3 methods to reduce the spurious vibration signals.
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a transducer with a frequency responu
which will transduce the signal of interest Without
distortion and which will be insensitive to the =wanted frequencies
using a mehanical lOV-Pass filter (vibration isolation mounts) between the sour*e of the excitation
and the transducer

- choosli

-

-introducing

an electrical filter in the output of the trausducer.

In general, using a transducer vith an optimal freauency reaDonse for the imeasurement is
preferable to the other two methods mentioned. This vwil not alvays be possible. The problem with
mechanical filters is that they often have a non-i•near frequency respns and will therefore distort
the nigal of interest. Bessonably linear vibration isolation mounts are available and are used in
so
inertial platforms. They are, howvevr, costly and have to be specially desined for each transducer. In se cases good results have been obtained by mount ng the inertial transducer on a
relatively large wooden board, which provides a reasonably linear frequency response and more damping

than most other construction materials . The use of electrical filters in the output of the transducer
can lead to large errors if the suplitude of the vibration is so high that it drives the transducer
outside its linear range. If the vibration frequency is much higher than the cut-off frequency of
the filter but still within the bandwidth of the transducer, the fact that high-amplitude vibrations
were present cannot even be seen from the filtered output. An example of this effect is described in
Section 5.2.3 for the case where a closed-loop accelerometer is used to measure aircraft motions.
These transducers are chosen becoume of their inherently high accuracy. They have, however, a baudwidth of the order of 0 to 200 Hz, though the frequency range of the signal of interest is of the
order of 0 to 5 Iz. High-frequency vibrations of the mounting plate of the transducer may then
saturate the servo amplifier and thereby cause large distortion. In this case the only way to reduce
the errors is to reduce the amplitude of the high-frequency vibration sensed by the transducer. This
can only be done by using a mechanical filter between the vibrating mounting plate and the transducer.
The effect of shock and vibration on non-inertial transducers can be suppressed by the same
methods as mentioned above. Here, however, the most practical method is to use anti-vibration mounts.
Transducers with small movable masses are generally less susceptible to vibration than others.
The detrimental effects of angular vibrations and especially angular accelerations on some
transducers is frequently overlooked. Angular accelerations can for instance affect the accuracy of
rate gyroscopes to a marked degree.
Transducers may be required to operate in the presence of strong electromagnetic fields. Generally
speaking, transducers vith low output impedance, high output voltage and short cable lengths are less
susceptible to this type of interference. Other transducers can be used in this kind of an environment,
but they mut then have specially designed shielding and electrical ground circuits (Chapter 5).
Other environmental conditions such as pressure, humidity, sand and dust, salt spray and
radiation may also have to be considered for specific applications.
4£.2.4

utu

characteristics

The output characteristics of a transducer are generally less important than the input and trans-

*

fer characteristics since they can be appropriately and conveniently modified using signal conditioners (see Chapter 5). But even so. they are important in the design of the overall data collection
system. The main output characteristics are the type of output. the output level and the output
impedance.
The types of output can be divided into three general categories:
- analog outputs
- pulse outputs
- digital outputs.

Transducers with analog outputs comprise the largest class of transducers in use today. The
output voltage is generally classed as being either DC or AC.
Transducers with DC output produce either a voltage, a current, a charge or an impedance which is
a measure of the physical input signal to the transducer. As most recorders and most analog-to-
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digital converters require DC input signals, sm

of these transducers can be directly connected to

the recorder or encoding device without intervening signal conditioning.

In m&W can".

however,

signal conditioning is necessary because voltage alification, or impedAnc* rMtching, etc. is
necessary (see

Chapter 5). For transducers with an AC output the information ia

contained in either

the amplitude, the phase or the frequency. For transducers with a phase output, a phase reference
signal nuot be available which is

often the AC a&ply voltage to the transducer. The AC output is

usually converted into either a DC output or a pulse output before it is use4 to drive a recorder,
telemetry transmitter or analoi-to-digital converter.
The transducers with nulse output. The information is represented as a pulse rate, a pulse
position or a pulse width. Te signals in this category can be converted to di ital fora r•latively
The transducers with digital output produce coded output signals which er* digital in nature.
In asme cases the coded signal is available at the output continuously and in .,hers only when the
transducer is interrogated by the recording device or telemetry system.
Besides the type of output, ther are a number of other electrical output cvracteristics which
are of importance for the matching of the transducer to the recording or telametx: system or for the
design of the signal conditioning equipment (see also Chapter 5). The most importwnt of thes wre.
- ban~width
-

output level

- output power
- output impedance

- ground connection.
The bandwidth of all components of the measuring channel should be at least as brad an the bandwidth of the transducer (withits output filter, if one is used). The outu
le * usuaLL- is expressed
in term of the output voltage or current. The output voltages are rough.+, dividad into high-level
outputs, 0 to 5 volts or higher, and low-level outputs, usually 0 to 20 mllivolts. Often different
signal oonditioning equipment is provided for high-level and low-level outputs. Even if the desired
voltage or current is available, the output Power that can be taken from the transducer may be
insufficient so that power amplification is necessary in the signal conuidtianar.
It in generally desirable that the output impedance be low, not more than a few ohms. This is
important because a low output impedance requires a lower power to obtain a certain value of the
output voltage or output current, and because the circuit is less sensitive to many types of electrical
interference. For those transducers which have & high output impedance (such as , for instance, the
piezoelectric transducers), signal conditioning circuits may be necessary before the signal is transmitted over long wires.
Many transducers designed for flight testing have a floating oul~put, so that arounding connections
can be made at the most convenient point of thz circuit. In other transducers one of the output terminals
is connected to the power ground or via the transducer case to the aircraft structure on which it is
mounted. In such cases special measures in the signal conditioning circuits are required (see Chapter 8).
4.3

TymE

or •TIesDucus

A brief discussion will be given of the characteristics of the more comn types of transducers.
The main emphasis will be on the transfer and output characteristics because these are particularly
important in the overall design of the data collection system. The input parameters and the transducing
principles will only be mentioned insofar as they are of direct importance to the discussion.
-:

r

Table 14.1 provides a listing of several types of transducers with ranges, accuracies. frequency
responses and types of output typical of those used in many flight test program. Way other types
are available for special applications. It should be noted that variatdions in accuracy and other
characteristics we possible within each category in the list.
In the following discussions the transducer types have been divided into five categories. each
of which will be discussed separately. These are active ainlog passive analog, pulse and frequency
generating, digital end closed-loop.
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4 03.1 AcJtive anaog trasduers
Active or self-generating transducers require no external source of power or excitation. The
most comon types of active analog transducers used in flight test applications are piezoelectric,
thzwltti,
m~netoltic,
•ad photoelectric trasducers.
Piezoelectric transducers (Fig. 4.2) operate
on the principle that a voltage is
certain crtal
DOUIECTION OF INOMM.

•planes.

•TIVITY

generated in

materials when they are subjected

to mechanical forces or stresses along specific
Figure 4 .2a shows a section through a
transducer where the acceleration produces a
shear force in the piezoelectric material, in

Figure 4.2b it produces a compression. Piezo-

' Or

electric transducers are basically charge

LECTRIe
.several

MATERIAL

Sa
s. SM.AN

Figure 4.2

Igenerators,
6. COMPU5S•N TYPE

TYPE

generating devices vith an output impedance of
hundreds of Megohms. When used as voltage

they must be connected with very
abort cables to special high-impedaace voltage
amplifiers. The calibration has to be done after

Two types of piesoelectric

installation. since small variations in the

accaleration transducers

capacitance of the cable could cause significant
changes in the calibration. The use of charge

amplifiers (see Chapter 5) minimizes the effects of cable capacitance,

noise, etc.

The outstanding characteristics of pieoelectric transducers are their large range (up to

10,000 g) and extremely high natural frequency (about 30,000 Hz), and their small size and veight.
They are used extensively for the measurement of high-frequency vibrations, but do not respond to
low-frequency vibrations. The icy-frequency cut-off point of these devices is

10 Jz or somewhat lower.

depending on the preamplifier used.
Thermoelectric transducers.

(Fig. 4-.3) The

thermoelectric effect is utilized in thermocouples,
which consist of two dissimilar metal vires whose
ends are connected together. When the junctions
are subjected to different temperatures, an ef
is produced. The magnitude of the omf depends uipon

COPPERI

NOT1
AJKTi=

tN..',..,.,..,,.

.

the temperature difference and the materials of the

c

conductors.

ACM•

The most ca

types of thermocouples

used in flight testing are copper-constantan,
chromel-alumel, iron-constantan and platinum-

Figue 4.3

.

.

thermocouple
Copper-constantan
circuit

platinum/rhodium.
Thermocouples are ma-nl

used for the measurement of high temperatures,

for example,

in engines.

The output voltage is in the range of 0 to about 60 mV and typical aircraft installations have an
output resistance of a few ohms. Thermocouples require either a reference temperature device for
maintaining a constant temperature at the cold junction, or - mechanical or an electrical compensation
for cold-junction temperature changes.
te

Special bonded-foil thermocouples are used for measuring surface

__ratur__.
Manetoelectric transducers. These are instruments of the induction generator type. in which

motions of a condu tor or coil in a permanent magnetic field induce a voltage in the coil. The output
voltage is proportional to the magnetic field strength, the number of turns in the coil and the
velocity of the coil relative to the field. Common applications of this effect are the AC and the DC
tachometers used in measuring rotary velocity. The magnetoelectric effect is also used for generating
pulses (see Section 4.3.3).
Photoelectric transducers. These produce a voltage which is roughly proportional to the light
energy falling on a photoelectrical cell and are mainly used for on-off type measurements, such as'i
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digital sbaft ecoders.

"

4.3.2.- Passive analog transducers

The physical input varies the impedance or impedances in these transducers. An external power
source is required for producing an output voltage or current. In many of these transducers two or
three output voltages are produced,
differential transformers,

the ratio of which contains the information (potentiometers.

synchros). Other types, which have only a single variable impedance

(resistance thermometers, variable self-inductances,

variable capacitances)., are often used in bridge

circuits or in variable-frequency oscillators.
4.3.2.1

Variable resistance transducers

Potentiometers.

The value of the output of a potentiometer is determined by the mechanical

rotation or the linear displacement of a sliding contact.

The resistance element usually consists of

a wire wound around a form, or a metallic, carbon or conductive plastic film deposited on a nonconducting base. The resolution of wire-wound potentiometers is limited by the number of wires used;
the resolutiqn of film potentiometers is

unlimited.

Potentiometers are extensively used in flight testing. Their main advantage is that they can
give high-level DC outputs which ran be easily filtered and which can be used without amplification.
Potentiometers must, however, be applied with care because they can be subject to a number of problems:
-

There is always friction between the resistance material and the wiper. Though this friction can
be quite small for high quality potentiometers,

it

limits the attainable accuracy in cases where

only small forces are available, as in low-range pressure transducers.
-

Vibrations and accelerations can affect the contact pressure of the wiper resulting in output
failures. This can sometimes be reduced by choosing the best orientation for the potentiometer

of the vibration.
with respect to the main direction
-

Wear of the resistance element can be a problem, ezpecially if the viper moves in the same region
final break-down occurs.
for a loug time. Wear can cause non-linearities before a

-

Film type potentiometers can have a non-linear characteristic near the end of their range and neaR
taps and can sometimes accept only a very small wiper current.
Potentiometers are used for the direct measurement of linear and angular displacement. They are

also used in transducers to measure displacements derived from physical input quantities such as
pressure,

acceleration,

force, and rate gyro deflection.
A special type of potentiometer is used
in the so-called "Do synchronous system" (such
as '!Desynn").

The 28 V DC supply is connected

to two wipers, which move over a circular
potentiometer with three taps. The voltages
between these taps can be transmitted over long
wires. The ratios of these voltages determine

the position of the pointer in a special
STRA•I

WIRE

indicator. It should be noted, that the electrical

GAGE

of the potentiometer is

routput

recording purposes.

.-

__

Strain zages.

I
BACKING

__RECTION O NOIMIAL SENSITIVITY
FOIL

STRAIN

less suitable for

TERMWALIS

The wire strain gage and the

foil strain gage are based on the principle that
the resistance of a vire or foil changes in a
reproducible way when stretched within their
elastic limits. Two types of strain gages are
used extensively in flight testing:
bonded-wire or foil strain games (Fig. 4.4).
The wire or foil is bonded to a thin sheet of
backing material, which in turn is

cemented

to the structure to be tested. In order to
Figure 4.4

Foil and wire strain gages

optimize the sensitivity of the ga
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4.8
particular applications, the sensitive element can be formed in different patterns. For exam ,
the strain gages shown in Figure 4.4 measure strains in a single direction. Other types of strain
gages (rosette types) are available for measuring omni-directional strains. These consist of several
strain gages of the type of Figure 4.4 bonded to the same base, at predetermined angles with respect
to each other. For measuring membrane deflections gages of spiral shape are sometimes used. Bonded
strain gages are used by themselves as transducers for measuring strains in structures, and are
also incorporated in the design of other types of transducers (i.e. pressure gages).
-

unbonded wire strain mines. (Fig. 4.5). In
many transducers a type of strain gage is
used in which the wires are wound under tension
between sml poles mounted on the transducer
elements. These transducers are somewhat more
stable than those using bonded strain gages
film. of the backing material
the absence
bonding
and the of

-because
A

D

sup

OUTPUT
O

PIN

Strain gages are primarily used in Wheatstone
bridge circuits. One, two or all four arms of the
The strain
bridge can be made up of strain gages.
gages should be so arranged that temperature
effects are reduced. The bridge supply can be
either DC
or AC.
The
bridge
output
low-level,
.
100 is zY
of about
- x mu
a
ywith

•ustuall
SPAR

A relatively new development is the
B
Figure 4.5

F

Displacement transducer with
four unbonded strain gages

semiconductor strain gage, which operates on the
piezoresistive effect. The gage material is a
single crystal of doped silicon. The principal
advantage of this type of strain gage is its

high sensitivity: over 50 times greater than for the wire type. Its temperature sensitivity is, however,
much larger than in metal strain gages, so there is often little gain in using them When temperature
can change considerably. They are used in transducers, where effective means for temperature compensation
can be incorporated during manufacture.
Resistance thermometers. Two types of resistance thermometers are widely used in flight testing:
the metal wire resistance thermometer and the thermistor.

The metal resistance thermometers are usually made of nickel or platinum wire. The reproducibility
is very good and the calibration is nearly linear over a wide temperature range. Some types can be
used to temperatures of 1500 C. There are two basic configurations: the bulb type and the surface
type. The standard bulb types have a metal protection tube around the wire. they are relatively
those used in many stagnation tempelarge and have a slow response. Special types, for instance
types,
wire directly exposed to the air. In those
rature probes,

aresomewhat smaller and have their

time constants of a few seconds can be attained. The output voltage is generally larger than for
strain gages, and can often be used without amplification. When designing measuring circuits for
resistance temperature elements, the maximum allowable self-heating of the element must be taken into
account. Elements for measuring surface temperatures consist of a fine wire grid bonded to a backing
material and are similar in construction to strain gages. They are cemented to the surface where the
temerature measurement is to be made.
Thermistors incorporate a resistance element made of a semiconductor material. They can be made
very small in size, thus allowing a relatively high frequency response. May types have a negative
temperature coefficient. The relation between resistance and temperature usually is non-linear.
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4.3.2.2

Variable caracitance transducera

(Fig. 4.6)

In variable capacitance transducers the
effective area of two parallel plates., the
FIXED

IELECTRODE

separation between them and the dielectric strength

of the material separating them, determine the
capacitance. Common examples of transducers using

DIAPHRAGM

a change of plate spacing are the condensor
microphone and the capacitive pressure transducer
(Fig. 4 .6.a). Variation in the dielectric is

•.

generally used to measure fuel level (Fig. 4.6.b).

a.CAPACITIVE PRESSUJRE TRANSDUCER
T
PAdvantages

V

of capacitive transducers include
the small size, excellent high-frequency response
and ability to withstand high temperatures.
Disadvantages include the temperature sensitivity
and the high-impedance output. which requires
rather complex signal conditioning circuitry.

LIQUID LEVEL-

+
•-FM

-

OUTPUT

-- - ----

_---

MASS
LEAF SPRING

b. CAPACITIVE FUEL LEVEL TRANSDUCER
Figure 4.6
1,

4.3.2.3

Capacitive transducers

Variable inductance transducers (Fig.

I

MAGNETIC
CORE

COILILj

TI

4-.7)

In variable self-inductance transducers the
position of a core in a coil determines the selfinductance of the coil. Inductance type trans-

.

VARIABLE SELF.INDUCTANCE ACCELERATION TRANSDUCER IN
ANOSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

ducers are available for a large number of inputs

SI

PRESSURE INLETS

which produce a linear displacement. such as
pressure, acceleration,

force, etc. They are

low-impedance devices which produce relatively
FERROMAGNETIC
DIAIHUGM

high output signals. They are often used for
analog PH4recording or telemetry. The coil in
these applications forms part of the oscillator
circuit which produces the frequency-modulated

signal (Fig. 4•.Ta).

They are also used in bridge

circuits. Figure 4.7.b shows a bridge circuit
vith two self-inductances one of which increases
while the other decreases with the measurand.
These transducers can be made very small, and

UIVUOTAGE

OUTPUT

can operate at relatively high temperatures.

h. VARIABLE SELF-4NDUCTANCE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER INA
BRIDGE CIRCUIT

Figure 4-.

| ++
i +i`++
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+ +•++ •

....

Inductive transducers
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Variable differential transformers

In a variable differential transformer the mutual inductance between coils is varied. The most
Sommon type of linear variable differential transformer (LVDT)
magnetic form with three vinings

consists of a hollow concentric non.

one primary and two secondary. A pictorial diagram of an LVDT is
shown in Figure 4.8. The position of a magnetic
core or armature within the coil determines the
relative mutual coupling between the primary

MAGNETIC

and secondary windings.

CORE

D

When an AC voltage is

applied to the primary winding, and the two
secondary vindings are connected in series
opposition, the net output is the difference
of the two secondary voltages which is

directly

proportional to the core displacement.

SUPPLY

VOLTAGE

Differential transformers are simple in
construction, durable, provide frictionless
core motion,and are capable of operation in

OUTPUT

relatively high temperature environments. The
Figure 4.8

Linear variable differential

output can be of the order of several volts,

transformer
with a low impedance which simplifies cable
requirements. Rotary models of the differential transformer are also available.
4.3.2.5

I,

Synchros

Generally,

synchros are used for positioning by electrical means the shaft in a repeater to the

same angular position as another shaft on which the transmitter is mounted. In their normal use the
output is,

therefore,

an angular position of a rotor, not an electrical output. As such they are used

in flight testing for the transmission of angular positions to pointer instruments.
importance in flight testing is

But their main

in a different application. Since synchros are extensively used in

the normal operational equipment of the aircraft, many measurements can be obtained by tapping the
electrical- signal of these operational circuits, thereby precluding the need to install separate
transducers. Rather complex signal conditioning circuits are required (see Chapter 5). but nevertheless this method is often more convenient than the use of additional transducers.
There are two general classes of synchros:
the torque type and the control type. In tru
Aynchro circuits (Fig.

4.9a) the rotors of the

TORQUE
TRtANSMITTER

torque transmitter and the torque receiver are
both connected to the AC supply voltage (in

TORQUERECEIVER
H"lA

TX

.MECHANICAL

OUTPUT

MECHANICAL

aircraft applications usually 26 Volt,
If

4oo Hz.).

the two rotors are not aligned, a current
will be generated in the stator circuit which
moves the torque receiver rotor to its correct

SUPPLY €

1..L

VCLLAO

ELECTRICAL

CIRCUIT
a.T0RUE SYNCOR0

I

position. The positioning accuracy of the receiver

under static conditions is about 0.25 degrees
(i.e. better than 0.1 % of the 360 degree full
scale value). Due to the relatively low power,

CONTROL
TRANSMITTER CONTROL
TRANSORMER

CX

CT

MCHA

the large inertia of the torque-receiver rotor
and the slip-ring friction in the receiver, the

SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

.

-

frequency response is rather poor. An electrical
measurement of the transmitter position can be

obtained by tapping the stator wires using high*ipedance circuits. The rotor voltage is used as
a re-erence in some signal conditioners.

L CONTROL
SYNCWR
CIRCUIT

Figure

4.9

Synchro circuits
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In control sy.nchro circuits (Fig. 4.9b) only the rotor of the control transmitter is connected
to the supply voltage. Currents in the stator circuit induce a voltage in the rotor of a control
transformer which is amplified and fed to a servo motor which drives the control-transformer rotor
to its correct position. The accuracy of the alignment of the rotor can be of the order of 0.05
degrees and the dynamic response can be much better than for torque synchros. The output of the
* synchro chain is, as with torque synchros, a shaft position. If an electrical output of a control
synchro chain is required, this can be taken from the stator wires as in Figure 4.9a. It is, however,
better and more accurate to mount an electrical transducer (e.g. a potentiometer or a digital shaft
encoder) on the axis of the servo motor and to use the output of this transducer.

-

-

A nusber of special synchro types have been developed:
differential synchros. These are control transmitters which have a three-winding rotor as well as
a three-winding stator. The rotor is connected to the stator of a normal control transmitter.
The control transformer connected to the stator will then be positioned to indicate the sum or the
difference of the angular positions of the shafts of the control transmitter and of the differential
transmitter.
brushless synchros. In these synchros the excitation of the rotor is done by inductive means,
instead of by sliding contacts. This provides a modest improvement in both accuracy and dynamic
response.
synchroa with fixed coils ("synchrotel"). In these synchros the "rotor winding" does not move, but
is wound on the same core as the stator windings. The coupling between the "rotor winding" and the
stator windings is controlled by a small and light moving piece of metal. As this coupling is much
less efficient, they require more supply power and are usually excited by 115 Volts, 400 Hz. The
inertia and the friction of the rotor can be made so low that these synchros can be trsed in sensitive
altimeters and similar instruments to provide an electrical connection to a control transformer.

In a few cases resolvers are used in flight testing. These are similar to synchros, but have
only two stator coils, which produce AC voltages proportional to the sine and cosine of the angular
position of the rotor. They are, for example, used in many inertial platforms. The stator voltages
can be tapped in the same way as for synchros.
4.3.3 Pulse and freouency generating transducers
For pulse-generating transducers the information is represented as a continuously variable pulse
repetition rate. Frequency generating transducers produce a (more or less) sinusoidal output with a
frequency proportional to the value of the input to the transducer. In the majority of flight test
applications this frequency is transformed in the signal conditioning circuit to a pulse rate by
amplification and clipping. Although frequency outputs can be used in other ways, for example in
analog telemetry and recording circuits or in eddy-current type tachometers, in flight test applications they are generally transformed into a train of pulses. They are, therefore, described here
under the same heading. Pulse and frequency generating transducers are analog transducers, but their
output can be very easily transformed into a digital output using a counter. They are, therefore,
sometimes classified as semi-digital transducers.
4.3.3.1 Pulse-zeneratina transducers
Most pulse-generating transducers produce a series of voltage or current pulses whose rate is
proportional to the value of the physical parameter measured. The most common types operate upon the
manetoelectric or the photoelectric principles.
The manetoelectric sensor consists of a coil with a small permanent magnet. If the field of the
magnet is disturbed momentarily by the movement of a piece of ferro-magnetic material passing it, a
pulse is generated in the coil. This principle is often used for the measurement of rotation speeds
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in engines and in turbine-type floW-rate transducers (Fig. 4.10). For each revolution one or

!

more pulses are induced in the sensor.

ELECTRICAL
PICK-OPF
PROPELLER
10

Sapplication

The photoelectric or photoresistive sensors
are also used for detecting rates of rotation.
Abe pulses are produced by periodically interrupting a light beam from a lamp to a photoelectric cell or a photoresistance. This principle
is not often used in flight testing. One
is in tape recorders to detuct
whether or not the tape is riunnizng.
44-•.3.3.2

Freauency-Xenerating transducers

Many types of frequency-generating transducers are used in flight testing. One is the
AC tachometer, which has an output proportional
in both frequency and amplitude to the angular
velocity of the shaft to which it

Figure

is

attached.

Other types of frequency-generating transducers
include the variable self-inductance transducrs

4.10 Pulse-generating fuel
flow transducer

and the capacijtLve transducers when used as an
element in a variable-frequency oscillator. In a fourth type,
measurand changes the tension of a vibrating wire, and thereby the vibrating-wire transducer. the
its vibration frequency. Part of the
output signal is fed back through a servo amplifier to maintain
the oscillation. The same principle is
also used for tuning forks and crystals which are used in timers.
Here, however., the frequency is
maintained as constant as possible.
4.3.4

Digital transducers

BRUSH

The digital transducers produce a digitally

coded output. The most common type of digital
transducer uses a shaft-position encoder such
as
shown in Figure 4.11. The same principle is also

/
,

,

\>

,

\

\

BII

employed in linear-scale encoders. which can be

SGNILEANT

used to encode rectilinear motions. The digital
encoders may be grouped into two major categories:
the brush and the brushless types.
Figure 4.11 shows a brush-type encoder. The
disk is composed of a series of conducting and
non-conducting areas on several concentric rings,
one ring for each bit in the output. The conductive
areas are all connected to a voltage source and
a digital "I" is produced by the current which
flows through a brush when it contacts a conducting area. No current flows through the brush when
it is in contact with a non-conducting area and
the digital bit produced is "0".

SIGNIFICANT
"MOST

•"

IT

Figure 4.11

Seven-bit brush-type
shaft-position
encoderdigital

The brush-type encoders are rather sensitive to vibration, which may
affect the contact between
the brushes and the disk. This effect is somewhat less in brushless encoders.
The disks are similar
in layout, but the detection of a "1" is done by a magnetic, capacitive
or optical sensor.
There are also some digital transducers which are analog transducers
with a built-in electronic
digitizer, functioning on the same principle as the analog-to-digital
converters described in
Chapter 5.
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Digital transducers are not used extensively in flight testing at the present time, because the
effects of vibration have not been completely overcome at least for the encoder-types,

and because

problems still exist with high-frequency response. Another reason is that digit40, transducers are vezy
costly and are only available for a limited number of transducer types. Since analJ.g-to-digital
converters must be provided for the transducers which have only aualog outputs, it
economical to avoid using the ftw transducers which do have digital outputs.

is

generally more

If in the future mo;

types of digital transducers become available, this situation may change,
4.3.5

Closed-loop transducers

In closed-loop transducers, also called feedback transducers or servo transducer , a portion of
the output is returned to the input either electrically or mechanically. Ti.s feedback signal opposes

the input signal and is therefore called "negatf*ve feedback". The effect of the feedback loop is to
increase .he accuracy of the transducer over that of comparable open-loop transducers.

In many cases.

accuracies of 10

When such

of full scale or better can be achieved in c0osed-loop transducers.

accuracies are required in flight testing, for instance in pressure transducers for measuring altitude
and for acceleration transducers for measuring aircraft motion-., closed-loop transducers are extensively

used. Two types of closed-loop transducers are used in flight testing, viz, force-balance transducers and closed-loop position tranducers.
The majority of closed-loop tranducers
used in flight testing are force-balance trans-

ducers..
A

SI

O•T
LK¢A I OUR
-LACEIENT DETECTOR

~~ALLLr"

open-loop transducers this force would be balanced

H M-PUTFIER
S"URRENT

FORCE

"G•ENERMOR
Figure 4. 12

PRECISION
RESISTORI

Force-balance acceleration

The principle is shown in Figure 24.12.

The physical input (an acceleration in FigUre
4.12) exerts a force on a sensing element. In

oTT

by a spring and the deflection of the sensing

element would be measured. In a closed-loop
transducer an electrical signal from the

VOLTAGE

0

displacement detector is sent via an amplifier
to an electrical-force generator which repositions

the sensing element. The current required to drive

transducer
the repositioning device to equilibrium is a
measure of the physical input quantity and is the output of the transducer. It can be converted to a

voltage by means of a precision resistance. Although a finite deflection of the sensing element is
required in order to obtain an output from the dispLacement detector, this deflection is much amaller
than for equivalent open-loop transducers.
In closed-loop position transducers the physical input is

not a force but a displacement.

In

these instruments the servo amplifier is used to reposition the displacement detector until its output aszero. An example of such a rosition servo has been described in Section 4.3.2-.5, which is the

system used for control synchros (Figure 4.9b). A similar sorvo system is used in some closed-loop
pressure transducers.

The advantages of closed-loop transducers can be summarized as follows:
- environmental factors have mucL less effec.t on the accuracy because it is a -aull-seeking device
- the static accuracy can be much higher because friction effects are practitcally eliminated
- dynamic linearity can be increased because of the absence of friction effects and of non-linear
!•.

effects in

wechanical damping devices

- the dynamic characteristics are stable because they mainly depend on the electrical characteristics
of the fedback loop
-

the sensing element travels only a minute distance before equilibrium is attained. Therefore,

cross-

axis sensitivity is much less than in equivalent open-loop transducers.
The disadvantages are mainly that they are more costly and larger in size and weight than conventional
transducers and that overloading may cause very large errors. A characteristic which can be a

disadvantage under some circumstances is that the bandwidth gener,-lly increases with increasing
accuracy. This can cause problems when a low-frequency signal must be measured in the presence of
high-amplitude, high-frequency noise (see Section 4.2.2).
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CHAPTER 5
SIGNAL CONDITIONING
by

W.G. Jams
5.1

INTRODUCTION
is in the final

The output signal from a transducer is usually modified several times before it

form in which it can be subjected to computation. Examples of such modifying operations are amplification, filtering, sampling, digitizing, data compression, digital format conversion, modulation on
a carrier frequency, application of calibrations, etc. In principle, these operations do not change
the essential information contained in the signal. Each operation is done in order to adapt the signal
to the input requirements of the next unit in the measuring chain. In a broad sense all operations
i

between the transducer and the computer which is usedlanguage
for thethe
final
analysis could be regarded as
expression "signal conditioning" is
signal conditioning. In flight
test
instrumentation
generally reserved to indicate the modifying operations done on board the aircraft.

It

is

used to

indicate the signal modifications between the transducer and the input stage of the recording or telemetry system,

the indicator or the airborne computer (Fig.

5.1).

What is

meant by these latter

expres-

sions depends very much on the general layout of the system and on how the different circuits have
been divided between the "bioxes".

For instance, a "digital

tape recording system" can be regarded as

consisting of:
the recorder deck only; then the write amplifiers,

-

analog-to-digital

converters,

etc.,

will be re-

garded as signal conditioners
the recorder deck with the (built-in)

-

write amplifiers; in

that case the write amplifiers will not

be called signal conditioners but will be part of the recording system
a system of recorde!

-

and electronics accepting standard DC and digital

of which need not even be all
tal

housed in

converters and write amp] ifiers

the same box; in

will be included in

input signals, the components

that case the commutators,
the digital

analog-to-digi-

recording system. The term signal

conditioner will then be applied only to those circuits which convert the analog transducer outputs
to the standard DC signals and the digital

transducer outputs to the standard digital

input format

required by the system.

In this chapter the notion "signal conditioning" will be used as follows. For single indicators
and for photo-panel recorders all
ditioners.

circuits outside the indicator houses are regarded as signal con-

Continuous-trace recording systems are considered to consist of the recorder box only.

Tape recording systems will consist of the tape deck and the write amplifiers which are usually housed
in

it.

Similarly,

telemetry systems will include the transmitter.

and these systems will be included in
scrit
ter

ad in

this chapter.

All circuits between the transducer

the functional notion of signal conditioning and will be de-

Recording systems will be discussed in

Chapter 9,

telemetry systems in

Chap-

10.

In
filtering

a few cases, operations like
are done on the physical

input signal before it
transducers.

This is

'AIRBORNE

enters the

PH4YSICAt.

RECORDING,
TELEMGETRY

Ff

|-j SYST.EME,

usually also called

signal conditioning as illustrated
Figure 5.1.

COIPUTER,
DIRECT
DISPLAY UNIT

in

Figure 5.1

Block diagram showing the function of
signal conditioning in an airborne flight
test
instrumentation system

The main reasons for signal conditioning are:
-

The transducers can be selected on the basis of availibility
without additional requirements

-

on their

or of optimal transducing quality,

output characteristics

Transducers from the operational systems on the aircraft

(see also Chapter

4).

can also be used for flight test

Conditioning circuits must then be made to ensure that the flight test

purposes.

system can under no circum-

stances interfere with the safe execution of the flight.
-

If

the frequency range of the transducer output is

too large to be handled correctly by the record-

ing of telemetry system, signal conditioning can reduce the bandwidth of the signal by eliminating
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5.2
frequency ranges which are of no interest for the measurements.
-

Conditioning circuits can protect the signal against extraneous signals induced by the environment

-

The calibration of a transducer changes if

and reduce the effect on the signal of changes in the environment.
more than an insignifica-t part of the available power

is transferred by the output signal. Signal conditioning amplifiers reduce the power taken from the
transducer.
transformations of the transducer output signal. As explained

Signal conditioning also includes

in Chapter 4, normally these output signals are:
- DC analog (very low frequency or quasi-static)
- AC analog (including some special types like variable impedance and synchro outputs),
- frequency and pulse rate,

- digital.
The commonly encountered signal transformations are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1

Frequently used signal conditioning operations
Conversion to

Conversion
from

DC

Digital

AC

DC

Amplification

Amplitude

A/D conversion

Demodulation

Amplification

Impedance

Bridges

Bridges

Frequency

Demodulation

--

Via DC
--

Frequency
modulation

Counting

Special purpose conversions

Synchros

Frequency
modulation

modulation

AC

Frequency

--

They can be divided into two groups:
Linear operations,

i.e. operations where the input and output signals are of the same type and in

which the relation between output and input can be described by a linear differential equation, and

sianal conversions, where the input and output signals also are in some way linearly related, but are
of different types.

5.2

LINEAB OPEA.TIONS ON SIGNALS

5.2.1
-

J-

Theoretical introduction

The linear operations can be divided into four groups:
Amplification and attenuation. The main object of these operations is to increase or to decrease
the voltage, current, power or impedance level of the signal. In general, the spectral distribution
will also be affected slightly.
Filterinr.

Here the objective is to change the spectral distribution of the signal. %as"

changes

in the wanted signal components unintentionally also occur.
Zer_ shiftina. This generally involves the addition of a constant voltage or current to the signal.

- Compensation. The objective of this operation is to reduce the response to undesired variables
by means of subtraction from the perturbed signal of a similarly perturbed auxiliary signal.
This technique is applied, for instance, in bridge circuits and in differential amplifiers.
The linear operations can be described by a transfer function as discussed in Chapter 3. At each
radial frequency w the output Y(W) is related to the input X(o) by the relation
Y(w) = A(w).ei0(W).X((P) + N(W)

(5.1)

where A(w) is the amplification factor, s(o) is the phase angle between input and output and N(w) is
the zero shift and the amplifier noise.
For amplifiers (A>1) and attenuators (A<1) the amplification factor and the zero shift are usually
independent of frequency within the bandwidth of the amplifier, and the phase shift is either zero
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(5.2)

Y - A.X + N
or 180 degrees (inverting amplifier)
Y

15.3)

-A.X + N

In most conditioning circuits the term N can be ignored.
When designing linear signal conditioning circuits, especially filters, it

must be kept in mind

that the transducers and the signal converters (such as analog-to-digital converters) also have a
transfer function. Vhen considering the overall frequency response of a measuring chain all these
"filtering effects" must be taken into account.
(aliasing); this effect is

Sampling devices modify the frequency response

discussed in detail in Chapter 6. The frequency response can be displayed

by the amplitude and phase characteristics as discussed in Chapter 3. For some applications it

is

easier to use the power spectral density curves, which give the relation between the square of A~W)
and w.
,...2

Amplification and attenuation
The signal conditioning operations of this type usually do not significantly affect the spectral

content of the signal, so that they can be described by equations (5.2) or (5.3).

The object of such

operations is one or more of the following signal modifications:
- to change the voltage or current level to adapt the signal to the input requirements of the record-

ing or telemetry unit,
- to increase the power of the measuring signal,
- to match the impedance of the transducer (which may be very high) to that of the recording or tele-

metry system (which can be low),
- to recover a small signal which is the difference of two high voltages,
- to isolate electrcnic circuits from others, so that a failure in the isolated part will not affect
the functioning of the remaining circuit.
Attenuation. Commonly used attenuation circuits for the reduction of

R

R S1
9010R

high-level signals are the potentio-II

-

meter and the step attenuator (Fig-

NP00

L1S

ure 5.2). Protective isolation can

"be obtained

by using a series resist-

ance (Figure 5.3).

O0

a. POTENTIOMETER
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE

that such attenuator circuits dissipate
power,

so that the signal pouer level

is reduced. Especially in the case of
protective attenuation it

1R

0 TPUT

should be noted

It

Figure 5.2

b. STEP ATTENUATOR

Variable resistive attenuation

may be necess-

ary to provide a power amplifier in

TRANS.

signal
order to maintain sufficient

DUCERATO

=7PIT

power.
FLIGHTPTENT

Amplifiers come in many different
types. A first classification is:
voltage amplifiers,

I OLAION

current amplifiers

RESISTORS

Sand Dower amplifiers.

Figure 5.3

Resistive isolation of the flight test
instrumentation input when transducers

A second classification involves the
from the cockpit system are used
frequency response of the amplifiers. A DC amplifier can accomodate signals with a spectral content
ranging from zero to some upper cut-off frequency, which can be quite hig.. The passband of an AC
amplifier is limited at the lower frequency side of the spectrum by a cut-off frequency above zero;
it

will not pass DC. AC amplifiers are used when a low frequency response is either not required or

undesirable, for example in AC servo's,

carrier systems,

synchro links and vibration measurements.

The application and use of DC amplifiers generally requires more design effort because of the problems
associated with contact potentials,

offset

voltages and

currents, drift and temperature compensation;
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however, they must be used if a frequency response down to very low frequency is required.
Amplifiers can also be classified according to the dgree of electric isolation betmen the
input and output terminals (Figure 5.4).
Single-ended amplifiers are essentialTRANS.FLGTES
ly three-terminal devices: input .an
CeR
I
in
terminal
(ground)
one
have
output
comon. In simple single-ended amplifiers the common terminal is directly connected to the amplifier case and
via this case to the aircraft atructure (Fig. 5.4uj). In that case the
signal will be directly influenced
by differences in potential between the points where the trans-

e) SINGLE ENDED AMPUFIER

TRANS.

LGTTS
EQIP T

b) FLOATING TRANSDUCER AND AMPLI FIER

ducer, the amplifier and the next
stage of the electronic circuit
are connected to the aircraft structure (ground loops). It is, therefore, often better to use aEQIMN
floating sinale-ended amnlifier,
in which the common signal input
and output terminal is isolated
from the amplifier case (Fig. 5.4b).

TAS
DUCER

FLIGHT TEST

c) DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER
Figure 5.4

Types of amplifier input circuits

Then a signal return wire must be added, because the signal cannot return through the aircraft structure. If, as is usually the case for modern instruments, the output terminals of the transducer and
the input terminals of the next circuit are also isolated from the aircraft structure, the signal
return wire nan be grounded to the structure at the most convenient point. In differential amplifiers
the input and output sides have no common terminal (Fig. 5.4c). They are, in principle, a combination
of two amplifiers with a common input ground, interconnected so that the output is the amplified
difference between the two "hot" input terminals. The amplification function of a differential amplifier
is
Y - A1 XI - A2 X 2

(5.4)

where Y is the output voltage, X1 and X are the input voltages referred to the common input ground
and A1 and -A2 are the amplification factors of the two "halves" of the amplifier, one of which is
inverted with respect to the other. Great care is taken in the construction to make these two amplification factors exactly equal. Then
Y w A(X1 - X2 )
(5.5)
which means that the amplifier produces indeed an output which is proportional to the difference
between the two input voltages, regardless of the voltage level of these two inputs with respect to
ground. One limitation is that the input voltages X1 and X2 with respect to ground should not be
so high that the input circuitry would fail. This limit is of the order of 10 Volts for ordinary
differential amplifiers. If the input voltages are higher than this limit a floating or true differential amplifier must be used, in which there is no galvanic connection between the signal and
the power ground of the amplifier.

I~i

main advantage
of the
over the
amplifier
that it
and is is,insensitive
the single-ended
two signal lines
- X2) between
voltage (XI amplifier
mode"differential
the "normal
only The
amplifies
to the "comon mode" voltage J(XI + X2) with respect to (signal) ground. An application of this
common mode rejection characteristic of the differential amplifier is shown in Figure 5.5a.
The low level bridge output signal is at a DC potential of half the bridge supply voltage with
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respect to the coan ground of the bttery and
the asplifier. Yet the amplifier will only amplify the bridge output signal voltage. This

T
EUIPMT

measurement could also have been made with a
single-ended amplifier, if

the bridge pover

source were floating with respect to ground

a ) STRI G

(Figure 5.5b). This latter configuration is
ofte& inconvenient, especially if several

AWUFI
f

A

KIT

SUPPLY AND UFfETWI

bridges have to be connected to the same input by way of a comutator. The common mde
rejection characteristics of a differential
amplifier will also eliminate the effect of
some types of noise pickup.

b STRAIN AGEAemIDGE
PITH FLOATING SjPPLY ANDuSuGL-moDAPU •.•

In Figure 5.6a the effect of capacitive
noise pickup on the input wire of a single-

effects
&ag~e bridges,
M
so in r #train
itinagidges

.

ended amplifier is illustrated. The noise
voltage will be added to the signal voltage.

A

In Figure 5.6b the noise pickup on the two

EST
FUIGHT

input wires appears as a common-mode volt-

'

(OUNCE

age at both input terminals of the differential amplifier and will not be amplified.

NOS Pr.I•P AC'TINONA SIGL IND
a ) CAPACITIVE

AMJFMCIFJCUT"

is essential that the two input wires

It

are very near to each other and that the

,

circuits connected to the two input ter-

FLGTET

minals are symmetric. In practice, the

EQLJPTENT

common-mode rejection of an amplifier is
never perfect,

because the amplification

factors of the two sides are not equal.

6)CAPACITIVENiSE PICKUPACTINOlA IFFERENTIALAWPIER CIIOJJT

Thus the amplifier output will be affected by the cammon mode voltage, although

Figure

the conmon-mode sensitivity will be much

5.6

The effect of capacitive noise on the
input lines of single-ended and differential amplifiers

less than the normal-mode sensitivity. The ratio between these two sensitivities is called the common
can vary between 10" 2 (--4 dB) for a low quality integrated circuit to 10

mode reection ratio. It

(-160 dB) for a sophisticated instrumentation amplifier.

However, the common-mode rejection of the

complete circuit does not depend only on the amplifier characteristics.
dances Z.

If the amplifier input impe-

in the circuit of Figure 5.5a are not exactly matched, the common mode rejection ratio of

the circ it will be appreciably lower than that of the amplifier. The comaon mode rejection ratio
depends on the frequency of the noise (e.g. -160 dB at DC and -120 d4 at

'1

&00 Hz).

A type of amplifier which is often
used in flight test instrumanbation circuits is the operational amlifier (Fig.

R2

e2

which is available in many differ-

ii5.T).

ant types and qualities. It is a differI

I

-(

Y

enial amplifier with a high input impedance (> 200 k4), a high amplification

*

a) SINGLE. ENDED OPERATION

b) INVERTING DIFFERENTIAL AMPLFIERt

Y=.-•L(xi-xR )

factor (>50,000),

a reasonably high c•mmon-

mode rejection ratio (-80 dB) and a low
output impedance (a few ohms).

+amplifiers

M
c)

IMPEDANCE TRANSFORIER

Operational

are manufactured in large
quantities and are relatively cheap. They
_are,

d) CHARGE APLIFIER

Figure 5.7 Circuits with operational amplifiers

therefore, also often used in cirwith single-end-

cuits which could he mad

ed amplifiers. Figure 5.7 shows a few
applications.
The principle of operation will be briefly
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dosnrbed using Figure 5.Ta, which shows an inverting amplifier in single-ended operation. 0e of the
* 'input

terminals is directly connected to the grouwied signal return line. The ratio between the output voltage -Y and the input voltage X is much less than the amplification factor of the operaiton.l
plifier. The voltage at the A~per input of the operational amplifier must, therefore, be almst zero.
This is achieved b masns of the feedback resistor R2. Due to the high input resistance of the operational amplifier the only current path is through R1 and A2, so the signal current through R, and the
feedback current through R2 mat be equal. The amplification factor of the complete circuit -Y/X is
then mainl determined by the ratio R/R1 of two stable resistors and not by the amplifier characteristics. Figure 5.Tb shows an inverting differential amplifier which in essence consists of two circuits of the same type; the symetry of this circuit provides a better provision against interference and makes it possible to amplify a small voltage difference in the presence of a large cmmon
mode voltage. The circuit of Figure 5.7c is used to connect a high-impedance transducer to a measuring circuit with low impedance. The charge amplifier of Figure 5.Td is used with piezo-electric
transducers as mentioned in Chapter 4.
A disadvantage of the DC amplifiers is that the output voltage can asume a value different from
zero when the input voltage is zero (zero offset). Therefore, DC amplifiers are always equipped with
a zero-offset adjustment which must be set
AC AMPJFIER
TRANS.
when the amplifier has been connected in
SYHOOOUS LOW PASS
01p"ER FORM
the circuit. Even if the zero offset was
DEMNOCULATOR FILTER
wvel. adjusted initially, gradual changes
DCOUTPUT
DCINPUT,
in the amplifier (such as component &geing
and temperature effects) will produce
OSaLLATR
drift. Special DC amplifiers have been
_.
developed for use in low level circuits,
which have an exceptionally low drift.
Figure 5.8 Chopper amplifier
An example is the "chonner" salifier
(Fig. 5.8). A mechanical or electronic chopper converts the DC into AC, which in then amplified in an

AC amplifier. The high-level AC is then synchronously demodulated to a pulsating DC output and subsequently smoothed by a filter. Chopper amplifiers are available with high gain and extremely low drift,
but the frequency range is limited to 10% or less of the chopper frequency because of aliasing effects
(see Chapter 6). The frequency usually is 400 Hz for mechanical choppers, but electronic choppers
have been developed which function at 100 kHz and higher. Recent developments in solid-state DC differential amplifiers have, however, reduced the need for such ccuplicated devices.

A very important aspect in the design of every amplifier input circuit is the reduction of spurious input sianals. Even very small spurious signals can have a significant effect on a low-level
input to an amplifier. Several measures have already been briefly mentioned on the previous pages.

Eliamzation of ground loops and the proper choice of ground connections is very important. The effectiveness of differential amplifiers in rejecting stray pickup from electric or magnetic fields will
only be realized if the input circuits are aymmetric and if the two input wires are very near to each
other everywhere. Further improvements can be obtained by using shielded or twisted wires and by
keeping low-level input wires far away from sources of spurious signals. These measures are discussed
in some more detail in Chapter 8.

5.2.3 Filtering
Filtering is done if the signal contains components which are of no interest to the measurement
and which have frequencies which are sufficiently different from those of the signal of interest to
make filtering possible without significant distortion of the measuring signal. There are three main
reasons for applying filtering to a measuring signal:
1. to attenuate the amplitudes of those signal components which are of no interest to the measuremaent
and which may saturate transducers or other parts of the aeasuring circuit,
2. to filter out noise and high-frequency components of the signal which are of no interest to the
measurement in order to reduce alianing errors in case of sampling.
3. to present the signal so that it can be easily interpreted.
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I

These applications of filtering will be explained by an example. An acceleration transducer is
used to measure aircraft longitudinal accelerations which are in a frequency range between 0 and 5 Hz
with msxiam amplitudes of + 0.4 g. In order to obtain sufficient accuracy a feed-back acceleration
transducer is chosen with a range of + 0.5 g and a frequency range from 0 to 100 Hz; the transducer
w-ill be saturated if

the signal becomes larger than ± I g and then the output signal becomes

unrelated to the input signl1. Besides the signal of interest there are two spurious inputs:

- a resonance of the structural member on which the transducer is mounted, with an amplitude of 1.5
g at a frequency of 30 Hz,
- a 400 Hz signal picked up from the power supply of the aircraft by the input wires to the amplifier;
the amplitude of this signal is equivalent to 0.2 g.

•+

The spectral distribution of the

~~input signals is shown in Figure 5.9.

s

The first step must be to providet 59'I
a
filter to reduce the vibration input
to the accelerometer to 0.5 g or less
because otherwise the output of the
transducer will be distorted. This

Pu8CY (H.)

must be done by means of a mechanical
Figure 5.9 Example of a transducer output affectfilter which actually reduces the 30 Hz
ed by noise
acceleration of the transducer without
distorting the frequency range between 0 and 5 Hz. Such a filter is relatively difficult to make; the
only alternative is, however, to use a transducer with a linear range of + 2 g or more, with a resultant loss in measuring accuracy. The second of the three filter functions mentioned above will become important if the signal must be sampled, for instance at 100 or 200 samples per second. Then
the 400 Hz signal would be aliased to near 0 Hz (see Chapter 6) and would distort the low-frequency
part of the spectrum which is of primary interest to the measurement. Therefore, an electric filter
must be added to reduce the amplitude of the 400 Hz signal to an insignificant value. After these
two filters have been applied the signal can be recorded. The third type of filter mentioned above
is used to reduce the remaining noise to a level where it does not obscure the shape of plotted results or where it does not interfere with further computer processing (e.g. differentiation).
Filters are also extensively used in signal conditioners to reject by-products of some signal
processing techniques, for instance in chopper amplifiers. One example is shown in Figure 5.8: after
demodulation the chopper frequency components which are present in the signal must be filtered out.
Similar applications occur in several types of modulators. Filters may also be used to correct the
frequency characteristics of transducers.
There are several types of filters

Ilog A (logAd

log A (W

(see Figure 5.10 and Reference 1). The
most important fi-lter for flight test
applications is the low-pass filter,
which passes all frequencies below a
certain frequency

Wog
log--O.'

(cut-off frequency)

.

eow-.

qrwl.

q.

and attenuates the frequencies beyond
the cut-off frequency. The high-pass
does the opposite:

filter

it

attenuates

all frequencies below the cut-off frequency and passes those beyond. Bandpass filters
used in

and band-stop filters

some applications.

a) LOPASS FILTER

are

Figure 5.10

also affects the Rhase relations in

Gain (upper) and phase (lower) plots of
typical filter

The filter

4l BANDPASS FILTER

h) HIGH-PASS FILTER

types.

the

pass band.
For each type of filter
filter,

there are a number of parameters which can be varied:

the attenuation and the phase characteristics,

of the filter

(such as Tchebycheff,

Butterworth,

the cut-off frequencies,

Gauss and linear phase filters).

the order of the

the design principle
A careful analysis
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of the exact characteristics is required before a filter can be chosen for a certain wplication.
A somewhat more detailed discussion of this "pect is given in Chapter 6.
Both •-ssive and active filters can
be used in flight testing (Fig. 5.11).
Passive filters are constructed using
only passive elements, i.e. capacitors,
resistors and inductors. Active filters

s

-PASSIVE, FIRST ORDER

PASSIVE. S=W

ACTIVE. FIRST ORDER

ACTIVE. SECOND ORDER

use amplifiers in addition to passive
elements. In general, the same filter
characteristics can be obtained by
active and by passive filters. The main
advantage of active filters is, that
they are physically smeller, especially
if the break frequency is low. Additional advantages are that there is no loss
in signal power and that the input and
output impedance can be better matched

Figure 5.11

Examples of passive and active filters

to the other impedances in the circuit. The main disadvantages of active filters are that their output is not exactly zero for a zero input, that some noise is added to the signal and that a power
supply is required.

Zero shiftina

5.2.4

TRANSDUCER

In some measurements full-scale

OUTPUT

output must be obtained from only ao_________

part of the total measuring range of
the transducer. If the information
content of a transducer output is

FULL SCALE OUTPUT
REQUIRED OVER THIS RANGE

between zero and a specific voltage,
full-scale output can be obtained by

ýZE 0 SHIFT

suitable amplification. If the required range does not contain the
transducer zero output, zero shiftinA (also called zero suppression)

MEASURAND
Figure 5.12

The principle of zero shifting
is applied by adding an offset voltage
to the signal voltage, as shown in Figure

TRANSDUCER

OUTPuTR

5.12. A typical circuit is shown in

ZERO SHIFT

Figure 5.13. Similar circuits can also

VOLTAGEOUTPUT

be used for AC transducer outputs, but

--

Figure 5.13

h

then the phase relationship between the

_

signal voltage and the offset voltage
must be controlled.

Sunming amplifier applied in a zero
shifting circuit

5.2.5

Compensation
A good example of the compensation
principle is the bridge circuit, such as
applied for resistance strain gages and
variable inductance or variable capacitance transducers. The change in impe-

BRIIG

R
R4
BRIDGE

CALIBRATI

SUPPLY

RESISTOR QR

3

S

dance usually is very -11lwith respect
to the nominal impedance of the transducer: for strain gages it is usually
less than 0.1% of the nominal resistance
of the gage. Such small changes can be

OUTPUT

Figure 5.14

WIheatstone bridge with two active
strain gages and calibration circuit

accurately measured in bridge circuits. For resistive transducers the Wheatstone bridge is generally
used (Fig. 5.14). The actual bridge consists usually of 4 resistors of the same nominal value. The
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5.9
resistance of one, two or four of the bridge resistors depends linearly on the value of the meaaurand;
these are called the active bridge elements. The other resistors, the passive brida. elements, are
the compensation elements. All bridge elements mut be mounted at the measuring point so that they
are subjected to the same temperature environment. Thus the effect of temperature on the resistors
is cancelled. Usually a calibration resistor is connected in parallel to one of the passive bridge
arms. When the calibration switch is closed, the bridge output will change by a constant amount,
independent of the instantaneous resistance values of the active gages. This makes it

possible to

check the calibration factor of the bridge circuitry during flight and, if necessary, to supply
corrective data for data processing. The bridge supply voltage

can be DC or AC.

If the bridge supply

voltage is grounded, a differeutial amplifier is required. Some examples are shown in Figure 5.5.
Bridge circuits are also used with
capacitive and inductive transducers. An
example of a variable-inductance trans-

AC

ducer bridge is shown in Figure 5.15.

9RIDG

R1

This transducer consists of two coils

SUPPLY
MEASURAID

L1

and a movable core. When the core

R

R

A BALANCE
SEN$R

CALIRATIM
RESISTOR

K7

(DISPLACEMENT)

changes position the self inductance

WPUT

L1of one coil increases and the
self inductance L2 of the other coil

L

R

A

R

?

OTU

decreases. One half of the bridge
consists of the two coils with their
internal resistances R and R2 , the

Figure 5.15

AC bridge circuit for use with a
differential variable inductance

other half of the two fixed resisttransducer
ances R3 and H . Balancing potentiometers are also shown. These are necessary for the adjustment of
the resistive and the reactive balance of the bridge. The output signal is amplified by a feedback
differential amplifier.
A special group of bridge circuits are the servo-compensating bridges. The wiper of the balancing potentiometer in this case is activated through servocontrol: the output of the amplifier energizes a motor mechanically connected to the wiper of the balancing potentiometer, which minimizes the output signal of the bridge. The angle over which the potentiometer is rotatet.. is then an accurate
measure for the bridge unbalance and thus for the value of the measurand.

5.3

SIGNAL CONVERSION
General aspects
Signal conversions are those signal conditioning operations in which the signal type is changed.
The most important signal conversions in flight teat instrumentation are (see also Table 5.1):
- modulation
5.3.1

- demodulation

- analog-to-digital conversion
- special-purpose conversions,

5.3,2

(e.g. synchros, resolvers).

Modulation
Modulation is the conversion of a signal to an alternating voltage or to a pulse train. The most

important modulation techniques are (Ref.

1):

- amplitude modulation (AM)

- frequency modulation (FM)
- pulse duration modulation (PDM)
- pulse code modulation (PCM).
Amplitude modulation (AM) is the technique wherein the amplitude of a periodic wave with constant
frequency (the carrier) is varied proportionally to the amplitude of the modulating signal. The information of the modulating signal is

then contained in the amplitude of the modulated signal.

Amplitude modulation on radio frequency carriers is used in low accuracy telemetry systems (see Chapter 10).

Frecuency modulation (FM).

The modulating signal controls the instantaneous frequency of a periodic
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,
wave with constant amplitude (the carrier). Frequency modulation is used extensively in magnetic tape
recording and in telemetry (see Chapters 9 and 10).

It

is

also applied when the signal must be trans-

ported via a link which has unfavourable amplitude characteristics. This can be the case in electrically
noisy environments, when sliprings or rotating transformers are present or when size and weight constraints preclude circuitry of the quality necessary for high quality signal handling.
For the generation of 1I( signals, a
popular technique is to choose a suitable

R2

variable impedance transducer. Its impedance is part of a resonant circuit,
R3

which determines the frequency of the
oscillator. The variable impedance may
re~s
be an inductor, a capacitor or a resis-

OUTPUT

MEASURANOD
•UMT
DSLCI

1U•Le

01

02

tor. Figure 5.16 shows an oscillator
with a variable self-indu tance transucer

C

If the input signal is a DC voltage
a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VC0)

Figure 5.16

Frequency modulation by a variable
inductance transducer

can be used as an FM modulator.
There are several types of analog
pulse modulation methods, the most common
of which is Pulse Duration Modulation (PPM).
It produces

a

sampled signal; at regular
pulse is generated, its

QUASI-STATIC (DC) INPUT SIGNAL

time intervals Tr
pulse duration T

being proportional to the

pI

magnitude of the modulation signal (Fig.
5.17). The information is

contained in the

ratio Tp/Tr. PDM is used in conditioning
functions such as multiplication and phaseto-DC converters.

T

In PAM-PDM multipliers

one input signal amplitude-modulates a
periodic pulse signal, the other input
signal causing PD1. Consequently,

-

POM
T,

Tr

T

T

T,

T,

the area
a) PDM METHOD FOR QUASI -STATIC INPUT SIGNAL

of the resulting pulses is proportional to
the product of the input signals.,1

A quasi-static output is obtained by
averaging the pulses in a low pass filter.

AC1

The technique of pulse duration modu-

lation of a quasi-static input is shown in
Figure 5.1sa. Simultaneously with the posi-

tive pulse front at the beginning of each
period T

an electronic ramp generator is

AC2

started which produces a voltage that
increases with time at a constant rate.
The input signal is

compared with the ramp

signal and the output pulse is ended at

PDM

the moment that the two have equal
magnitude. Figure 5. 1Tb shows a cir-

b) PDM
METHOD USING THE PHASE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO
AC INPUTS

cuit for the conversion of the phase

between two AC voltages into a P12M signal.

Figure 5.17

Pulse duration modulation (PDM)

The gate which produces the pulse is opened
by a positive zero crossing of AC and closed by a positive zero crossing of AC

This circuit is,

2....
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for instance, used in

PRECISION
TRANSFORMER

a popular method

AF

SYNCHRO

for the conversion of synchro outputs to
DC. It is then preceded by the circuit
of Figure 5.18. This circuit converts

C

the three output voltages of the synchro
stator to a single voltage AC 1 of con-

AC
SUPPLY

AC1

stant amplitude which has a phase shift

with respect to the rotor supply voltage that is

proportional to the input

angle p of the synchro rotor. This
circuit consists of a precision transformer, which amplifies the difference
between the voltages over two of the

AC2
ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER

three atator windings with a factor p
Figure 5.18 Synchro-to-phase converter
and an HC circuit which shift the
phase of this voltage by 90 degrees before adding it to the voltage from the third stator winding.
The phase angle of the voltage ACI with respect to the rotor supply voltage AC2 is then converted
into a PDM signal by the circuit of Figure 5.1"b. This PDM signal can,

if

necessary, be convert-

ed to a DC signal proportional to the rotor angle p by passing it through a low-pass filter. Detailed
descriptions of this circuit are given in the literature, for instance in Reference 2.
PDt modulation techniques have been extensively used in flight test instrumentation systems
during the last

decade.

They are now more and more being superseded by digital

Pulse code modulation (POM)

techniques.

also uses a sampled signal, but the information content of the sam-

ples is not in analog form as in PDM but it is quantized (digitized). During each interval T

a series
r
of pulses is produced which represent the value of the input sample in coded form. Several different
encoding techniques are availables some of which are briefly discussed in Section 5.3.5 and in Chapter 10.
A new conversion technique has evolved from recent advances inziopto-electronic technology. The
ease of operat 4.uu and the wide bandwidth of components such as Light Emitting Diodes (LED' ) and
silicon photo detectors,

coupled with the increased reliability

of light as a carrier very attractive.

*'be

The main, advantage is

of glassfibre "cables" make
that perfect electrical

the use

isolation can

maintained between modulator and demodulator and that the glassfibre conductor is not sensitive
to electromagnetic interference.

5,.3.3

Demodulation

A modulated signal can be restored to its
type by demodulation.

original form or to an unmodulated signal of another

The demodulation

of an amplitude modulated signal is usu-

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER

ally done by a rectification process
in which m-entaneous carrier values of

INPUT

PEAK ETEC
LOW-PASS FILTER
_

_

inverted.
is

d

shown in

A simple demodulation circuit
Figure 5.19. The AM signal

is rectified in a diode bridge circuit
and thenssmthe
h bd
y a low-pass filter.
If the range of the output signal must

,•RL

OUTPUTL

one polarity Lre passed unchangedwhile
carrier values of opposite polarity are
0

LOAD

CARRIER(f,)
"

ENVELOPE

F

•

2:cRIPPLE-----.LEVEL

LPEjD

LVE

include both positive and negative voltages,

a iphase-sensitive demodulator
.....

must be used. The phase of the AM
"carrier signal with respect to a refer-

AM INPUT

Figure 5.19

PEAK DETECTOR
OUTPUT SIGNAL

SMOOTHED SIGNAL

Single-phase full-wave bridge rectifier

once AC signal then determines the
applied as an AM demodulator
polarity (not the magnitude) of the demodulator output. The reference signal must be derived from
the AC supply voltage of the transducer or from the chopper activation signal (see Figure 5.8).

[,i•

..
.o.
.
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-.•
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Demodulation of a frequency modulated sianal. is called discrimination.
Figure 5.20 shows a simple FM discriminator. The FM input is amplified, limited and differentiated, so that a series
of very sharp pulses are produced. When
a positive pulse enters the flip-flop
circuit, this starts to produce a constant-voltage output; the same pulse

LIMI
CIFEIRMTER
lIATOR

FM
INUT

time delay which is shorter than
of the FMis, signal.
the shortest periodflip-flop
thereThe output of the
'.

\IIII
VV

V

OWMPASS
FILTER

1.

also starts a time generator, which

resets the flip-flop after a fixed

FLIP
P~LOP

U

FZERO

MARKING
SGN0M.
PULSE
CR0••NS of

OFPULSES
SEQUENCE

fore, a train of pulses of constant

Figure 5.20 FM discriminator based on counting the number of zero crossings per second
heigth and constant width, the frequency
of which is equal to the frequency of the original FM signal. After filtering a DC signal is produced
which varies linearly with the FM frequency.
The main disadvantage of the circuit of Figure 5.20 is that the flip-flop may also be activated
by noise signals. Therefore, sometimes, more complex discriminators are used, which are generally
based on the principle of synchronous detection. In these discriminators a secondary FM signal is
generated which is sufficiently free from noise to be detected by a circuit like that described above;
a servo circuit keeps this secondary signal synchronous with the original FM signal. This servo will
only accept pulses which arrive near the time at which a new pulse could be expected to arrive on the
basis of the secondary signal and will only allow the frequency of that signal to change relatively
slowly. The discriminator will, therefore be much less sensitive to spurious pulses than the circuit
of Figure 5.20.
A PDM signal is demodulated by passing it through a low-pass filter, as already described above.
Demodulation of PCM signals is called diaital-to-analog conversion. There are many types of D/A
converters. The most important of these are described in References 2 and 3.
5•,4,L

Commutation

Commutation is a type of signal conversion which is different from the other types mentioned
here. The type of signal (usually a DC signal or a digital signal) is not changed, but it is sampled
at periodic intervals. This technique is extensively used in flight test instrumentation as it provides the possibility to record or telemeter several low-frequency signals on one channel. Though
a large part of the original signal is discarded, the accuracy of the sampled signal need not be significantly lower then that of the original continuous signal if the sampling frequency is sufficiently high. The relation between sampling frequency, accuracy and the spectrum of the original signal
is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
A commutator is in principle a group of switchfSIONAL
es which successively connect a number of input
signals to a common output line. The duration of
each sample is short with respect to the period
between successive samples of the same parameter. After deco-.utation the signal will have
the shape shown in the upper part of Figure 5.21:
a hold circuit will keep the value constant
until the next sample comes in. If the signal
changes during the period between samples, the

10

TIE .

.I:Do
A

error will increase with tine between the samples.
If correct values must be obtained between samples,
interpolation will be necessary. Interpolation
processes are described in Chapters 6 and 12.

W

Figure 5.21

Reconstruction error of a sample
and hold operation
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Commutation can be applied to analog and to digital signals. Usually only
the "hot" signal line of high-level analog or digital signals is switched, the
signal return lines are all grounded
at a common point (Figure 5.22a). The
effect of interference and of ground
currents in such a circuit would be

EI

TRADUCERS
MMUTATOR
a) ANALOG HIGH-LEVEL COMMITATION CIRCUIT

unacceptable for low-level signals.
In low-level multiplexing the two signal
lines and the cable shields are scanned

IL

-

simultaneously, as shoru in Figure 5.22b.
"Some types of analog signals, such as

syncbros, have more thau one signal line,
hence the number of switches per channel
must be increased accordingly.
If transducers for which the output signal is proportional to the power supply

----COMMUTATOR

b)ANALOG LOW-LEVEL COMMUTATION CIRCUIT

Figure 522 Commutators

voltage are used, it may be necessary to scan the supply voltage simultaneously with the signal so
that the ratio of the two can be determined. For parallel digital inputs, the number of switches

*

r

must be equal to the number of bits.
Most modern flight test commutators use solid state switches. Matched diodes, field-effect transis"tors (FET) and metal-oxide semiconductor transistors (MOST) are extensively used for fast, reliable
switching. The most important characteristics of commutators, especially when switching low level sigpals, are; the ratio between the impedance in on and off condition, offset voltages and currents in
semiconductors, thermal e.m.f. in connections and the crosstalk between the different channels of the
commutator. Relay switches &re still used for hijh-accuracy, low level measurements. Normal relays

t
"

cannot be used for commutation rates higher than a few samples per second, but reed relas are effectively used to up to 200 samples/sec. As solid-state switches are improving, they gradually replace
the relays even in the more sensitive, applications.

5.3.5

Analog-to-digital 2onversion
Digital sigrIls are either parallel or serial.

mitted along a different signal line.

In

parallel digital signals each bit

is

trans-

They can be recorded simultaneously on different tracks of a

tape recorder. A serial digital signal is transmitted aloug a single signal line, the different bits
being transmitted consecutively. Serial digital signala must be used in telemetry, but are also used
in some modern tape recording systems (see Chapter 9).
The majority of analog-to-digital converters require either a DC sig ial or a pulse signal as an
input. Converters exist which can directly conveAt AVCLignals, synchro signals, etc. to digital numbers but often these are rather complex
and relatively slow (they must receive at

INPLT PULSE $,NAL

least one period of the 400 Hz signals,
and usually more than one,

before they

OUTPUT

can start the digitizing operation). ,IGITAL
Consequently,

in

most flight test

instru-

mentation systems the transducer outputs

a) MEASUREMENT
OF TIME
PERIOD BETWEEN SUCCESSVE PULSES

are first converted to DC or to a pulse

PRECISION

train before they are digitized.

OSCILLATOR

Analog-to-digital conversion of

Pulse Reioetition Rate (PRR) siAnals is
effected by electronic

INPUT PULSE SIGNAL

'PERIOD")

DIGITAL
OUTPUT
c,

PTE

counting methods;

either the number of events (pulses) per

unit time ("EPUT") is ieas'

b)MEASUREMENT OF THE KUMER OF PULSES
PER LN17 OFTIME C'ENUT"

id, or the dura- Figure 5.23

tion of the interval between successive

Analog-to-digitai conversion of pulse
signals
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pulses ("P'•IOD").
If the pulse frequency is relatively low, the tine keriod between pulses is measured (Fig. 5.23a).
The first incoming signal pulse sets a flip-flop, which opens the gate. This gate switches pulses
from-a precision oscillator to a counter. The second signal pulse resets the flip-flop, so that the
gate closes. The number of oscillator pulses which have actuated the counter is then presented in
digital format.
If the pulse frequencr is relatively high, the EPUT method is used (Fig. 5.23b). A precision oscillator opens the gate during a fixed time period, and the counter determines the number of signal pulses
which have passed the gate during that time period.
The resolutio- of the digital number is equal to the inverse of the number of pulses which have been
counted. If a high accuracy is required, the frequency of the oscillator must be high in the case of
the circuit of Figure 5.23s, and the measuring period must be long in the case of the circuit of
Figure 5.23b. This latter measuring period will often be determined by the comutation rate of the
rflight test instrumentation system. If this causes the measuring period to be too short, it will be
necessary to increase the number of signal pulses by applying frequency multiplication to the origi-

nal pulse signal.
Arnalog-to-digital conversion of DC
sianals can be done in a number of ways.
The most generally used methods are:
4
- Successive approximnations (Fig. 5.2 a).
In this method the DC input voltage is
a
compared t o voltages derived from

1 01

be exp..ained from the exasple given

VOLTAGE

NETWORK

in Aigure 5.24a. In the first step the

C

input voltage is compared to half the

START SI

reference voltage; as the input voltage

S

is

. )SUCCESSIVE
APPROXIMATION

larger, the most significant bit is

ANDSI TCHAS
2
-

3

SWITCHING
SEQUENCE

DIGITAL

COUTR

OUTPUT

COMPARATOR
GATE

the second bit is zero. At the third

INPUT
CONVERSIN

RAMP

LLATO

START COMM0 GET

0ý TIME

produces 1 as a third bit because the
input signal is larger than the compari-

IINUT

-

L

of the reference voltage; as this voltage is larger than the input voltage,

REFERENCE

TPLT

a new comparison voltage which is 3/4

creased by half the previous step and

I

DIGITAL

iisI
nslrer, th
voltasgenwhichn
1. Then the switching logic produces

step the comparison voltage is again de-

I

VOLTAGE

COMPARATOR VOLTAGE

INPUT

SWITCHED

The principle will

-

-T
REFERENCE

reference voltage.

0 01

i

GENERATOR METHOD
b) RAMP

son voltage. Successive approximations
are made in this way until the required

SHAPT

_

DIGITAL
OUTPUT

number of bits has been determined. The

switching logic is controlled by a time
base so that the successive bits

appear

constant time intervals as a serial
digital signal. If a parallel digital
word is required, the successive bits
are stored in a memory until the mea-

INPUT

MOTOR

REFERENCE

st

surement is complete; the memory is then
read out in parallel before the next

WITH
SHAFT
ENCODER
0) ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SERVO

Figure 5.24

Methods for A/D conversion

measurement starts.
Ramn generat r method. (Fig. 5.24b). In this method the measurement is reduced to a time mea"-rement,

as in the pulse signal digitizers described above. The signal voltage is

compared to the out-

put voltage of a so-called ramp generator, which produces a voltage which increases at a constant

rate with time. As long as the signal voltage is larger than the output of the ramp generator, pulses from a precision oscillator pass through a gate to a digital counter. The gate is closed when
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the ramp voltage equals the input signal voltage. The number of pulses counted is thus proportional
-

to the input signal voltage.
Electromechanical servo with digital shaft encoder (Fig. 5.2 4 c). Here the sig•al voltage is copared with a voltage taken from the reference voltage by a potentiometer. If these voltages are not
equal, the difference is amplified and drives a servo motor. The wiper of the potentiometer is
driven by the motor axis and is, t+herefore, rotated until the voltage difference at the comparator
is zero. A digital shaft encoder of the type shown in Figure 4 .11 is also mounted on the motor axis.
When the servo is in the equilibrium position, the digital output of the encoder is a measure of
the input signal voltage.

The circuits shown in Figure 5.24 show only the basic configuration of some analog-to-digital
conversion methods. The actual converters incorporate many additional features which improve the performance of the basic system. For instance, the first two methods mentioned above can produce large
errors if the input signal should change rapidly during the aperture or if a large interference
"spike" should occur during that period. These effects can be overcome by adding an "integrating
circuit". Many other design finesses are required to obtain an accurate and reliable operation.

5.4

CONCLUSION
The design of signal conditioning circuits is a very complex task if the requirements of accuracy and reliability are high, as they usually are in flight test instrumentation systems. In this
chapter only very general aspects of the design problems have been touched upon, in ordpr to indicate
the extent of the problems to engineers not specialized in the field of electronics and to give a
general indication of the types of solutions which are in use. More detailed information on many of
the aspects mentioned in this chapter and on the detailed design of the different signal conditioning circuits is given in the references below.

*
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6.1

INTRODUCTION

Sampled data have been collected in flight testing almost from the beginning. Pilots

or f

observers wrote down, more or less periodically. data from pointer instruments from the very early
days onward and the first automated flight test data collection systems were photo-panel recorders
which periodically provided pictures of an instrument panel. Such data collection methods were
limited to very low frequency data, though the human observer could, under some circumstances,
as a very efficient filter

in

separating higher-frequency noise from the low-frequency

act

data of

interest.
With the advent of digital recording and telemetry systems and the tendency to use these for
higher-frequency data, a thorough understanding of the characteristics of data sampling has become
essential.

The basic idea behind data sampling is,

provides redundant information,

i.e.

that a continuously recording data channel

the original information contained in

the continuous recordings

can be reconstructed with sufficient accuracy from a limited number of periodic data samples.

This

provides the opportunity to record samples from other data channels during the intervening periods,
thus increasing equipment utilization and efficiency.

If

all

data channels of a modern flight test

instrumentation system had to be recorded or telemetered continuously,

the data collection systems

would become prohibitively large.
Even if

the sampled data points exactly represent the values of the input signal at the moment

when the samples were taken, the waveform reconstructed from these samples will never be exactly the
same as the input waveform.

In

order to gain an understanding of the errors involved, it

is

convenient

to divide them into two types:
aliasina errors or "errors of commission", which are caused by the sampling process itself.

-

Section 6.2 it

In

will be shown that these errors manifest themselves during the reconstruction of

the waveform by the transformation of high-frequency components (with frequencies above half the
sampling frequency) into components with frequencies below half the sampling frequency

"-

errors

of

omission".

which are changes

in

the

amplitude and the

phase of components of

caused by the characteristics of the interpolation process or the interpolation filter
the reconstruction of the waveform from the samples.

the signal

used for

Similar errors can also be introduced by

pre-sampling filters.
The magnitudes of both types of errors depend on the spectrum of the original signal, on the
sampling rate, and on the method of interpolation used.

It

is,

therefore,

impossible to provide simple

general rules for choosing the sampling rate and the characteristics of the interpolation process
required to reconstruct a given input signal with a certain accuracy.

In

the first

sections of this

chapter the effects will therefore be analyzed by using a generalized type of input data spectrum
and a representative number of interpolation processes.

In

Section 6.6 the effect of other types of

the data spectra will be discussed.
The discussions in

this chapter have been confined to periodic sampling methods. When extreme

economW of power and bandwidth is
redundant information is

required,

as in missile testing, methods must be used in

suppressed as much as possible before transmission or recording. These

methods are indicated by the general name of source encoding (Ref.

6.2

which

6).

A number of different approaches

are possible, called data compression,

redundancy reduction,

are not yet used in

testing but may become important in

present-day flight

asynchronous sampling,

etc. These methods

the future.

ALIASING ERRORS OR ERRORS OF COMIHSSION
The basis for understanding these errors is
1928.

the sampling theorem developed by H. Nyquist in

This states that 2f independent samples per second are sufficient to completely characterize

any signal containing only frequency components smaller than f Hz.

Much has been written about this
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6.2
theorem; however, most of the discussions assume ideal band-limited data and ideal filters, and do
not take into account the practical limitations of filters or the information content of the data to
be sampled. As a result, engineers have over the yearss, developed rules-of-thumb to cope with the
sampling errors. The most widely accepted approximate sampling theorem is grossly misleading. It is
generally quoted as: "Five samples per cycle of the highest frequency of interest is required to
represent the function". This approximation has two shortcomings: First. the highest frequency of
interest is not the determining factor, i.e. if frequencies higher than those of interest are present
in the signal, they will also affect the measurements made at the frequencies of interest. Second,
there is no indication of the magnitude of the error to be expected when using this criterion.
The errors which occur if the
conditions of the sampling theorem are not
met, are called errors of commission or
aliasing errors. Figure 6.1 illustrates
the general principle involved. On the left,
a one Hz sine wave is sampled at 8 samples
per second, and recovered to a fair acuracy

FUICTION
Ah- Il
-

-I.I

II-

in the lower left. The 7 Hz sine wave shown
on the right side of the figure is sampled
with the same sampling rate, which now is

1

SAMPLED
DATA

.1

equivalent to 1 1/7 samples per cycle. The
reconstructed function on the lower right
gives an entirely different frequency (1 Hz).

FUNCTION

(LINEAR INTERPOLATION)

DISASTROUS RESULTS FROM
ADEQUATE SAMPLING

(S&SAMPLES
PER CYCLE)

which is equal to the difference between the

TOO LOW SAMPLING RATE

(1 1/7 SAMPLES PER CYCLE)

sampling rate (8 Hz) and the signal frequency
(7 Hz). It will be clear that, if the input
signal had a 1 Hz component which was "of
interest" and a 7 Hz signal which was "not

Figure 6. 1 Illustration of the sampling theorem
in time domain
of interest" and if the signal was sampled at 8 samples
in the reconstructed waveform as a spurious 1 Hz signal
will also be clear that the samples themselves would be
introduced during the reconstruction of the signal from

per second, then the 7 Hz signal would appear
which distorts the original 1 Hz signal. It
correct, but that the aliasing error is
the sampled data.The aliasing error is, therefore,

a part of the interpolation error.
A more general approach can be made when
considering the amplitude spectrum of the data
(Fig. 6.2). The Nyquist rate ("tWo samples per
cycle")
is based on ideal data with an infinite
•
cut-off at a frequency fi (Fig. 6.2a). ThisFE

AMPLITUDE
I

a. SPECTRUM• OF

IDEAL INPUT DATA

N
fiFREQUENCY

band-limited data has no frequencies above f..
Figure 6.2b shows the amplitude spectrum of
such data which has been sampled at a rate f.
slightly higher than 2 f.. An image-like
ise
spectrum is

[

I

FREQUENCY

c. SPECTRUM OF

formed around the sampling

ACTUAL INPUT DATA

frequency. This is the sampling frequency
plus and minus the information frequency.
A series of these images appear around

mltiples of the sampling frequency. The
amplitude of each image is a function of
the sampling duration and, if this duration
would be infinitely small, the amplitude of

OF DATA
b.IDEAL
SPECTRUM
SAMPLED

-RE-ENC
J.d
SPECTRUM
OF DATA
ACTUAL SAMPL.ED
ý

XD

fs
Figure 6.2

ACUA

2

FREQU

y

Ideal and actual sampled
data in the frequency domain

all images would remain the same to infinity.
In actual practice, however, the only concern is the first few images. If the sampling frequency is
slightly higher than 2 f , there will be no overlapping (foldover) frequencies produced that fall
within

the passband of the data.
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Actual data usually looks more nearly like that in Figure 6.2c. If the data of interest is
between the frequencies 0 and f., one can see that a considerable part of the spectrum exists above
f.. This spectrum will cause large aliasing errors if the sampling rate is only 2 fi, as seen in
Figure 6.2d. The signal components at frequencies larger than fi will be folded back into the region
of interest between 0 and f..
There are, in principle, two methods by which the aliasing error can be reduced:
- by using a higher sampling rate, at which the error due to overlap is less than the allowed error
- by using a pre-sampling filter to limit the bandwidth of the signal which is to be sampled; the
cut-off characteristics of this filter must be chosen so that the frequencies above f.I are sufficiently reduced in amplitude before the sampling process is performed.
It has been noted that, in practice, many instrumentation engineero are so concerned about this
foldover that they tend to use pre-sampling filters in all channels. However, in doing this they may
create other errors which in many cases can be even larger than the aliasing errol's they attempt to
avoid. These errors are due to the input filter altering the data in both amplitude and phase. Thus,

U

the filter omits data frequencies before they are sampled and creates errors of omission. In the next
section some general information about these errors of omission as related to the use of pre-sampling
filters will be given. In general the best way to prevent aliasing errors is to increase the sampling
rate.
6.3

PRE-SA4LING FILTERS
The choice of a pre-sampling filter always involves a trade-off between the errors of commission
and the errors of omission. It is apparent that a filter will distort the incoming signal and introduce
an error of omission. In cases where simple lumpedparameter filters are used (Butterworth, Gaussian
or binomial filters, see Ref, 6),

-W
_P

the error due

to these non-optimum types of filters may very
well be gruater than the reduction in the error
commission. In other cases only a small gain

Iof

is obtained at the cost of additional complexity
> 10.1

2N

LU

1). As a result it appears that in

(see Ref.

RE

cases it

E.most

is better to reduce the aliasing

error by increasing the sampling rate and not to
use pre-sampling filters. This is however, not
3 R -ORE
10-2 .

true for all data spectra which occur in flight

-6testing,

as will be discussed in Section 6.6.
Analytical techniques exist for determining
optimum pre-sampling filters based on the input
data spectrum (Ref. 2 and 3).

10-3

These filters are

optimum in the sense that they minimize the mean
square error of the output data waveform withI
respect to the input data waveform. The problem

S-is

that these filters can either not be realized
be so complex that nobody would attempt to
actually build one. The knowledge gained from
optimum filter performance provides, however, an

(SLOE.5)or
E

insight in the performance limits of the system
-DATA
BREAK
•"U I CiI,
i

.10

.1

1

10

102

RELATIVE FREQUENCY

using non-optimum filters, and provides a measure
of the efficiency of the non-optimized system.
It

is

of interest to give here an indication

of the error of omission which can be expected when
normal types of Pre-sampling filters are us(-.d.
Figure 6.3

Generalized input data spectra
for different orders of data
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In order to simplify the treatment. a generalized shape of the input sigma1 spectrum will be used.
Mhe input spectra are shown in Figure 6.3. The amlitude spectrum is flat up to a break frequencyf.
beyond which the data has a roll-off of various multiples of 6 dB/octave. These are described as
"orders of data" (see also Chapter 3). First-order data (slope - 1 . i.e. 20 dB/decad'e) roll* off at

6 dB/octave, second-order data (slope a 2) at 12 d.B/octave, etc..*with slope a 00 for ideal bandlimited data. These generalized spectra represent reasonably well the output of typical transducers
to a white-noise stimulu. An a.ccelerometer, for example, when submitted to a white-naois spectrum
will produce a second-order data output. From studying actual data it has been found that most transducers have lot-, 2nd- or 3rd-order characteristics. HSiher-order outputs usually are the result of
using a pre-sazmpling filter.

-SEC)ONDORDEMiFILTER
S-FOUIRTNORDEFILTER
-FIRST
--

-

ORDER'
FILTER ( 3ji' /

1S-RRDT

. 1,

13da/ I. 0.436)

FOUIRTH-ORDIR FILTER

1

(3dB' .- )
1
0 3d& fe- 1)

T_
1ST-ORDER TAX______
I*

M~~

~

I

1111

100

110

1010lw
RATIO OFFILTER CUT-OFF TODATA-5REAK FREQUENCY
I,, 11

Figure 6.4k

INIIERE

10

RATIO OF FILTER CUJT-OFF TO DATA-11REAK FREQUENICY f /f,

Errors of omission for firstand fourth-order binomial filters

Figure 6.5

Errors of omission for secoa.d- and
fourth-order Butterworth filters

Calculations have been made of the errors
of omission caused to these spectra by three types
lo

-SECOND-ORDER

of filters which are commonly used and easy to

FILTER (I_______

-SCOD.ROR ILER(345/ fO 7V)
£~ -FOURH-OCJERILTR~f
3 5 /I..0.63)Butterworth
1 DER DATA

build. The filters are of the binomial. the
and the Gaussian types. The Butterworth
and the Gaussian filters are described in Reference
have been made for different orders of input data
and for two orders of the filters.The choice of

10
364D.ORDER DATA

the type of filter depends on the data requirements.
the Butterworth filters have the flattest amplitude
response, the Gaussian filters have the most
linear phase response while the binomial filter

INFINITE-ORDER

is critically damped.
Figures 6.4,i
6.5 and 6.6 present the results
of the calculations (see Ref. 5). The vertical
scale is the zins difference between the input and
0.1
11

L,

-,

II
Mu

Ou .

LLLýL

RATIO OF FILTER CUT-.OFF TO DATA _MSEAK
FREQUENCY I, /
Figue 66oisson
Erorsof fr

scondandfrequency

fourth-order linear phase
(Gaussian) filters

output signals. The horizontal scale is the ratio
of the filter cut-off frequency f. to the data
ra
rqecyf.Bt
r dfnda
h
at which an extension of the constant
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slope intersects with the unity amplitude-ratio value. The data break frequency f.

is defined in

Figure 6.3. The filter cut-off frequency fc is related to the 3 dB point on the Iplitude characteristic
of the filter. For & first-order binomial filter the 3 dB point and the cut-off frequency are the
same: for a fourth-order binomial filter the ratio between these two is
,•

the points are the sawe far all orders of filters.

Of f

For Butterworth filters
the ratio

is 0.79 and for a fourth-order filter it is 0.66.

o

S~It

0.44.

For a second-order linear phase filter

will be seen that for the

I•

=aI values shown the curves are straight lines and the errors can

become quite large, especially for low ratios of f

to fi. It

will be clear that in many cases the

rms error due to aliasing can be more easily reduced by choosing a higher sampling frequency than by
adding a pre-sampling filter. Pre-sampling filters should in general only be used if
is much different from those shown in Figure 6.3 or if

the data spectrum

the rms error is not the determining factor.

Those cases will be discussed in Section 6.6.
INTERPOLATION

6.4

As mentioned before,

the data samples provide the true values of the input waveform at the

instant the samples were taken, assuming no other errors are introduced (e.g. by the use of pre-

sampling filters). If values of the input parameter between samples must be known or if other
processes, such as frequency analysis of the data, are required, interpolation is necessary to
reconstruct the original waveform. The interpolation error is the difference between the input waveform and the reconstructed waveform,
cases it

and is

often expressed as a root mean square (rms) value. In some

may be desirable to express the interpolation error either as the amplitude error as a

function of frequency, or as the maximum deviation between the input and output waveform. A number of
these cases will be discussed in Section

jilthe
a. ANALOG WAVE FORM TO BE

fill
b. SAMPLED OUTPUT

SAMPLED

6.6.

Interpolation will in general provide
an approximation to the simplest curve through
values of the samples. This means that
the spectrum of the interpolated curve will
cut-off at one-half the sampling rate, and
will include the lowest aliases of all

components beyond that frequency. This was

______________

meant by the earlier remark that the aliasing
error is part of the interpolation error.

Even if no aliasing errors are present, the
interpolation process will, itself, cause

SINTERPOLATION BY

THE HUMAN

EYE

d. ANALOG FILTER INTER-

POLATION

errors. These errors are comparable to
the errors of omission of the pre-sampling

filters. and will be designated by the same

There are many interpolation or

4

reconstruction processes,

both analog and

digital. Some typical ones are illustrated
in Figure 6.7 and will be briefly discussed
i!

here.•
..

ji

STEP INTERPOLATION ( ZEROORDER)

k. LINEAR INTERPOLATION
(FIRST-ORDER, TWO POINT)

The simplest type of interpolation is

visual curve fitting (Fig. 6 .7c). The peak
values of the sampled pulses (Fig. 6.Tb) are
viewed and mentally correlated to a smooth
curve. The curve may be actually drawn by
hand. This method is often used in quick-look
analysis and in the processing of simple
___
.tests,
h. DIGITAL INTERPOLATION
S.DIGITAL INTERPOLATION
(THIRD-ORDER. FOUR POINT)
(SECOND-ORDER, THREE POINT)

Figure 6.7

r:|,i|,

Interpolation processes

but is

not used when large quantities

of data are processed.

A second method of interpolation is

Figure•.-••,
•.,:,:Inte."polation
6.'
processes,--.-•.
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analog filter interpolation (Fig. 6.7d). The sampled values are converted into voltages and sequentially
fed into a low-pass filter whose output provides a continuous analog vaveform which is a representation
of the. original waveform. The signal entering the filter my consist of sharp pulses as shown in Figure
6.Tb or the voltage may be held in a pulse-sa -tching circuit until the next pulse arrives, as shown in
Figure 6.Te. The latter process is mainly used since the pulse response of low-order filters is rather
poor. If the pulse response of the filter is good, pu.lse-stretching is the equivalent of increasing the
order of the filter by one. The analog filter method is only as good as the filter. The continuous
curve produced by the filter will in general not go through the original samples.
When computers are used for data processing, the simplest process is step interpolation as shown
in Figure 6.7e. In this process the step output of the pulse-stretching converter is used directly.
Data values remain constant between samples and jump to the new value when the new sample is obtained.
This is a zero-order process in that only horizontal lines are drawn and it can be represented by a
zero-order equation. The advantage of this method over the analog filter method is that there is no
error at the sampled values. The error builds up between the samples but returns to zero at the
next sample.
A better approximation of the original waveform is obtained by linear interpolation (Fig. 6.7f).
This first-order process consists of connecting adjacent samples with straight lines. If a value is
needed between samples, the value is read from the straight line at the required time. Linear
interpolation is a form of digital interpolation in that it uses a sample portion to determine values
between the two samples.
Better approximations to the best fitting curve may be obtained by higher-order digital interpolation. Figure 6.7g shows the result of reconstructing the vaveform by a second-order process, using
three samples and inserting one secondary sample between each two samples. This secondary sample is
calculated using the time correlation that exists in the three original samples. The method of
calculating these secondary samples will not be covered in this chapter. It is, for instance, described
in References 1 and 6. The waveform is reconstructed by connecting the secondary samples and the
original samples by
which uses the time
placed between each
can be increased to

straight lines. Figure 6.7h shows the result of a third-order digital interpolation
correlation between four original samples; in this case three secondary samples are
two original samples. The number of samples used and the secondary samples located
infinity. However, the complexity of the calculations increases greatly and even

with an infinite number of secondary samples the interpolation error does not go to zero.
6.5

INTEROLATIO

ERRORS_______

___________

CUT-SLING

IMAGES

1ST_2ND 3RD 4TH
4H
IST.a2N

EQUENCY f,

In order to ehov how tc eelect the
sampling rate based on the interpolation
an
using actual
is presented. Figure 6.8 shows the spectrum

-R

VIBRATION
10DATA

F

of vibration data that has been filtered

I

_

with a second-order pre-sampling filter

cutting off at 600 Hz. The data were sampled

20

per cycle of the break frequency. The first
forzamlng" images, as they would appear
mathematically,

.-.

-

at 6,000 samples per second or 10 samples

0.~-

/

12dS/OCTAVE--\

l

.

3

are shown. These images

would all have the same shape, as shown in
Figure 6.2,

if

they were linear plots.

40_----_"

-i

logarithmic plots are shown in this case____

-

~

which is the conventional way of representing
the frequency scale.
The images were produced by adding and

.
0.1

subtracting the data frequency from the
sampling frequency at a given attenuation
level. For example, note that the data
spectrum was at the 20-dB level at 2 kHz.

U.

1

1
6
6

2
12 1824

FREQUENCY (kwH)
Figure 6.8

Images produced by sampling of
second-order vibration data
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Substracted from the

6

-k:2z sampling rate, this

produces an image frequency of 4 kHz and, when
this process is

added, produces 8 kflz. If

continued for all frequencies present in the
'

_

a

-

:

"

spectrum, the first image is produced.

-data

Ii

" •I
DATAA•
DATAD

The higher images are formed in the same maner

100

around multiples of the sampling frequency.
These are seen in Figure 6.8 at 12,

0

18 and 24

klHz. There is an infinite number of these
images, and if the sampling time is very small
compared to the time between samples, their
amplitude will remain the same.

10

20

11
A
30

In actual practice the individual images
A

COMBINED IMAGE$+--7•
"
___

35

_.

,40 - ""-1

'

____

would not be seen separately but would appear
as seen in the dot-dashed curve of Figure 6.9.

-

The different image voltages are combined for
_

-

1a

given frequency by taking the square roQt

DATA SPECTRUJM

of the sum of the squares of all voltages

present at that frequency. The combined image

AS

curve is thereby formed. Note that the foldover error, produced by the combined image at

50
0,I

6

6

1

011

the lowest frequencies shown,

12 182-

12 1824

over 1 % or about 39 dB. This is the lowest
error that can be obtained at this sampling

FREQUENCY(kHz)
Figure 6.9

is just

rate, regardless of the interpolation process
because this error occurs at zero
frequency. If the sampling rate were increased

Results of combining the images
and of combining the data and the
iands
ocused,

to about 10 kHz (17 fi)a this error could be reduced to about o.4 %. This is again the point at which
the sampling frequency intersects the spectrum of the data.
The straight-line portion of the data

~~~~I
F i I fillli
, ,,

spectrum (the slope which determines the

order of data) does not continue to infinity

0

but flattens out at some level due to noise

5

111*

I

limitations. This can be seen to be 53.5 daB
at 30 kHz in this -t .e.Increasing the

15

,

sampling rate above this frequency will not
improve the foldover error.
If one were to perform a spectrum
analysis on this sampled vibration data,

a spectrum as seen in the dotted curve in-3
Figure 6.9 would be obtained. The curve is

20
25
__

E 30-

COMBINED--

3

IMAGES-___
I

1W Woe "

to that of the combined image at a given

4 45

Attenuation of these images is

10

-

produced by adding the voltage of the data
frequency.

1

_

•INTERPOLATION N

V

TI

L
FILTER

1100 H&CUT - O

/E
-5

accomplished through the use of an inter-

polation filter cutting off at some
frequency above the data break point and
below the sampling rate. The filter break
point and attenuation slope are important
in obtaining an equal distribution between
erors due
errors de to s
lnand
sampling

00.1

U
a.s

.
1.1

6

12212
1182

FREQUENCY (klH)
Figure 6.10

Suppression of the sampling
images by the interpolation
filter; errors of comiission

Sm
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I

removing some of the data.

the interpolation filter

Figure 6.10 shows the effect of using a fourth-order (24 dB/octave) Butterworth filter, breaking
at 1,100 Hz, on the sampling images of 600 Hz vibration data. No pulse-stretching has been used, the
signal entering the filter is of the type
I a1111ol
IIllshown
in Figure 6.-T.
The first image is

-N

attenuated to 58 dB or 0.14 % and the second
image is below 65 dB. The total power under

T00

INT

5_--_T_-ORDR

the dotted curve is

found by integrating the
power at all frequencies and comparing this

_

with the total power under the data spectrum,
yielding a total rms error of 1.6 %. This

..

15

error is

20

1

the error of commission referred to

earlier, and is part of the total interpolation

25

error.

0

•,

•

wIn

___Y_____
ATA SPECTRUM

2ND

__

-

ORDER

the process of suppressing the

t

sampling images, this interpolation filter

L/

produced an error in that it

removed part

of the data spectrum. The result of this
error is shown in Figure 6.11. The 1,100 Hz

S40
WON_SAMPLED D TA

fourth-order interpolation filter removed

_5_6TH_-_ORDER

21.0 % of the original data spectrum, again
based on the total rms power. This error of
omissiou combined with the error of commission in

557-77,
ERRORS 0F

•ISION /

60

Figure 6.11

*

Figure 6.10 makes up the total interpolation

0.1

65error,

k//

,

which would be the difference between

FREQUENCY (kHz)

the input and the output in the time domain.

Errors of omission caused by the

interpolation filter

SI

Note that the filtered data rolls off
above the
at 36 dB per octave (sixth order),

~~~~~~~I
I g"il

1lI'J

l

|

1

INTERPOLATON FILTER

\

This is because the slope of filtered data
is the sum of the orders of the filter and
Figure 6.12 shows the total result of

'l

0

break point of the interpolation filter.

the data.

•

_(4_TH_-ORDER

15

_

_

20

the interpolation. The dashed curve shows
the original data and the dot-dash curve is

the interpolated data, including both errors

__S

30

2ND -ORDER)

I

total mas error (21.1 %)is obtained by
taking the square root of the sum of the

ATASPECTRUM

----

of omission and errors of commission. The
____________.

SPECTRUM OF

40

INTERPOLATED

squares of the two errors. This high error

TA

is caused by the low breakpoint of the
--

interpolation filter and the resulting
excessive error of omission compared to
the error of commission. An optimum break-

_

60•
0.1

point would produce a more even balance
between the two errors, resulting in a

651
FREQUENCY ( kH)z

lower total error.

Figure 6.12

Total results of the interpolation of sampled data
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Figure 6.13 shows how for the data oZ
Figure 6.8 the errors vary with the break
100

of the filter.

__frequency

The dotted and the

dashed lines show the errors of omission and

S/

commission for fourth-order filters of the

,/type
~

so
TOTAL
SAMPLING

used in Figure

I

are combined by taking the square root of
sum of the squares,

/1the

ERROR-

be the optimum break frequency,

4TH-ORDER FILTER

'•'/

,o

If

ERRORF

E O MI(4f
(TERROR
OFFCOMMISSLON( 4TH-ORDER FiLTER )

this case,

ERROR OF
*

OeRDR

first,

curve would
2,300 Hz in

decreasing the 21 % error to 9

the same procedure is

5.

repeated for

second and third-order filters,

the

three upper curves are produced. The bottom
of each curve represents the minimum rms

,
,

o"error

and, in

turn, the optimum break

frequency.

W

I
I
I I I I sitI
I
5
0.1
0.5
1
BREAK FREQUENCY OF INTERPOLATION FILTER (kH-)

Note that the error is reduced greatly
about
between first
and second-order filters,

1

10

15 % difference,

Figure 6.13

Sampling errors of the vibration
data

L

the dot-dash curve

The lowest point on this

results.

1ST-ORDER FILTER
2ND-ORDER FILTER

v

6.10. If the two curves

interpolation error decreases,
In

third and fourth-order filters is only about

3 %. As the order of the filter
increases the
but due to the non-ideal data (2nid order) the error never goes to zero.

the engineering optimum analog filter

actual practice,

while the difference between

is

the data, anything greater adds complexity to the filter

one order greater than the order of

with very little

decrease in

amplitude errors

and phase error increase.
If the interpolation error is calculated for different sampling rates and orders of filters,
using the optimum filter break frequencies,
the family of curves shown in Figure 6.14
is produced. This is a plot of rms errors

10
1ST-ORDER FILTER

2ND-ORDER FILTER

second-order vibration data, for different
orders of interpolation filters.
order of the interpolation filter

--

SL-P

versus samples per cycle of f. for the

As the

in-

is

SL-OPE_)

creased, the slope of the error curve
approaches that of an ideal filter with

infinite slope.
The slope of 3/2 is important,

FILTE

INFINITE-ORDE

since it

E 8/7)

is an indication of the spectral content of
data.

fj

A

For different orders of data this

slope changes, first order is 1/2, third
order is 5/2, fourth order is 7/2, etc.
All of the preceding results have

INPUT DATA SPECTRUM

been obtained with the impulse response

I

stretching technique

(Fig.

6.7e) is

Figure 6.14
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If the process described above is

done for four different orders of data, using pulse stretching,

a family of curves as seen in Figures 6.15 through 6.22 are produced. There are two figures for each
order of data. The first figure determines the proper sampling rate for a given rms error and filter,
while the second figure shows the optimum break frequencies for different rms errors and orders of
interpolation filters.
The set of curves are invaluable for selecting sampling rates and predicting interpolation
errors when using analog reconstruction techniques. Note that in each case the slope of the interpolation-error curve approaches the Wiener optimum (infinite-order filter) as the order of the
interpolation filter is

increased. Also note that the Wiener optimum slope increases by the next

higher odd number over two as the order of the data increases.
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similar curves zmay be drawn ±'or other types of analog interpolation filters (such as the
Gaussian and binomial filters mentioned earlier)
and for all kinds of digital filters. Examples of
such curves are given in Reference 6. The curves

given here will suffice for showing that the inter-

~polation

'

errors can become very large if proper care is not taken in choosing the break frequency
and the order of the interpolation filter and the sampling frequency. They can also be
used as an

'

6.6

approximate indication of what will be attainable with other filter types of the same order.
more precise calculation the exact filter characteristic should be taken into account.
A F.EW PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS

i

For

There is one aspect which is very important in the spectra
of flight test signals. That is,

that very often there arenarts

of the spectrum that are of no interest to the
measurement and may

even obscure the informationof interest in the signal. Examples
of such unwanted signals are:
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- the cables connecting a low-level transducer to the data collection system may pick up a strong
signal from another data source or from the aircraft supply either by induction or capacitive
coupling
"- an accelerometer or rate gyro intended for the measurement of the motions of the aircraft may
sense vibrations of the structure to which it is mounted
- a pressure transducer intended for measuring low-frequency variations in an airflow may also sense
high-frequency pressure fluctuations due to small-scale turbulence.
These unwanted signals, which often have hUgher frequencies than the part of the spectrum which
is of interest, can have relatively large amplitudes. They may make it necessary to use much higher
sampling rates in order to keep the aliasing errors which they cause sufficiently small, or they may
be suppressed by a pre-sampling filter. As mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5, a transducer with wellchosen frequency-response characteristics can often replace a pre-sampling filter in this respect.
If the frequency of the unwanted signal is much higher than +he highest frequency of interest, even
a simple pre-sampliug fil+.er can effectively roduce its
rude to an insignificant value without
too much distcrtion of the signal of interest. If the difference in frequency is small, careful
design of the pre-sumpling filter will be required to keep the errors of omission sufficiently small.
A spurious signes. of a single discrete high frequency may be suppressed by a band-stop filter (notchfilter).
equirements for the low-frequency part and the
in some flight-test signals, the accuw
high-frequency part of the spectrum are different. It may be that the low-frequency part should be
measured very accurately, but that it will only be necessary to determine the presence or absence
of high-frequency noise and, if present, its frequencies. In that case the rms criterion for
determining the effect of pre-sampling filters is r

longer valid. As most of the errors occur in

the higher frequency region, they Viave less eff- t on the final result than would seem from their
rms value.
When denigning a sampled data channel, it is necessary to have a very good idea of the shape
of the data spectrum which will occur during the measu.-ement. It may be necessary to do some
prelim5nary evaluation or even some preliminary tests in order to have sufficient information on
wl'ich t~e choi..e of tie sampling rate and the filter characteristics can be based.
6.7

CONCLUSIONS
The foregoing family of curves for the celection of pre-sampling filters, sampling rates, and
interp lation fiLters are ce'rtainly not exact rulpr. The designer must cunaider his problem and
apply the results accordingly. However, the importance and the difficulty of choosing appropriate
values for the data spectrum and the allowable rms error should not be underestimated. It is

I

unlikely that the user will always kni~ow ahead of time exactly what spectrum his data will have or
wh.t rmas error he can allow. For thi reason he must ask himself what data bandwidth the system must
handle and what rms error it can introduce and still do the job which must be done.
Rms error is only one means of comparing input with output and in many cases is not the one
to use. Sampling of picture data is a good example. If the picture is to be reconstructed for the
eye to .ee, % much lower sampling rate can be used. The eye for instance is not capable of seeing
large amplitude errors :u a busy picture, yet it can see a small amplitud- error in an unchanging
area.
Se'-" ing and reconstruction of flight test data has become the major method used in to-day's
flight ,esting. Although there are many reasons for this, the most important are the ease of
handling and the ability to maintain accuracy. The importance of understanding the data and, in turn,

I

selecting the correct sampling rate and the proper interpola!.ion process cannot be overstressed.
6.8
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7.1
CHLAPTER 7
CALIBRATION
by
D. A. Tougas
7.1

INTRODUCTION
Measurement can be defined as the process of compov.ing the magnitude or intensity of a physical

quantity to a reference value or standard in order to determine a numerical value of that physical
quantity. In the early times standards were usually defined in such a way that everyone who wanted to
sike a measurement had direct access to the standards.
width of a thi

For instance, standards of length were the

, the length of a foot, the distance covered in one stride, etc. As greater accuracy

became necessary and more physical quantities had to be measured, international standards were adopted.
Stanadrds in different oountries were either compared periodically to each other or the methods for
deriving them were so exatly prescribed that they could be reproduced with sufficient accuracy. This

development led to the establishment, in 1875, of the International Bureau of Weights and Measures at
Svres, *fance. She ..tandard preserved there are the international reference standards or primary
standards to ihich all

Gail
are

other standards can be compared.

From these primary standards a complex echelon of subordinate standards is derived. Each technideveloped country has its Standards Bureau or Laboratory, which has secondary standards that
direct4 derived from the primary standards. Many major industries and research laboratories have

tertiary standards wi~ich are derived from the secondary standards. The lower standards are all pernodically cc€aqrd to a standard one order higher to determine their validity as a standard. The
aea•urin

instrument is £t the lowest level of this network.

Calibration is the process of determining the measuring characteristics of an individual instrument or nasuring chain, with the accuracy required for a particular applicatioun
standards as a reference.

using suitable

In general, previous knowledge of the general characteristics of the instru-

ment type will have been available when the instrument was selected for the application. The cali-

bration will then establish precisely the relation between input and output of the particular instrumint and will be the basis for a check of its accuracy.
The final object of a calibration is to determine the characteristics of a complete measuring
chain. In practice it

is often preferable to calibrate each component of the measuring chain sepa-

rately (see "ection 7.7). These component calibrations are then combined to determine the overall
(end-to-end) calibration of the measuring channel. If an overall calibration of the measuring channel
is made in one step, it can be regarded as a component calibration of a channel with only one component. Therefore, most of what is said in this chapter about component calibrations is equally applicable to cases where the overall calibration of the channel is made directly.
The calibration engineer uses the information provided by the calibrations to establish:
- that each component functions properly
- the relation between the physical input and the output of the complete measuring chain, which is
used to convert the measured data to engineering units during processing
- the accuracy with which the measuring system follows this relation.
7.2

THE SCOPE OF CALIBRATION
7.2.1

Completv calibrations

In any practical application the output of a measuring channel will not only be determined by
the magnitude of the parameter which it should nominally measure, but also by the magnitudes of
physical Quantities other than the one that must be measured.

A measurement of a pressure difference,

for instance, may be influenced by the pressure level at which the measurement is made,

the temper-

atures of the different elements of the measuring chain, the acceleration to which the transducer is
subjected, the supply voltage, etc. If an accurate measurement is to be made, these influencing

quantities should also be measured simultaneously with the measurement of the input parameter. A
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calibration then mu~st also include a determination of the sensitivity of the output of the measuring
system to each of these environmental parameters.
A complete calibration,*i e. a complete determination of the measuring characteristics of a
particular instrument for a particular application,* should therefore not only concern the parameter
which is nominally measured by the "ieasuring channel, but also the other parameters which can affect
the output. As the calibration relating to the nm~ina~l input parameter is usually broken down into a
static and a dynamic calibration, a complete calibration usually consists of three parts:
-A
static calibration related to the naminal input parameter. This Lives the relation between the
input value of this parameter and the output of the instrument or component, provided the input
parameter is varied so slowly that the dynamic characteristics of the measuring system do not affect
the output.
Adynamic calibration which usually Lives, as a function of frequency, the amplitude ratio (i.e.
the ratio between the measured output amplitude and the value which this amplitude should have
according to the static calibration) and the phase angle between~input and output.
Environmental calibrations. These should include all environmental parameters which can affect theI
output. As the sensitivity of the output to these environmental parameters usually is much less
than the sensitivity to the nominal input parameter, the accuracy required for these calibrations
often is not very high.
In each calibration, whether static, dynamic or environmental, a standard should be used to
measure the input parameter and another standard to measure the value of the output. The accuracy
reQuired of these standards must be derived from the accuracy specifi.ed for the measurement. This
accuracy is usually specified as a total error which must not be exceeded with a certain probabilityI
(see Section 3.3 of Chapter 3). Since the calibration error is one of the errors included in the total
error it must be sufficiently s-all, so that the total error does not exceed the sp.ecified value.
High-accuracy calibration standards are costly and the time required to execute a calibration usually
increases with the accuracy. It is, therefore, advisable to use a standard which provides just the
required accuracy (see Section T.3).
7.2.2

Limited calibrations

A complete calibration as described in Section 7.2.1 will in general be a complex and time
consuming exercise. In practice the procedure is usually simplified considerably, but this can only
be done under specific circumstances. These are:
- that the ranges and frequency spectra of the nominal input parameter and of the environmental
parameters for the particular application are specified to a sufficit,. degree
-

-

that previous knowledge of the measuring characteristics of the instrument is available, either
from previous use and calibration of the instrument or from manufacturer's specifications
that the accuracy of the particular measurement for which the calibration must be made is well
specified.

If these requirements are met, the calibration engineer may decide that certain parts of the
complete calibration procedure need not be executed for a particular test. Such a decision can only
be made if the calibration engineer is satisfied that his previous knowledge is applicable to the
specific circumstances of the test within the specified accuracy requirements. He may decide, for
example, that a certain environmental parameter, within its specified range, will have a negligible
effect on the accuracy. It is also possible that he is satisfied that the effect of a certain parameter can be corrected on the basis of results of previous calibrations or of manufacturer's data.
In that case, the value of the parameter concerned must be measured during the test also.
When making this judgement it must be kept in mind that the "previous knowledge" may not be
applicable to the circumstances of the test for which the calibration is made. Some possible reasons
frthe

nis omna

conditions during prviu calibrations differed from those ofthe teli

manufacturer's test conditions are frequently not fully specified)
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characteristics of the instrument may have changed since its last calibration because of ageing

or damage.
The static calibration will only be deleted on rare occasions. Even when a very low measuring
accuracy is required, it will generally be better to run a static calibration because this will at
least provide assurance that the instrument functions properly (see Section 7.4). The dynamic calibration
and man~y or all environmental calibrations can often be deleted or can be made at considerably longer
intervals than the static calibrations. After a mnajor repair of the instrument a more complete
calibration will often be required.
SSTANDA~RDS
Primary standards have been defined for the seven basic units of the International Standards
SyslengTh(etear):
-

mass (kilogram)

-time (second)I
-

temperature (kelvin)

-

light intensity (candelu)

-

atomic weight (maol)

Six of these units have been defined in such a way that a primary standard can be set up anywhere
in the world; for instance the meter has been defined as a certain number of wave lengths of a well

defined line in the spectrum of krypton 86 and a second has been defined as a certain number of periods
of the wave emitted by a line in the spectrum of cesium 133. But the kilogram, which has been defined
as the mass of a certain volume of platina-iridium preserved at the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures at Sevres, can only be calibrated by direct comparison with a higher standard at all levels.

Standards for quantities other than the basic units of the IS system,

such as those for pressure,

acceleration,voltage, force, power, etc., must be derived from these seven basic standards.
As already mentioned in Section 7,1l, our metrology systpm consists of several levels of standards,
being compared to the next higher order standard. The calibration' of an instrument used for flight
testing is done against a standard which is several levels removed from the international primary
standard. The ability to verify this series of standards to the primary standard is called traceability.

*each

It is this traceability that gives credibility to the measurement and also this traceability, to an
*

ultimate single reference, allows the test engineer to compare empirical data from different sources.
Standards are instruments which have been especially selected for satability and accuracy. The
higher-order standards are used only for the purpose of calibrating standards one order lower. Only
the lowest-order working standard is more or less continuously used for calibrating measuring
instruments. It is so designed and constructed that the calibration specialist can have confidence in

~its

*

accuracy. It should be compared to a higher-order standard at specified intervals.I
The standards to be used in a particular laboratory should be procured to meet the specifict
accuracy requirements which will-be needed. Accuracy costs money and as a general rule it can be
assumed that, to obtain a standard of double the accuracy, the cost will increase four to ten times.
Procurement of a standard significantly better than is required may well be economically wasteful.
The accuracy to which a particular instrument must be calibrated for a given measurement must be
determined by an analysis of errors as described in Chapter 3. The ratio between the accuracy of the
measurement and the required accuracy of the calibration standard will depend on the specific circumstances of the measurement. As a general guideline it is often said that the calibration standard
should be five times more accurate than the measurement accuracy which is required. But in cases4
whtre there are other inportant error sources, i.e.*where the total measurement accuracy requirements
will tolerate a greater calibration error, the ratio can be much lover, down to 2 or less. The
justification of the need for a more accurate standard should be very carefully considered.

*

7.4

STATIC CALIBRATION
Static calibration of the instrument against its nominal input is performed far more often than
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any other type of calibration. When an instrument is selected for a particular measurement. it

is

usually chosen in such a way that the dynamic characteristics will not have a large influence on theI
measuring results. Then accuracy is primarily affected by chsanges in the static calibration and
correction for dynamic effects can be based on much less frequently executed dynamic calibrations.
The sawe also holds for environmental parameters: if the measuring system has been chosen s0 tha&t their
effect on the accuracy is small, corrections can be based on the information provided by previous
calibrations.
The choice of the calibration standard has already been discussed in some detail in Section

I

7.3. When using an available calibration system for a new instrum~ent, great care must be taken to
ensure that no errors are introduced into the calibration by an interaction between the instrument

being calibrated and the standards which are being used as a reference. The interaction which may occur
is often quite subtle and difficult to recognize, but the errors which can be introduced may be of
signififcant magnitude. This is one "aspct of the concept of "finesse" mentioned in Chapter 3. Examples
are excessive loading of an electrical standard, or temperature effects due to self-heating by
electrical currents.
In general. the static calibration is performed by applying fixed incremental values of the
measured parameter to the instrument and measuring the output signals. The inputs must be generated
or measured by a properly calibrated and traceable standard of suf'ficient accuracy. The output is
measured accurately using a method which is compatible with any further processing of the calibration
data. For measuring systems with visual indicators this is usually done by carefully reading the
ind~ication and recording it on a specially prepared sheet. For measuring systems with an electrical
output a properly calibrated indicator must be chosen so that it provides the same load to the output
circuit as is used in the aircraft. If the calibration data are directly processed by a digital
computer, the output can be measured by an instrument which directly provides a digital output in
a format suitable for the computer.
As already mentioned in Section T.1, each calibration should start with a check on the Igroper
functioning of the measuring system. The first check usually verifies that there is an output of
approximately the correct magnitude. A very efficient check for most instruments is to let the input
vary slowly but continuously through the measuring range.* A careful obse~rver can de~ict irregularities
in the rate of change of the output which may indicate mechanical damage or bad electrical connections.
Experience will teach what other checks can be made to obtain information on the proper functioning
of the different types of instruments.*For instance, for pressure instruments the input is kept
constant for some time at a suitable value as a check for leaks, and i step input may be applied
to check whether the dynamic response is affected by obstructions in the tubing. When the calibration
engineer is satisfied that the instrument functions correctly, the static calibration can be

~initiated.

V

_

The number of-inoints used in the calibration must be sufficient to establish the complete
calibration curve with the required accuracy. Here it is important that the final accuracy of the
calibration be kept in mind. In cases where a high degree of accuracy is required it may be necessary
to use a relatively large number of points. This is especially true when the input-output relationship is suspected or known to be non-linear. On the other hand, if the instrument being calibrated is
considered to be much more accurate than the total requirements,
very few points may be sufficient
to provide the needed confidence. This can in some cases mean that the calibration equipment can be
simplified: for example, for some accelerometers it may be sufficient to measure points at + 1 a.
0 g and - 1 g, which can be done using a sufficiently horizontal table and a simple bracket. In this
case, the much more expensive equipment necessary for measuring W~her points will not be required.
Similar methods can also be used if the calibration curve is n ot f.bsolutely linear. For resistance
thermometers and thermocouples a standard calibration curve for the particular material can be described
by a 2nd or 3rd-order polynomial. This calibration curve is often given by the manufacturer,

if that

are then used to verify that the specific element under test does indeed correspond to the relevant
stnadcalibration curve. In these cases, it will be possible to calibrate such a thermometer at
onl2 r 3points rather than covering the full range. When calibration methods like this are used,
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7.5
the calibration engineer must be very sure that the polynomial is valid over~ the full range.
In some measuring systems environmental parameters. like the supply voltage or the E2M carrier
frequency, can produce shifts in the zero point of the calibration or in its average sensitivity
significantly affecting the shape of the calibration curve. In such cases one or two fixed
voltage inputs are of'ten recorded or telemetered once in every measurement cycle in order to provide
a basis for correction. Such measurements are often called "calibration points" or "autocal". It
must be stressed that this technique does not obviate the requirement for a normal calibration of

-without

each measuring channel and does not reduce the number of points required in the calibration.
An important aspect of static calibration methods is to eliminate dynasmic effects. In the first
place each measuring point must be allowed a sufficient setting tme for the calibration standard
and the measuring system to reach their steaday-state values.* Some instruments are also sensitive to
the rate of change of the input parameter between successive calibration points. For some typea of
pressure instruments, for example altimeters and air speed indicators, the tine during which a value
must be kept constant and the rate of change of pressure between successive points is specified as
part of the calibration procedure.
Another important point in calibration is hysteresis. If hysteresis occurs, it is necessary to
calibrate the instrument first with increasing values of the measuring parameter and then with decreaming values, and to take at each point the average of the two. It must be kept in mind, however,
that the magnitude of the hysteresis may depend on the range used. If during the flight test the

input parameter will vary only over part of the total range of the instrument. it will be better toI
calibrate only over that range. If the hysteresis error is large with respect to the allowable total
error, it is sometimes necessary to simulate the expected time history of the measurement during the
calibration. Some types of hysteresis. such as that caused by backlash in gears, will not depend on the
complete previous time history of the measurement, but only on the direction in which the input para.meter changed at the particular moment of measurement. It is, therefore, important for the calibration
engineer to understand the nature of the hysteresis before setting up his calibration program. The
calibrations where hysteresis is important.* the instrument should therefore be subjected to the same
type of vibration as is expected during the flight teat.
Good calibrations can only be made if the calibration engineer understands the problems of his
instrument and has built up sufficient experience with each instrument type and even with each
individual instrument. It is, therefore, very important that all calibration results are stored in
such a way that reference is easy. The calibration engineer should c2&pare each calibration with the
previous ones, in order to detect any changes that may have occurred. Every change in a calibration
should be explained before the .'nstz'ument is released for use. Such a comparison can be made during

the calibration if the new values are recorded on a specially prepared sheet which also has the dataI
from a few previous calibrations. If some proe'ess_ýng has to be done before the final calibration
results are available, end especially if the final calibration results are produced in a computer,
the calibration department should approve the final results before the instrument is released. The
calibration curve can be incorrect due to blunder errors, errors in smoothing, errors in combining

different calibrations, etc., so that a positive final Chieek by the calibration department is absolutely

essential.j
The derivation of an analytical expression to describe a best fit curve of even a moderate number of
calibration points by manual calculations can be a formidable job, especially if a polynomial expression ig required to achieve satisfactory results. On the other hand, the fitting of a relatively
large number of calibration points with even a seventh or ninth-order polynomial is relatively simple
when using a computer. In addition to performing the necessary computations, a computer system can
provide plots or graphs and/or tabulzted data, formatted for easy evaluation and containing other
information to simplifyr the analysis of calibration results. When a number of components, individually
calibrated, make up a aingle measurement channel, the combining of the individual calibration equations
to a single expression required for flight data processing again can best be done by the digital
computur.
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Z-5 DYIAW4C CALIBRATIlON
The object of a dynamic calibration is to determine the dynami

characteristics of an instrument

or a measurement system. These dynamic characteristics are discussed in some detail in Ompter 3.

They are usually given as the amplitude ratio and the phase angle as a function of frequency. Examples
of such relations for second-order linear system are given in Figures 3.6 to 3.8 of Chapter 3.
In many cases the instruments for a particular measurement have been chosen so that the dynsmic
effects can be neglected for the range of frequencies which will occur during the flight test. Then
the dynamic calibration is

~in

Ii

only used to verity that this is

which sufficient accuracy can only be obtained if

true. But there are also many measurements

a correction is

-Ae for the dynamic ch"arater-

istics. If that is the case, it is very desirable that the measuring system is dynamically linear.
i.e. that its response can be described by & linear differential equation. For dynamically non-linear
systems the correction becomes a very complex and arduous task. Fortunately, most instrument system
designed for dynamic use follow a linear differential equation sufficiently closely. This must,
however, be verified during the calibration. The easiest method to do this usually is

to apply the

"method of

sinusoidal excitation described below with several amplitude values at each frequency.
If the amplitude ratio is independent of the amplitude, it can be assumed that the system is
dynamically linear.
As already mentioned in Chapter 3, it

is essential that during the application of a dynamic

calibration not only the amplitude ratio but also the phase angle is

taken into account.

In systems

with a constant group delay the phase angle will cause a constant time delay between input and output;
if

the group delay is not constant over the range of frequencies contained in the signal, phase

distortion will occur. An extreme example of this is

shown in Figure 3.9 of Chapter 3.

it

is.

there-

fore, essential that during a dynamic calibration both the amplitude ratio and the phase angle are
measured.

There are two principal methods for determining the dynamic response of a measuring system:
Sinusoidal excitation. In this method the instrument is subjected to & sinusoidally varying input,
the frequency of which can be varied over the complete dynamic range of interest (Reference 1 and

2). The amplitude ratio between input and output and the phase angle between these two are then
measured directly at a number of frequencies. From these measurements plots of the amplitude ratio
and the phase angle versus frequency can be made.
-

Pulse excitation. In this method the instrument is subjected to either a step function change in

input or to a sharp input pulse (Reference 3, 4 and 5). In these techniques particular care must be
exercised to avoid saturating or overdriving the instrument at any frequency. Utilizzng - rier
I•

analysis techniques on the outp~ut,

the amplitude ratio and the phase angle at each frequenc,

then be calculated (Reference 6 and 1).

The excitation of signal conditioning networks or other components of a purely electrical
nature is usually not too difficult because generators of electrical sine waves and pulses are

readily available. Devices for accurate dynamic excitation of other physical parameters are much
more difficult to obtain. Methods of dynamic stimulation of linear and angular displacements and
accelerations, and of forces and moments, have been available for some time, but generators for
high amplitudes and low frequencies (below about 15 Hz) are still difficult to obtain. In recent
years a. variety of methods of dynamic pressure generation have been developed, but even today the
U.S. Bureau of Standards will only provide very limited dynamic calibrations of pressure beyond
the normal range used for microphones (approxiimately 2 N/m 2 ).
It

therefore, of the utmost importance that the requirements for dynamic calibrations are

is,

realistic. In most applications where the dynamic chpracteriatics are significant, the accuracy
requirements become lower as the frecuency incre& esa. The reasonE for this can be different according
to the application. A few examples are given below:
-

Often a dynamic calibration is required to show that the amplitude ratio and the phase angle do
not change significantly over a limited frequency range, and that certain higher frequency noise

"willbe

sufficiently damped. Then the accurac7 required for these "noise frequencies" is much lower

than is

required for the signal frequencies of interest. The calibration must show that the high

frequency noise will be sufficiently damped and that the effect of the dynamic response on the
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low-frequency data, that must be measured, is negligible.
other cases it may be necessary to determine from the measurements whether there were highfrequency inputs and at what frequencies these occurred, but the accuracy requirements for the
amplitudes of these high-frequency components are often much less then for the low-frequency signal.
one must just know that they wore there, but their exact amplitude is not of prime importance.
-Even
when the high-frequency components of the signal must be accurately measured, the accuracy
-In

requirement often decreases with frequency. This is because in many measurements the signal
amplitudes decrease with frequency. For a certain overall accuracy of the total measurement the
accuracy requirement for the higher-frequency components will then be less than for the lower-

{

frequency components.

~7.6 CALIBRATION OF ENVIRONMENITAL PARAMETERS
A complete wand comprehensive calibration of a test instrument or measurement system must take
into account the environment in which it is to be used and the effect that these extraneous influences
have on the accuracy of the measurement. Some of the more common environmental parameters which are
probable sources of error are temperature, pressure, acceleration, vibration, supply voltage and
electromagnetic radiation. To establish confidence in the ability of a particular instrument to
accurately perform its designated task, an understanding of the effect of these environmental parameters is essential.
-

oThe reason for making en environmental calibration can be threefold:
Toverily that built-in correction features, such as temperature compensation, are functioning

properly according to the manufacturer's specifications.
establish, that the environmental effects are negligible.

-To

determine the sensitivity of the instrument to the environmental parameter in order to provide
informati;cn for the correction of the measurement results.
In this latter case it must be recognized that a separate measurement. of the environmental parameter
during the flight test is necessary in order to apply the correction.
-To

Naturally, not every calibration of an instrument requires actual environmental testing of all or
even any of the extraneous parameters which may be encountered, but certainly they must be given
consideration. The actual flight test environment, prior evaluation tests, previous experience or an
understanding of the construction of the instrument may provide the confidence needed to negate the
requirement for actual tests as discussed in Section 7.2.2.
As a general rule, the sensitivity of en instrument to environmental parameters is much less
then the sensitivity to the primary input. Therefore the accuracy with which these parameters must
be generated is generally less than for the main input.
Before setting up a calibration program for environmental parameters, the calibration engineer
*

must have a very good understanding of the construction and operation o~f the instrument under
consideration and the environment to which it will be exposed. The nature of the effect of an
environmental parameter on the calibration will depend on the type of instrument. For instance,
variation of the supply voltage or the temperature may cause a zero shift without a change of
sensitivity, or a change of sensitivity without a zero shift, or a combination of both.
Unless the calibration engineer has a good understanding of what type of effect will occur, it is
advisable to make a complete calibration of the instrument at several values of the environmental
parameter. T-he test equipment must then make it possible to vary the nominal input parameter and
the environmental parameter independently of each other. For analyzing the effect of supply
voltage this is generally very simple, but for other combinations of parameters quite complex
equipment may be required. Examples are vibration generators which can be tilted with respeot to the
vertical, in order to test cross-coupling effects in accelerometera; vibration generators which can
be subjected to different temperatures for determining the effect of temperature on dampin charc
teristics of accelerometers; pressure connections to temperature chambers so that a pressure
instrument in the chamber can be connected to a pressure standard, etc.

51p
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7.7

THE OVMUUL

CALIBRATION OF A IMASURING CHAMSE

The ultimate puirpose of the calibration program is to provide the information needed to convert
the measuring results to engineering units and to provide a basis for a final check on the accuracy
of the measurements.* For both purposes the overall (end-to-end) calibration of ecub measuring channel
must be known.

I:They

In modern flight testing such overall calibrations of the channel are usually not made directly.

are usually determined from a mathematical combination of calibrations of the components of the

measuring channels.* There are two main reasons for this procedure. One is that a new complex overall
calibration of many channels may be required if one single component, for example an analog-todigital converter used for many channels, has to be replaced. If the concept of Component Calibrations
is used, only a calibration of this single unit will be necessary. The second reason is that an
overall recalibration of one channel may require that a large part of the total data collection
system is transported to the calibration laboratory, with consequent danger of damage to some other
components. If the overall calibration is performed in the aircraft, less accurate transportable
standards will have to be used and other work on the aircraft will be retarded.
Under some circumstances,* however, the individual component calibration is either impractical
or impossible, and an overall calibration of the complete measurement channel from transducer to
recorder or telemeter output is necessary. This is the safest method of calibration because it
will Lnclude, for instance, the effects of mismatches between adjacent components in the measuring
chain ~r interference between one component and another which may not be found if each component is
calibrated separately. In cases where some form of feed-back between separate components or the
aircraft structure (such as a control surface) must be included, an overall system calibration becomesI
a necessity. In some cases the total system may be assembled in the calibration laboratory while in
other cases it is obvious that the calibration must be performed on the aircraft after final
installation.
The combination of component calibrations into an overall calibration of one measuring channel
requires careful consideration. The combination of static calibrations involves multiplication of the
input-output ratios corresponding to each calibration point of the physical input parameter, after
all necessary corrections for environmental effects have been applied. When dynamic effects are of
interest, the amplitude characteristic with the lowest break frequency will mainly determine the
overall amplitude response of the measuring channel. The phase response of the other components may,
however, affect the overall phase shift characteristic of the measuring channel. In-flight checks
or "calibrations" to establish certain environmental effects such as aircraft supply voltage orI
shifts in FM center frequency may also be considered within the scope of the determination of the
overall calibration.
In all overall calibrations calculated from component calibrations there is a possibility that
some effect in the actual circuit has not been taken into account. This may be an additional
resistance due to a bad connection, an error in the wiring (e.g. the inversion of two connections),
an unforeseen grounding point, input impedances different from those used during calibration, wiring
capacitance, etc. It is, therefore, necessary to check at least once the overall calibration. This
is usually done during the final testing of the data collection system after it has been mounted in
the aircraft. The extent of this check must be carefully planned. In many cases a check at a single
point may be sufficient, if the engineers are sure that every precaution has been taken. A two-point
check or even a full calibration will give additional assurance, but may be more difficult to realize
(see also Section 8.4).
The 1prefliaht and Postfliaht checks can be regarded as special types of calibrations. Their
main purpose is to make a quick or last-minute verification of the correct functioning of all channels.7
However, they cannot be considered a substitute for normal calibration but are additional to it.
The emphasis, here, is on checking the weak points of the measuring system.
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CHAPTER 8
TECHNICAL ASPECTS IN THE DESIGN OF MULTI-CHANNEL DATA COLLECTION SYSTD4S
by
H.L. Tollisen and R.L. van der Velde
8.1

I,

INTRODUCTION
In Chapters 3 to T aspects of the design and calibration of single measuring channels have been

discussed. In
actual flight test instrumentation systems a number of such measuring channels are
combined. The number of channels can range from about five fo~r a simple ad-hoc test to several thousands for prototype tests of large and complex aircraft. In this chapter a few of the problems of the
design of multi-channel systems will be discussed.
After the test ob~jectives have been specified and a first maasurements list has bean compiled
done in close co-operation between management, f'light test engineers, data processing specialists and
instrumentation engineers. Aspects of this phase are discussed in Section 8.2. When the main componentsI
have been defined, the system must be designed, built and prepared for installation in the aircraft
(section 8.3). During this phase numerous tests must be executed as the system takes shape. An outliue
of such tests is given in Section 8.4.
In the design of a flight test instrumentation system, and especially of the airborne data
collection system, two sets of (often conflicting) requirements play an important role. On the one
hand there are the requirements for each individual measuring channel, as they have been discussed
in Chapters 3 to 6. On the other hand, there is the requirement that a~ll these individual channels
must be combined in one data collection system, which can be installed in the aircraft, which can be
maintained and which provides the best possible input format to data processing facilities. The
specification of a multichannel data collection system must be developed by an iterative process, in
which the requirements for the individual channels and the requirements for the total data collection
system are weighed against each other until an acceptable compromise has been reached. In the ideal
case the resulting compromise will be a single data collection system, for instance a digital system
with a certain scanning rate. Often, however, the requirements for the accuracy and frequency response
of the individual channels show such a large variation that a system of one type is not feasible. Then
adigital system may have to be combined, for instance, with an analog system in order to accommodate
anumber of high-frequency channels. Such composite systems need not be completely independent, often
power supplies and test facilities for both parts can be integrated.
At a lower level similar compromises must be made. In digital systems some individual channels
may require their own analog-to-digital converter, but it will often be possible to commutate Many
of the analog signals and digitize these cons~ecutivel~y by the same converter. Sometimes the flight
test instrumentation system can be connected to transducers already, available in the aircraft for
the normal aircraft systems. Although this is attractive from several points of view, it can only
be done if these transducers and their associated circuits are accurate enough for the flight test
purposes and if adequate measures can be taken to ensure the integrity of the essential aircraft
systems even if a failure in the flight test equipment should occur.

*

No simple rules can be given for these and many other problems with which the instrumentation
engineer is confronted when designing a flight test data collection system. It is his task to select
the best compromise for satisfying the requirements of a given test program within the limits of the

avial resures
0:

Reliability and accuracy are the leading considerations in the choice of the components and in
the design of the system and its wiring. Reliability also affects the design in another way, i.e.
test and maintenance facilities must be incorporated in the design so that these operations can be
done quickly and efficiently. However, reliability and accuracy not only depend upon the quality of
the design and the installation, but also very heavily on the capability and experience of the people
who maintain and operate the system. The selection and training of these people, who have to work under
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unfavourable circuamstances in flight and on the ground and often under heavy pressure, can have a la~rge
influence on the success of a data collection system.
8.2

SYSTEM CONCKV'

8.2.1

FI

System modification versus new develonoment

From the standpoint of economics and lead time, it is generally more desirable to update au
existing system than to develop a new one.* An important aspect is that considerable experience will
be available on the characteristics - and the weak points - of the existing system. However, certain
aspects of the existing system must be compatible with the new requirements. Such characteri sties as
size, weight and capacity are mare or less fixed and cannot be changed.
cret:h:: characteristics of an existing system can often be modified. New transducers and signal
conditioners can be incorporated. Sampling rates,* frequency response and accuracy can often be increaed
o acerainextent. Sampling rates can be increased or decreased by techniques such as
supecomutaionandsub~mmtaton.Higher frequency response can be obtained for continuous-trace
recrdes
usngb astr glvaomeersand higher paper speeds, and for FM systems by using higher
sub-carrier frequencies and higher tape speeds. If the basic system is accurate enough for most of
the data but a few high-accuracy data channels have to be included, so-called encoding methods such
as coarse-fine techniques can be used.

I>

If the test program is relatively small and the data flow time is not critical, the use of photopanel or continuous-trace recording may be adequate. All equipment associated with these systems is
highly developed and available commercially at reasonable prices. If a computer-~centered ground station
is available, the use of tape recording should be considered even for small tests. The higher costs of
the preparation of the equipment, of the installation in the aircraft and of computer programs will
often be outweighed by the advantages of automatic processing, such as shorter turnaround time, less
manhours for data processing and better presentation.
most systems have a considerable growth potential, it may be necessary to develop a new
system for a particular test program. A significant factor in this decision will be the shortrange and long-range financial support that can be obtained. If'facility funding is available and
there appears to be r,continuing need for test data, an automated system should be given serious
______Though

consideration. This is a business matter at best and may also touch on political aspects. Either way.
its importance should not be underestimated. Long-range planning of future flight test programs plays
an important part, There is often considerable benefit in using the main components of a future complex
system for the first time in a relatively simple test, if possible in parallel with a proven system.
This may forestall many problems which could affect reliable operation of the complex system.
8.2,2 Choice of the ma~ior components

*

An important decision that must be made before the instrumentation system for a major flight
test pro~gram can be specified, is whether on-line data-processing will be required. On-line processing can, in principle, be applied in two ways,
-on-line
processing of only a few parameters and only during flights where considerable benefit
can be derived from it, in order to decide in real time whether a test has succeeded and a next
test can be executed during the same flight
on-line processing of all data, so that a complete ahalysis of the results is available by the
time the aircraft lands.
The first method has been in use for a long time. It has been found that the flight time and the
number of flights required for testing advanced aircraft can be considerably reduced if a number
of important parameters can be continuously observed in real tine by specialists. In present systems
this has been achieved by telenetering these data to the grcund, where they are displayed on CRTs
after on-line processing in a computer, but systems using on-board computation and displayi are also
being considered. The need for such a system should be stated early in the development program, as
it will have considerable effect on the general layout of the instrumentation system.
The second method, i.e., on-line processing of' all data, may be technically possible using
telemetry and a powerful ground computer station. This approach is being attempted in some programs
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8.3
at the present time. It wou~ld seem, however, that this approach will, in general, not be economically
justifiable and it can be expected that off-line data processing methods will continue to be used as
The measurements list (Chapter 2) defines the characteristics required of each individual
measuring channel. On the basis of an analysis of all these requirements and of the equipment available
on the market, it will then have to be decided whether they can be handled by one system or whether a
composite system is necessary, what kind(s) of system(s) will be used and which parameters will be
hardled by each sys' in.Eventually a choice will have to be ma~de from (a combination of) the
following possibili o ci:
board recording (for details see Chapter 9)
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circuit television is also used for some of these tasks, either for real-time monitoring by observers
in the aircraft or for play-back after a flight. Photo cameras are also often used for the measurement
of aircraft trajectories, both from the ground (photo theodolites) and from the aircraft as in some
methods for take-off and landing measurements.
8.2.3

on-board recording and/or telemetry

One of the first choices that must be made is whether telemetry or on-board recording will be
used, or both. It can be said that at present on-board recording is the standard method of data
collection for most types of flight tests. Even if telemetry is used during part or during the whole
program, the data will, in most cases, also be recorded on board the aircraft, The choice of telemetry
is based on one or more of several specific reasons. The most important are:
-hazardous
flying, such as high-speed and flutter testing to expand the operational envelope of an
airplane. This requires evaluation of data on each condition before going to the next, without
exposing the crew any more than necessary to the hazardous conditions. Telemetered data available
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or. the ground makes possible the participation of qualified specialists in critical decisions.
The data is also protected in the event of an accident. In this type of testing, only a limited
number of critical parameters need be telemetered.
testing of a s-all vehicle. The fact that a telemetry transmitter usually is much smaller than a
recorder with adequate data capacity a

-

lead to the choice of a telemetry system.

- on-line processing of telemetered data. This has been discussed in Section 8.2.2.
Telemetry has, however, certain disadvantages:
-the
aircraft must be operated within "tline of sight" of the receiving antenna. This may seriously
restrict the area in which flight tests can be made. The signal-to-noise ratio should be monitored

continuously on the ground.
-the
radio link is susceptible to interference from other transmitters and may deteriorate due to
adverse atmospheric or ionospheric conditious. The resulting loss of data can have a very serious
effect on the progress of the flight testing, especially if on-line processing is used. For this
reason on-board recording is generally used as a back-up.
total system is more complex and therefore more liable to malfunctioning. System checking is
more complicated for this reason and also because it must include both the airborne and the ground

-the

equipment, and the radio link between them.
security is compromised because others can also receive the signal.
Detailed discussions of on-board recording and telemetry are given in Chapters 9 and 10.
-data

If the use of telemetry is envisaged, the parameters to be transmitted must be selected first
since this can have a considerable impact on the choice of the on-board data acquisition equipment.
In many cases the most economical solution is to use the same data acquisition electronics for
recording and telemetry.
In many flight test programs there is a requirement for protection of at least part of the flight
data in the case of a crash. Ps mentioned before, this can be done by telemetry. If no telemetry is
available, crash-proof containers can be used for the recording medium. This approach can be used
for cameras, magazines of continuous-trace recorders and for tape recorders.* In some cases a separate
crash-recording system is used, for instance, with a wire recorder or one of the commercially
available airline-type crash recorders. These have, however, usually a limited data recording
capacity.

8.2.4k Methods of on-board recording and telemetry
Analysis of nany set of parameters will show that a division into three main categories can be
made with respect to required frequency spectrum and accuracy:
-

-

low-frequency data (up to about 5 Hz); for some of these data a high accuracy may be required
(e.g. 0.2 % FS), but for other low-frequency data a high accuracy will not be important
medium-frequency data (up to about 30 Hz); for thin type of data an accuracy of about 1 % FS will
usually be sufficient
data (up to several k.Hz); for these data a relatively low accuracy (2 to 5 % FS)
is usually acceptable.

-high-frequency

The first two categories are suitable for digital systems, and the third is usually handled
by analog systems. If for a few parameters the required accuracy can not be obtained with an
available digital system, coarse-fine recording should be considered on two channels per parameter.
In the case of a high-capacity system it may be possible to accommodate high-frequency parameters
by cross-strapping a number of input channels, i~e. supercommutation (Chapter 10).
Digital tape recording is now generally the backbone of all large flight test programs. *in
recent years the use of digital data collection systems has increased enormously. There are two
principal reasons for this:
-since
analog-to-digital converters are relatively inexpensive and bit packing densities can be
quite high, it is more efficient to do the digitizing on board the aircraft.
-as
soon as the signal has been digitized, there is no further loss of accuracy during the data
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manipulation, transmission and storage. Digital recording and telemetry are therefore especially
suitable for high-accuracy data.
At first thought it would seem to be advantageous if the tapes made on board the aircraft could
be read directly by a standard digital computer, i.e. if the on-board recorder produced a computercompatible tape. In practice, this is hardly ever attempted. The main reasons for this are:
- the tolerances of standard digital computers with respect to bit deimity and skew are so close,
that even good flight recorders often cannot remain within these tolerances when subjected to
the linear and angular accelerations normally encountered during flight tests.
- standard digital computers require half-inch tapes with data recorded in parallel on either 7 or
9 tracks at closely specified bit densities. At the bit densities achievable in airborne parallel
recording, the number of data points per tape is relatively low. In order to achieve a better
utilization of the tapes, other formats are often preferable, for instance 1 inch wide tapes with
14. 16 or 31 tracks or serial recording with extremely high bit deLsities.
- standard digital computers require "inter record gaps" after a certain number of data words. During
these gaps no data must be recorded. The flight test data are, however, generated continuously. Sm
kind of buffer storage is then required which involves a considerable increase in the complexity of
the airborne equipment. An alternative is to interrupt the data stream during the generation of
inter record gaps, but then valuable data may be lost.
Because in most data preprocessing stations a special computer is available for quick look and
editing, it is generally possible to use this computer also for converting the flight tapes to a
computer-compatible format.
Analog data collection systems are primarily uzed for recording high-frequency signals.
Interpretation of these data is often more conveniently done using traces showing the time histories
of the measured parameters. Analog tape recording can also be more convenient if analog data processors are to be used, as for instance in some types of frequency analysers. Although analog signals
can be reproduced on the ground from digital recordings, it is usually more costly to do so.
Analog systems can produce continuous data or sampled data. digital systems always produce
sampled data. Analog sampled data systems include photo panels, and pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM)
and pulse-duration modulation (PDM) methods. Continuous-trace recorders and direct-recording tape
recorders produce continuous data. Frequency modulation is on the borderline between the two types:
the signal is "sampled" at a rate varying with the instantaneous signal amplitude. For all sampled
systems it must be kept in mind that the sampling frequency must always be higher (and often
appreciably higher) than the highest frequency which is of interest for the measurement, in order to
reduce the effect of aliasing errors (see Chapter 6).
The advantage of analog tape recording over trace recording and photo panels is that the signals
can be reproduced in electrical form when the tape is replayed. This rakes it possible to use automatic or near-automatic data processing,

including digitizing on the ground. Direct recording and

FM modulation techniques are generally used for analog tape recording and, after modulation on an
RF carrier, also for telemetry. These modulation techniques are described in Chapters 9 and 10.
Combinations of different systems using the same tape recorder can be very efficient. PCM and
FM data can be recorded on different tracks of the same tape recorder as long as there is a suitable
tape speed for both systems. There my, however, be objections to this from the data processing people,
especially if both types of data have to be processed simultaneously at different locations.
Photo ymnels are still

used occasionally because of their

extreme flexibility

(which is

an

important advantage in small ad-hoc tests) and because many types can be used for visual monitoring
during the recording.
Continuous-trap.e recorders can record up to 50 parameters at moderate cost and are very useful
and popular for the recording of dynamic data, especially if the measurements involve the phase
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relationship between two or more variables. Galvanometers are available to handle data frequencies

up tu 1000 Hz or higher. Their accuracy can be of the order of I to 2 percent. This type of recorder
is very useful for those types of tests where the interpretation can be made directly from the recorded time histories. If

further data processing 2i required, the traces must be processed manually.

Although some equipment is available for assisting in this task, it
for all but very short and simple tests.
8.2.5

still

involves much human labour

'

Data processing aspects in the design ofa data collection system

During the design of the data collection system the instrumentation engineers should be aware
of the data processing methods which are to be used. A well designed data collection system can
markedly reduce the expensive time required for final data processing. In this section a few examples
will be given of how the designer of the data collection system can simplify the data processing.
The most direct method is to do data processing operations on board during flight. This can be
done using an airborne computer, as described previously. But even if

no computer is used, many

operations can be executed in the data collection system which would othery 'ise have to be done
during data processing. A simple example is

the on-board determination of the ratio between the

transducer output signal and the supply voltage for those transducers whose output is proportional
to the supply voltage. On-board compensation for environmental effects can also be included in this
category.
Time correlation and interpolation calculations can be reduced considerably by a judicious
design of the data collection system. If the time correlation between two signals is of interest,
they should be recorded in the same recorder on tracks which can be read simultaneously. The channels
should be designed so that they have identical amplitude and phase characteristics. These are not

only determined by the transducer and signal conditioning characteristics, but also by those of the
recording method. In the case of continuous-trace recording the dynamic characteristics of the
galvanometers should be as nearly as possible the same, in FM recordirg they should be recorded on
the same carrier frequency. Interpolation of digitally recorded data can be avoided if parameters
for which time correlation is important are sampled in consecutive time slots.
In-flight reduction of the quantity of data recorded will decrease both the required recording
capacity and the data processing time. Several methods can be used:

- recording only during the significant stages of the flight.
- recording only those channels which are of direct interest to the test. The data channels required
for each flight are then selected by a patch panel or a program control (see Fig. 8.3).
- adapting the sampling rate to the nature of the tests and changing the tape or paper speed

accordingly.
- using data compression methods,
a specified amount.

i.e. data are recorded only when they have changed by more than

'

This requires additional identification on the tape of the channel and of the

time at which the change occurred.

It will only be beneficial if

the average intervals between

such changes are much longer than the sampling interval and if accurate knowledge about their
rate of occurrence is available before the flight. Data compression is as yet rarely used in flight
There are several reasons why these methods for reducing the quantity of recorded data are not
often used in flight testing. The first reason is

that unforeseen events may not be recorded. A second

reason is that the opportunity to extract useful data from all flights is lost (see Chapter 1, Section
1.3.1.1,

fourth paragraph).

A third reason is that the manufacturer of the specimen being tested will

normally like a complete history of all parameters during the testing period.
If the on-board recording capacity is
the flight, it

sufficient for recording all data channels throughout

is possible to reduce the quantity of data to be processed by editing on the ground.

This can be facilitatedby recording additional information such as measurtesnt number,

frame number,

time of day or elapsed time, and by using event markers to record the occurreLce of special ejents.

,
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8.T
8.3 TECHNICAL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMNT CONSIDERATIONS
8.3.1

Introduction

At a certain point of time the system concept has been sufficiently finalized after discussions
among aircreft designers, flight test engineers, data processing specialists and instrumentation
engineers to permit the initiation of the detailed development of the new components. It should be
realized that all future possibilities are determined by the constraints of these choices.
The design of the individual channels has been discussed in some detail in Chapters 3 to 6.
Some general and organizational aspects have been dealt with in Chapter 2. It is the intention of
this chapter to discuss, in general terms, some topics relevant to the design and development of a
complete system and also to discuss some of the problems which arise when the constituent parts of
an instrumentation system are brought together (integrated) and when the complete instrumentation
system is installed in the test aircraft. Some of these interface problems will be dealt with in
separate sections.
As a cautionary note, instrumentation engineering has progressed a long way in the last few
years. Attempts to "connect a few components together" will almost surely result in a system that
is inadequate for even the most rudimentary measurements. Adequate attention must be given to interelement effects. including impedance matching, frequency response, ground loops and shielding. The
analytical determination of overall system operating characteristics requires an intimate knowledge
of the detailed$ quantitative descriptions of the characteristics of each element in the system.
Instrumentation engineering is a profession and a well-equipped, trained and experienced team is
an absolute requirement for the successful completion of a flight test program.
The range of requirements of the various programs and system capabilities are so diversified that
it is very difficult to buy a complete, off-the-shelf system that satisfies all needs of a particular
flight test program. As a consequence, program requirements are met in one of three ways, depending
upon the in-house resources and capabilities available:
the complete design and construction is done in-house
- the components are procured and their integration is done in-house
- the complete system is procured on contract.
Except for the number of people required, the involvement of the user's organization is about the
same. Even if the total system is procured, competent staff is needed to prepare the detailed
technical specifications, monitor the design and construction phases, and, after delivery, perform
acceptance tests and then maintain and operate the equipment.
8.3.2

Commutation and normalization of input signals
For data collection systems which do not use commutated data, such as continuous-trace recording

systems and systems using single-channel M.,each channel can more or less be designed separately.
The main constraint is that all channels have to be recorded at the same recording speed. For data
collection systems with commutation the general layout of the commutation system must be determined
at an early stage in the design.
The basic principles of commutation (multiplexing) are described in Chapters 9 and 10. In systems
with frequency-division multiplexing the main concern is to divide the channels over the available
(sub)carrier frequencies so that each channel obtains its best frequency response. If the frequency
spectra of all channels are similar, a constant-bandwidth system will often provide optimal results.
If the spectra of the signals differ and a few of the channels have frequencies above about 300 Hz,
a proportional-bandwidth system must be used.
Most modern flight test data collection systems mainly rely on time-division multiplexing. This
is used in all digital and PDM systems, and can be used in FM and direct recording and in FM and AM
telemetry. The first step in designing such a system is to determine the required basic commutation
rate. This is, in principle, the highest sampling rate required for any channel, though super-

I!

commutation may be used if a few channels require a higher sampling rate than all others. It must
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be stressed here again that the required sampling rate is
mentioned in the measurements list.

It is

always higher than the frequency range

determined by the acceptable aliasing error in the channel.

The methods to determine the required sampling rate for a given frequency spectrum are described

in chapter 6.
When the basic commutation rate has been fixed, the number of measurements per commutation
cycle must be determined. As discussed in Section 8.2.5 it

is

often possible to reduce the required

number of channels by selecting only those which are essential for a particulaw' flight by means of
a patchboard. The number of measurements per cycle is determined by the highest number of channels
required on any flight and by the amount of supercommutation and subcommutation required.
The basic commutation rate and the number of measurements are primary factors determining the
design of the data collection system. They not only determine the commutation speed itself, but also
the speed of the analog-to-digital converter and the signal conditioning units. When designing a new
system, they should be considered very carefully because they have a large influence on the growth
potential of the system.
The basic commutation rate is an important factor in the selection of the type of switches used
in the commutator. As described in Section 5.3.4 (Chapter 5), normal relays or reed relays can be
used at low commutation rates, but electronic switches must be used if
is above 100 to 200 samples/sec.

the basic comutation rate

At the present state of the art, electronic switches are often also

used at lower commutation rates, even for low-level signals. Electronic commutators are extremely

S~versatile

and can be made very s-a1l as several switches can be incorporated in

one integrated circuit.

Their design requires a few precautions. The impedance of the switchus in the closed condition is
very low (in

the order of 1000 Ohms)

the order of 10 nanoamperes).

not

and they produce a small leakage current in the open Dosition (in

In a properly designed circuit these characteristics will, however,

hardly affect the measuring accuracy.

Cross talk, i.e. changes in the signal level of one channel

caused by the signal level in another channel,

can cause difficulties,

especially when integrated

circuits are used with many switches. This problem must be solved by proper grouping of the input
channels. Relatively large back currents, which can cause damage to the signal sources being sampled
can occur due to breakdown of the switches themselves or of the circuits behind them. Series resistors are often necessary to limit these currents. Notwithstanding all these effects. good results
can be obtained with vell-designed electronic commutators,

even with low-level signals.

When the basic commutation rate, the number of measurements per cycle and the type of switches
have been selected,

the general layout of the data collection system can be planned in more detail.

An important factor is at what stage the signals are commutated. The most straightforward method in

a digital system with analog inputs
is to place the commutator directly

TRANSDUCERS

before the analog-to-digital converter

SIGNAL

TAPE RECORDER

CONDITIONING

(Fig. 8.1). Then each channel has its
own signal conditioner, which transforms the transducer output signal

SINA
CONDITIONING

/

CONVERTER

into the type of signsal requircd by
the analog-to-digital converter.

This is usually a DC signal, either

SMULTIPLEXER
SIGNAL
Mhigh-level
COHDTIO•NG
•low-level

(e.g. 0 to 5 Volts) or

(e.g. 0 to 30 MV). other
types of input signals have been used

Figure 8.1

Data collection system with separate
signal conditioners

in the past (for instance PDK signals),
but these are not very common nowadays.

In the system shown in Figure 8.1 the signal conditioning circuits are not applied in a very
economical fashic)i,

as each one is only used during a very brief time period of each comiutation cycle.
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Therefore, a common signal conditioner is often used for all signals of the same type. A simple example

of such a system is shown in Figure 8.2. The multiplexer connects the signals from transducers with
TRANSDUCERS

SIGNAL

PRECONDITIONERS

CONDITIONERS

TYPE I

FIRST-LEVEL
MULTIPLEXER

TYPE 2

SIGNALS

TYPE 3

SiGNALSO-t

Figure 8.2

I

=

a

SECOND-LEVEL
MULTIPLEXER

TP
...

TAPE RECORDER

OVRE
I ONVRE

l

TYPE 3

Data collection system with common signal conditioners

the same type of output to the associated signal conditioner and thus the number of signal conditioners is equal to the number of types of signals. As this number may still be quite large, simple
"preconditioning" circuits are sometimes provided to further reduce the number of signal conditioners.
These preconditioners can include filters for individual channels, cold-junction compensation for
thermocouples, amplifiers or voltage dividers which adapt the electrical range of the signal, etc. The
final choicc of what should be included in "preconditioning" and what in "conditioning" will depend
on the number of transducers of each type.
The system of Figure 8.2 still has the disadvantage that each comimtation switch is connected
to a predetervined signal conditioner and that, therefore, the possibilities of replacing a transducer by one with a different type of output are limited. In large modern flight test systems this
limitation is overcome by using a computer or a programmable memory for controlling the cmutation
cycle. An example of such a system is shown in Figure 8.3. The sequence in which the channels are
scanned, and the scanning rate of each channel, can be programmed separately for each flight. The
single central signal conditioner will be adapted to each incoming type of signal by the program
control.
In each system there are a number of channels which cannot be handled by the normal commutation
system. This is, for instance, the case for those pulse-rate or frequency signls whose period is
much longer than the sampling time available for each channel (for example, engine tachometers and
fuel flow meters). The measurement of such signals must have a duration of at least two periods of
the lowest frequency that can occur, and integration over a still longer period may be required. Such
channels must have a separate analog-to-digital converter, which is sampled by the second-level
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Data collection system with computer-controlled commutator and signal conditioner

multiplexer, as shown in Figure 8.3. Signals which already have the digital format are also scanned
directly by this second-level multiplexer.
For large and complex flight test systems the weight of the wiring for instrumentation can
become prohibitive. This weight can be markedly reduced by remote multiplexing. Several systems
like that of Figure 8.3 are then mounted at locations in the aircraft where large numbers of transducers are concentrated. The are controlled by a single program control unit. The digital output
of each remote multiplexing unit can then be transmitted to the recording system by a single pair

of wires and only relatively few wires from the central program unit to each remote multiplexing
unit are required.
8.3.3 Maintenance and performance monitorian

of the data collection system

Maintenance and performance monitoring are required to prevent and to correct failures and

performance degradation. The overall flight test schedule must allow specific periods for routin3
checkout and maintenance of the instrumentation system.
During the design phase measures must be taken to prepare for maintenance and performance
monitoring. Test connections necessary for a quick and efficient maintenance must be carefully
planned. It

is very difficult to determine in advance precisely what will have to be checked and

where the weak points of the system are. Experience and familiarity with the performance of the

components will provide a good basis for determining what test points must be available and what
test procedures must be used. As systems often give problems at points where they were not expected,
it

is advisable to design the maintenance system so

that every conceivable function can be tested.

During the operation it will be found which chedks can be omitted or can be done at longer time intervals. It

is,

however, very difficult to add test points or test equipment during the operational

phase.
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Closely related to maintenance is the aspect of performance monitoring, either on the ground
or in flight. The requirements for special equipment for performance monitoring on the ground during
preflight and postflight checks depend on -the time available between flights. Less time between
flights means more sophisticated checkout equipment. Even completely automatic ground checkout systems
(generally referred to as ATE, Automatic Test Equipment) have been considered for flight test instrumentation systems . Though ATE is used with success for checkina operational aircraft and large missiles
where the test sequence has been precisely defined, it is less suitable for flight test purposes.
During the course of a flight test program many parameters have to be changed and even more drastic
modifications are often required. When making these changes it would also be necessary to modify the
ATE. This increases the time required for making changes and tends to defeat the purpose of the ATE.
ATE is,*therefore, seldom used in flight testing.
A valuable aid for monitoring the performance of the instrumentation equipment is BITE (BuiltIn-Test-Equipment), which is often incorporated by the manufacturers of major component parts. BITE,
however,* only tests the functioning of that specific component. Efficient overall monitoring of tape

systems can be achieved by the "read after write" method, i.e. the data is read from the tapeI
immediately after recording. This data can then be displayed directly or can be used to check parity,
code, timing, level, etc. A simpler method, which provides only slightly less coverage, is monitoring
the data stream to the recorder write heads. Another effective technique is the use of calibration
signals. Comparison of the measured values with the known calibration input values provides a fairly
comprehensive check of the data acquisition process.

In-flight Performance monitorina should be seriously considered. Both from a standpoint ofI
instrumentation checking and in-flight data interpretation it

is desirable to be able to monitor in

flight at least some of the measurements being recorded. In most cases, some level of monitoring
soon becomes cost effective, because valuable flight time can be saved in case of a failure in the
attention which can be provided by the flight test crew. In a one-pilot aircraft a single go/no-go
light is about the maximum that can be allowed. This light can, however, be the output of a comprehensive
self-check system. In an aircraft carrying flight test observers the necessity for such a fully automated4
system is less, as there is much more opportunity for improvisation. Even on-board repairs may then be
feasible.
8.3.4
8.3.4.1

System Integration
Intexration of main com-ponents into a complete system

For the part which is common to all channels the maim components (commutators, analog-to-digital
converters, modulators, recorders, telemetry transmitters etc.) are usually bought as complete units.
They are available in a relatively large variety from special,.zed manufacturers. If special requirements
exist which cannot be satisfied by commercially available units, these manufacturers can usually modify
standard equipment to provide acceptable performance, If the different modules have not been especially
designed to be used together, interface problems may occur even though the specifications seem to
indicate that the output characteristics of one unit are matt.ied to the input of the other unit. This
is mainly because specifications are never complete in all respects. Sometimes characteristics not
mentioned in the specifications can be the cause of interface problems. Usually these problems have
something to do with radiated or conducted noise, grounding and shielding.
Ample time should be allowed for matching the different modules, transducers, etc, followed by
adequate testing. This is especially the case with components obtained from different manufacturers.
or if special equipment has been built in-house.
Early in the design stage, a decision must be made regarding the packaging of electronics
constructed in-house. There is no need to dwell upon the advantages of standardization in this
respect. In -small aircraft, however, it may be difficult to adhere to existing standards for equipment
boxes and racks. Often ad-hoc solutions will have to be found to mount boxes in simal corners.*
In systems involving more than one recorder tine synchronization between the different recording
systems is very important. It is desirable to utilize the same time base and format if at all possible,
to simplify data correlation. If this is not possible, as in some non-automatic systems, it becomes
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necessary to provide additional event marks on all systems, which can be used for time correlations
between the individual time bases of the recorders. When airborne and ground based systems are used.
simultaneously time correlation may require the use of a radio link, unless the required-accuracies
are low.* The problems of time correlation are discussed in more detail in Chapter 11.

8.3.4~.2
-

-

Integration into the aircraft

Some factors influencing system design relating to the integration into the aircraft are:
accessibility
weight and size of boxes and wiring
unwanted interaction between instrumentation systems and the aircraft.

Accessibility of the instrumentation equipment is an obvious requirement for maintenance. It
is sometimes unavoidable that sensors and cabling are mounted in places which will not be accessible
later. They are for instance mounted during assembl.y of the (prototype) aircraft or during a major
overhaul. This must be avoided as much as possible because considerable time and effort will have to
be spent, should they become unserviceable.
fbxsadwrn can constitute a problem in many aircraft especially in
small fighter aircraft. Sometimes it is possible to install ins trumentation equipment in locations
normally occupied by standard aircraft equipment if this is not essential for the specific flight
Wegtadsz

*

test. For instance, if armament and ammunition boxes can be removed, nucl-. space can become available.
Another solution can be to split up the system into several smaller units, for which space can he

more easily found. If no space is available inside the aircraft, or if the equipment must bc easily
exchangeable between aircraft of the same type, the instrumentation system can be installed in an
externally mounted pod. In large aircraft a considerable amount of cabling is required to connect
all transducers to the, instrumentation equipment. Apart from the weight of the cabling, which can

-

become excessive, long signal wires tend to decrease system accuracy. Remote multiplexing, which has
been treated in Section 8.3.2, can provide an improvement in both respects.
Unwanted interaction between instrumentation and aircraft systems and vice versa can be caused
by faults in the electrical circuits or by electrical noise.
The system must be designed so that faults originating in the instrumentation equipment cannot
degrade aircraft systems performance. A fault analysis of the instrumentation equipment should reveal
what currents could flow to or from aircraft systems. Measures must be taken to limit these currents
to acceptable values.
Electrical noise can be defined as the unintentional and unwanted influence which one electrical
circuit can have on another by means of radiation or conduction. The instrumentation system should
be designed so that it will not cause interference by radiation or conduction. On the other hand,
it should not be susceptible to such interference emnating from the aircraft and its systems.
Several civil and military documents give guidance and state requirements regarding this matter
(Refs. 5. 6, T. 8, 9, 10, 13).
Radiation can have a predominantly magnetic or electrical character. A conductor carrying a large
current will mainly produce a magnetic field, a conductor with a high voltage will mainly produce an
electrical field. In general, it can be said that the higher the frequency, the more probloms can be
expected from radiation. The effect of radiation can be minimized by:

-shielding

-

proper grounding and bonding techniques

-

increasing the distance between conflicting circuits
twisting wire pairs or using coax cables
avoiding the use of unnecessarily high frequencies and very sharp pulses

-

avoiding leaks in radio-frequency transmission lines
limiting the bandwidth of the instrumentation system as much as possible
using differential amplifiers to minimize common mode noise.
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The rout *.ng of wires through an aircraft should be carefully planned to separate as much as
possible the susceptible circuits from the circuits which cause interference. In principle three
categories of wiring can be distinguished:
-wiring
that may cause interference, for instance: power wiring, antenna cables.*wiring for
the operation of inductive devices, wiring carrying pulsed energy
-wiring
that is susceptible to interference, for instance: amplifier inputs. low-level highimpedance circuits
-the
category in between, which is neither causing serious interference nor very susceptible
to interference, for instance-.low impedance wiring, low energy wiring, low voltage power and
lighting circuits (except fluorescent lighting).
Wires belonging to different categories should be kept apart as much as possible, unless it has been

*

established that no interference occurs.

Conduction of electrical noise mainly takes place through power leads. It can be minimizedI
using filters, voltage stabilisers, DC-to-DC converters or rotating inve±rters. In extreme cases
it may be necessary to use separate batteries. Some more details are given in Chapter 5 and
Sections 8.3.5 and 8.3.6.

8.35o

rondingI

Ideally, "ground" in an electrical or electronic system is a conductor with zero impedance
throughout, which is used for all return currents. In practice, however, small impedanc.es exist in
all ground conductors. If several circuits, which are otherwise independent, share a common ground
conductor, the current of each circuit contributes to a voltage across that con'ductor. It is clear
that the current from each circuit will affect the currents in other circuits. It is therefore
advisable to separate power currents from signal currents whenever possible.
Inside the instrumentation boxes this leads to the~ use of three distinct types of ground, i .e.
power ground, chassis ground and signal ground.
Power ground is used for all return currents from power supplies and loads such as relays,
heaters, motors, etc. The power ground must be brought out of the box on a separate connector pin,
which must be tied to the aircraft structure with a low impedance lead.
Chassis ground or case ground is a safety ground which connects the metal structure of the
equipment to the aircraft structure to protect personnel against electrical shock hazards in th~e
event of a short circuit between a high voltage and the equipment structure. The chassis ground
must also be brought out of the equipment on a separate connector pin which must be tied to the
aircraft structure by a low impedance lead. If properly designed for that purpose, the cases can
also provide radio-frequency shielding. The chassis ground connection must then have a low R?impedance.
The signal ground is a high quality ground. No return currents from power supplies are allowed
through a signal ground, only small signal return currents. In more complex instrumentation systems

*

it is advisable to specify galvanic isolation between the signal ground and the power ground inside
the boxes. The power supply unit of the instrumentation equipment must then contain a transformer in
which the secondary winding is isolated from the primary. This is normally the case when the instruwentation equipment receives its power from the AC supply of the aircraft. If the instrumentation

*

system receives its power from the 28 Volt DC supply of the aircraft, a DC-to-DC converter which
contains such a transformer can provide galvanic isolation between power and signal grounds. The
signal ground is also brought out of the equipment on a separate connector pin.
*

All aircraft electrical power systems use the aircraft structure as a return. This implies
that each point of the structcure has a different potential, which is not only dependent on currents
but also on the resistance of a large number of mechanical joints, which, in spite of electrical
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bonding straps, have unpredictable and varying electrical characteristics. The potential difference
between two points on the structure may consist of a DC component, a 400 Hz component, switching
transient spikes, radio-frequency noise,

etc. up to a total RMS-value of several Volts. It

is

clear

that error voltages of this nature cannot be allowed to enter a signal path. This can be avoided
by connecting all signal grounds of the instrumentation system with each other and connecting this
common signal ground to the aircraft structure at one point only.

In practice this cannot always be realized. In some transducers the signal ground is connected
to the case, and the instrumentation system may have to be connected to operational circuits

which are grounded elsewhere. Then ground loops occur, which can cause large errors in the signal
voltages. This can be avoided by using differential amplifiers (see Chapter 5), where a voltage
difference between the input and output signal grounds is rejected as a common mcde voltage.
Even if

all signal grounds are interconnected and grounded at one point, common mode voltages

can occur due to capacitive coupling with the aircraft systems. This can be reduced by shielded
and/or twisted wire pairs with properly grounded shields and by using differential amplifiers.
Electrical power

8.3.6

Whenever possible the 28 Volt DC power supply of the aircraft should not be used for instrumentation systems except for the least sensitive devices,
a lot of trouble as the 28 V DC supply is
characteristic of its

properties.

such as heaters, motors,

etc. This avoids

a notorious source of interference. Reference 9 gives a

Electric equipment that must be powered from this source should

include very adequate voltage stabilization and filtering circuitry. Most aircraft have a three-phase
115/200 V, 400 Hz AC supply which can be used for instrumentation equipment; 28 V DC instrumen-

tation equipment should be powered from the AC supply via a separate transformer-rectifier unit
...n.7 used for the instrumentation equipment.
If an airborne computer is incorporated in the instrumentation system, special precautions
will be necessary to protect the memory during power interruptions or transients. Interruptions of
about 50 n... iseconds in the AC power supply are quite common during bus transfer in electrical
ayrteos.

Batery buffering will normally be provided for essential DC busses.

In el•ectrical AC power slrstems with more than one generator and one bus two versions are
S• b

ie p

Sti
gen.-rators
bust•
-

a in

have been coupled electrically (voltage,

frequency and phaae) and are feeding all

parallel

each generator is feeding its own bus and is running independently of the others with its own
voltage,

frequency and phase.

All these considerations will affect the instrumentation
feed the system from one bus. The system designer should
frequency if the generators are not coupled. Furthermore,
AC ratio signals the reference voltage is taken from the

system design. In general, it is best to
be aware of the possibility of a bei~t
he should take care that in the case -f
same phase from the same bus. This als,.

applies to synchro and servo circuits.
It is almost needless to say that the available power source must have adequate capacity to
carry all possible simultaneous load.
8.3.7 Data analysis requirements of the instrumentation engineer
During the design, realization and operational stages, close co-operation between flight test
engineer&, instrumentation engineers and data processing specialists is necessary. Primary topics
of Wiscussion should include:
- project definition in terms of number and schedule of flights
- amount of data and required turnaround time per flight

- definition of flight dAta formats
- data presentation requirements
- data routines for instrumentation checking

- routines for data processing.
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The data processing equipment must be compatible with the requirements of the instrumentation
engineers concerning quick look and instrumentation checking (see also Chap ter 12).
Typical requirements for a large instrumentation system are:
-

quick-look facilities for a postflight instrumentation check which can produce gr-Aphs or tables

-facilities for the print-out of selected digital values in the code in which they were recorded
(binary, octal, binary-coded decimal or hexadecimal) as an aid in error detection

i

capability to observe the signals coming from the read amplifi.zrs oZ the flight tape playvback
unit for troubleshooting of the airborne recorders
-immediate

access to the preprocessing facility in case of a fanilure in any part of the

instrumentation equipment
for instrumentation checking (comparison of in-flight calibration values with the known
reference values, counting incorrect parities and other irregularities in the recorded codes,
~etc.) and for maintenance and development tests such an described in Sections 8.4.1 and 6.4~.2.

-software

*

-access

8.4

to computer stored calibration files.

THE TESTING OF INSTRUME2NTATION SYSTEMS
8..1Environmental testin
At various intermediate stages during the development and construction of Fn instrtinentation

system it is necessary to check the hardware produced so far for proper functioning under the
anticipated environmental conditions.* General information about the environmental conditions at
different locations in aircraft is given in literature (e.g. Ref. 5). The actual conditions must,
however, be checked for each specific aircraft. In case of unusual applications or locations of the
mental parameters will have to be measured at the earliest possible moment. Procedurej and equipment
for environmental tests are described in References 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 13. The errors which the
environmental conditions can be allowed to produce must be determined from the overall accuracy
requirements (see Chapter 7T). The environmental conditions can also cause effects which are not
components so marginal that failures will occur too often. In those cases the instrumentation
engineer must decide what can be tolerated.
The objective of environmental testing is to obtain a high degree of confidence in the
capability of the equipmne~t to operate within its specified limits in the actual aircraft environment
Depending on the application and location of the equipment in the aircraft a choice of the
foJllowing tests or combination of tests should be considered (some relevant topics are mentioned

F-

between parentheses);
- altitude (maximum, rapid decompression)

temperature (low, high, shock, cycling)
-vibration (resonance search, resonance dwell, vibration cycling, fatigue)
acceleration (linear and angular, frequency range, amplitude)
- shock
-

-humidity

(condensation, corrosion, leakage paths)

-

explosive atmosphere

-

power input (voltage vraintnses,

-

radio frequency susceptibility (radiated and conducted)
hydraulic fluids
sand and dust

-

feunyvariations.

1
-

amoi distortion)

fungus resistance
-salt spray
- acoustic noise.
-
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8.4.2 Functional testinx
The realization phase is characterized by a continuous flow of sall" functional tests and
resulting '"debu~gin&". The elecatronic engineers will test the detail circuits they designed. The
instrumentation engineers will test the modules and major components as they come in from the
manufacturers or from their own workahops.
Printed circuit boards are brought together in boxes. Boxes are connected together and to
transducers, recorders, transmitters, cameras etc. Each time a new part is added a functional test
should be executed, for, no matter how meticulous the preparationa of the specification and fabrications have been, problems are liable to occur. They may arias from inadequate noise suppression,
missing ground-wires, capacitive or electromagnetic coup~ling, self-heating effects, mechanical or
electrical tolerances, spurious signals, transients induced in power lines, misinterpretation of
specifications, Llain mistakes, negligence or poor workmanship.
Integration of a number of measuring channels into a system implies that one channel is
physically brought into proximity witL others, which may result in electrical interactions. Signals
fed to the same multiplexer may interact (cross talk) due to defects or a non-ideal insulation
resistance. Residual charges in sample and hold circuits or signal conditioning amplifiers may
affect the next measuretments.
To check interchannel cross-talk the following procedure can be followed:
Each data channel is provided with a constant input signal, the value of which can be varied. The
electrical properties of the signal sources should preferably be identical to the electrical properties of the treajsducers. The recorder is then switched on and the constant signals of all channels
are recorded. Then the input signals are varied, one at a time. The resulting tape can be processed
using a special program. For each channel all values which are beyond a predetermined limit from the
intended value should be displayed. It is convenient to make histograms or probability distributions
for each parameter under specified conditions, which can be used in the determ4nation of the accuracy
and can be a reference for similar tests made later.
Another functional test is the determination of system accuracy. The static calibrations of
the data channels must be verified repeatedly over a longer period of time and under various
environmental conditions, especially temperature sad vibration.
It has often been found that a system which performed well under all kinds of tests in the
laboratory failed when used under actual flight conditions. There can be technical reasons for
this, which are often difficult to predict, but an important factor can be the human element. In
the laboratory the equipment is usually operated by engineers closely associated with the development. When it is installed in an aircraft it will be operated by the people involved in the flight
test operations. Experience has shown that it is necessary to test as great a part as possible of
the equipment in flight before the complete system is finally installed. These flight tests need

*

not be done in the aircraft in which the instrumentation system is to be used. Apart from the
technical checks on the equipment, such flight tests provide a very good opportuni •y for training
the people who will have to operate it. It is desirable to make a flight test with the total
instrumentation system after its final installation. This may, however, not always be possible,
e.g. with prototype aircraft.
8.4.3 Total system cheek-out in the aircraft
When environmental and functional tests have given sufficient confidence in the system, the
complete system is installed and a total system check-out is made. That will provide the basis
for a final judament of the functioning of the total system. It is the last phase before the
system is used in the flight test program.
The first step is to check the stability and accuracy of all outputs. Stability checks can be
done by recording the data under several conditions and to process them as described for the crosstalk tests in Section 8.4.2. Any instability should be traced and remedied. Accuracy of the channels

!N
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which have already been calibrated in the laboratory can be checked by overall calibration checks
at one or more points of the measuring range of each input parameter. This is a very important check,

and the input stimuli used should be as accurate as possible. Small, but significant. errors may
otherwise remain undetected. Such errors can be caused, for instance, by wrong grounding connections,
errors due to wrong matching of components or errors in the combination of component calibrations.
In this phase also those calibrations must be performed which can only be done in the aircraft, such
as control surface deflection measurements.
A second important step is the investigation of the interactions between the instrumentation
system and the aircraft systems. The effect of noise in the flight test equipment produced by the
aircraft systems can be detected by the method described in Section 8.4.2, but now all instrumentation input signals are kept constant and the aircraft systems are operated. Recordings can be made
when the engines are running and when radio and other aircraft equipment are switched on. Influence
of the flight test instrumentation equipment on aircraft systems can be detected by monitoring
the standard aircraft instrumentation and communication/navigation equipment while operating the
flight test instrumentation equipment, as, for example,

switching cameras, recorders,

telemetry

transmitters. blowers, heaters, power supplies, and disconnecting and connecting the data
acquisition electronics.
All these tests are necessary to build up confidence that the equipment will meet the design
objectives under the expected circumstances. The absolute determination of accuracy in flight is

unfortunately not possible. Only estimates can be made taking into account all possible sorts of
errors. In some cases comparisons can be made with, for instance, photo panel indicators or cockpit
indicators. At some point of time, the judgement must be rendered that the equipment is ready for
use.o

Once the equipment has been pronounced ready, it
request for a change to the measurements list.

is

guaranteed that somebody will initiate a

The danger here is that too little

given to the effect this might have on the system performance.

concern will be

Small last minute changes are

frequently made without proper checking for interactions and interference.

The possibility exists

that the qualification tests will be invalidated and this will perhaps not be noticed until the

first flight. Actually, appropriate

tests should follow each alteration.

8.4.4 Prefliabt and Postflikht checks
If the instrumentation equipment succesaftUX4 passes the final total system check-out, the
equipment enters its operational stage. From now on it will be in the bands of the engineers who
operate and maintain it.

An important part of their work is

to prepare the equipment for each flight.

An almost mandatory requirement is the use of a preflight checklist for all projects, whether big
or small. An aborted flight caused by the fact that some small preflight item was overlooked can
in

no way be justified.
The preflight check shonlm2

in

start

with the following items:

place, mechanical condition of transducers,

equipment,

check of BITE output,

boxes,

cameras,

tie

down of equipment,

recorders,

all

connectors

cabling, tubing and other

etc. Then the cameras and recorders must be reloaded. Each channel

output should be checked for proper indication with all

inputs in

a known condition. This can either

be done manually using the on-board displays or by making a test recording (possibly by means of
telemetry) which can be analyzed in

the data processing station.

continued with a short functional test
must be put in

of the whole system.

The preflight check should then be

Finally,

switches and other controls

the correct position.

A postflight check will be performed to ensure that the system is
If

all

the results of the flight test

still

functioning properly.

becme available well before the next flight

& postflight

check may not be necessary.

After a flight, both the flight teot engineer and the instrumentation engineer want to know, as
soon as possible, the results of the flight test. For the instrumentation engineer no test can
replace the oLt'put from the preprocessing phase as this will contain the ultimate evidence of proper
bmctioning or failure.
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CHPTER 9
ON-BOARD RECORDING
by
C. Roquefeuil
9.1

INITRODUCTION
Or-board recording is the most generally used method of data storage in flight testing. Even
when telemetry is used, the same data are often also recorded on board the aircraft to ensure that

they will not be lost if the telemetry link should fail.
The earliest and simplest method of on-board recording was the use of a knee pad and penil
by the pilot or a human observer, who wrote down his readings of the instruments available in the
cockpit. In the last few decades there has been a rapid development of first photographic methods
and later tape-recording methods. This development has shown a double trend:
- a specialization between direct-indicating instruments (for the flight crew) and measuring devices specially mounted for flight test purposes
- a continuous increase in performance: number of recorded channels, bandwidth of each channel,
accuracy,

ease of ,processing, etc.

In the course of this development the following recording methods have come into general use

for flight testing:
photo-panel recorders (from about 1930)
- continuous-trace recorders (from about 1940)
- analog magnetic-tape recorders (from about 1950)
- digital magnetic-tape recorders (from about 1960).
Despite their different age, none of these methods are yet obsolete. Although the more modern methods
are generally preferred for large-scale test programmes, the older methods can often be used very
cost-effectively for tests where high performance is not a prime requirement. especially if there
is no direct access to a complex data processing station. In this chapter the advantages and disadvantuges of each of the methods will be discussed,

in

order to show the best fields of application

for each method.

Other recording methods are used under special circumstances. Normal photo or cine cameras are
used for making pictures of wool-tuft or ice-accretion patterns on wings, for measuring dynamic movements of the wing or the tail with respect to the central fuselage and for many other purposes.
In some cases simple electro-mechanical counters are used to count the number of events (exceeding
of a certain g-load, the occurence of errors in a digital instrumentation system, etc.); these
counters are then read manually after each flight or even during flight. New recording methods, which
are now still

under development, may in the near future be used for flight testing also. These in-

clude electrostatic recording methods and the use of large-scale integrated semi-conductor memories.
These will not be described here in detail, because they are not yet in general use for flight test

purposes.
9.2

PHOTO-PANEL RECORDING
9.2.1

General aspects

In its simplest form, photo-panel recording makes use of a camera which makes pictures of the
pilot's instrument panel at regular intervals. Generally, however, the lighting of the instrument
panel is insufficient for this purpose and the application of extra lighting will be unpleasant for
the pilot. Also, it

is generally difficult to find a suitable place to mount the camera where it

does not restrict the pilot's movements.

Therefore, a separate instrument panel is generally used,

which can be suitably lighted.
9.2.2

Advantaaes

- The basic structure of the recorder is

simple and cheap.

It

can be constructed in any workshop.

- Installation and operation of the instrumentation system can be done by normal aircraft ground
personnel without any special training.
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- For most parameters the sam types of instruments can be used as in the cockpit.
- The instruments can be easily interchanged to fit the requirments of the flight test programe.
- If the dials are engraved in engineering units, the readings can be directly used without apply-

ing calibrations if the accuracy requirements are not too high.
Direct visual monitoring by a flight test engineer in the aircraft is possible if the rccorder has
been suitably designed. The flight test engincer sees exactly what the pilot sees.

2.2.3

Diedvantages

- In most cases the accuracy of the pointer instruments is rather low. There are, however, a few
very accurate multi-pointer instruments, such as altimeters.
- The response characteristics of the pointer instruments limit the useful bandwidth to about 1 Hz.
- The most nerious disadvantage for many applications is that the Jata processing must be done manually and is very time consuming. Automatic data processing is impossible.
9.2.4

Range of applications
As for most flight test programes the disadvantages far outweigh the advantages, photo-panel
recorders are only seldom used as the main recording system. Exceptions are, for instance, tests with
sailplanes (where the availability of the instruments and simple installation are important) and for
some types of training (where it

is important that the students observe the same instruments as the

pilots. either in flight or during replay on the ground).

in many flight test programmes photo-panel recorders are, however, still used for recording one
or a few parameters for which recording with the more sophisticated main data system would be too
costly. There are a few types of aircraft systems to which a normal instrumentation system cannot
be directly connected. This may be because the signal deteriorates due to the extra load, or because
the electrical signal is not meaningful as an additional mechanical correction is applied in the
pointer instrument. In such cases the cheapest and quickest solution often is to mount the copilot's indicator in a photo-panel recor0_r and to accept the extra work involved in data processing.
In ad-hoe tests of short duration such a solution is often the only feasible one, but even in largescale prototype tests of civil and military aircraft a photo-panel recorder is often available for
a few special measurements.
In the recent past, photo-panel recorders were often used as a back-up in case the more sophisticated instrumentation system failed. As the reliability of electronic systems has increased very
much lately, this is hardly ever done now.
9.2.5 Typical installations
Transducers: All direct-indicating instruments can be used, such as pointer-and-dial instruments,
digital indicators, etc.
Number of parameters: Usually below 10, though recorders with up to 100 parameters haven been used
in the past.
Sampling rate: Up to 5 pictures per second. Higher rates can be used if pointer instrument response
justifies it.
Recording duration: Up to several hours.
Size and weight: Size roughly a cube with face equal to the surface of the instrument panel, weight
from 20 kg upward.
Synchronization: The camera can usually be actuated by an external time base.
9.3

CONTINUOUS-TRACE RECORDING
9.3.1

General aspects
In these recorders lines are produced which depict the variations of the input parameters with

time. The continuous-trace recorders can be divided into two groups: pen recorders and photographic
recorders.
In pen recorders the line is inscribed directly on a strip of paper or other material which
moves past the pen at an approximately constant speed. Many types of pen recorders are available on
the market, but for flight testing only a few types are used, and even those not very often. *9ome
details of these recorders are given in Section 9.3.5.
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9.3

In Photographic recorders a light beam produces a line on photographic paper or film which
moves past a slot at a constant speed. In the majority of these recorders normal photo-sensitive
paper is used, which must be developed on the ground after the flight. Recently, recorders with an
ultra-violet (U"V) light source have come into use, in combination with special UV-sensitive paper.
The lines on this paper become visible a few seconds after they have been inscribed. Details are
given in Section 9.3.6.
9.3.2

Advantages of continuous-trace recording

- The results of the measurements are presented in a way which can often directly be used for interpretation.
- Parameters related to each other can be recorded so that their variations can be easily compared.
- With pen recorders and UV-recorders it is possible to present real-time information to observers
on board the aircraft(for some applications even the delay involved in UV-recording can be too
-

large for real-time application).
In some photographic recorders recording elements can be used which combine the sencing device
with a device for deflecting the mirror. This provides a simple and cheap instrumentation system.

9.3.3

Disadvantaxes of continuous-trace recording

- The number of channels that can be accommodated in a recorder is limited by the space available

-

for mounting sensors and by the requirement that the traces must be distinguishable on the paper.
Typically 5 to 20 channels are used, including time base and event markers.
Accuracy is limited by the optical resolution (trace width divided by maximum deflection) and by

-

paper shrinkage, as vell as by errors of the sensors. T•pical accuracy is 0.5 to 2 percent of full
range.
Linearity is often poor because of the "tangent effect" of the pen arm in pen recorders and the

-

variable length of the optical path in photographic recorders.
Bandwidth is not only limited by the dynamic characteristics of the sensors and their associated
electric circuits and mechanical linkages, but also by the paper speed. A trace will only be well
defined if the paper is moved more than four times the line width during one period of the highest frequency in the signal. Special problems occur, especially in photographic recorders, when
the signal frequency varies much during one recording. The exposure at a certain point of the
paper is proportional to the speed at which the spot passes it. In extreme cases the trace can be
very thick and ill-defined when the input signal is constant, and so underexposed at high signal
frequencies that it does not produce a visible trace. If only a certain part of the frequency
range is of interest, the exposure can be optimized by adjusting the lamp voltage.

-

The useful frequency range for most types of pen recorders is below 50 Hz. Photographic recorders
can have frequency ranges up to several thousands of Hz.
Although much effort has been put into the development of automatic processing equipment for continuous-trace recorders in the period before magnetic-tape recording had come into general use
for flight testing, it must be said that in practice automatic data processing is not possible.
There are, however, semi-automatic reading devices, which are very useful when continuous-trace
recordings have to be converted into digital data (see Chapter 12).

9.3.4

Range of applications
For many types of flight tests, especially ad-hoc tests for trouble shooting, the continuous-

truce recorder gives exactly the information that is wanted: a general indication of the variations
of a few parameters with time and the possibility to determine reasonably accurate values at critical points. When pen recorders or UV-recorders are used, the traces are immediately available and
can even be observed during flight. The recordings of normal photographic recorders must be processed after the flight, but this can be done in any darkroom. This can be a great advantage if tests
are done from airfields without a data processing station. Because of this possibility continuoustrace recorders are sometimes used as quick-look devices for a few parameters in parallel with a
larger and more complex tape-recording system.

-
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9.4
9.3.5

Typical data. nen recorders
Few pen recorders have been specifically designed for the airborne environment. They are,

nevertheless,

used when direct visibility of the trace is

a requirement.

This will only be the case

in relatively large aircraft, where test engineers can directly observe the traces. In such aircraft
the environmental conditions usually are not extreme.

It will, however,

always be necessary to es-

tablish by tests whether the recorder can stand the environment to which it
to provide anti-shock mountings if

required. The main advantage of pen recorders over photographic

recorders, besides the possibility of reading the trace immediately, is
A disadvantage is,

will be exposed, and

their general availability.

however, that the pen deflections are usually limited because adjacent pen

mechanisms cannot overlap. Typical data on pen recorders are:
Sensors: mostly moving-coil type galvanometers with a moving arm carrying the stylus.
Writing system: scratching stylus (wax paper, aluminiun foil), heated stylus with thermo-sensitive
paper, low-voltage stylus with electro-chemically sensitive paper. Ink writing and highvoltage s;•yli are unsuitable for airborne use.
Accuracy: 0.25 to 3%.
Max. bandwidth: generally less than 100 Hz. For a few types up to 1000 Hz.
Input: current from a source with specified internal resistance (for optimal damping).
Sensitivity: current sensitivity from 10 microap/ cm.
Maximum deflection:

10 to 120 sm.

Paper width: 50 to
Number of channels:

t005u.
1 to 20.

Paper speed: 0.05 m/sec to 500 m/sec. Most recorders can be used at several speeds (2 to 8),

select-

ed by an electrical switch or by changing gears.
Paner length: 5 to 100 m.
k Recording duration: from a few seconds to several hours, depending on paper speed and length of paper
Size and weight: 2 to 20 dm3, 3 to 30 kg, depending on the number of channels and the paper length.
NOTE. Special mention should be made of electrostatic recorders,
ground applications.

which are now increasingly used in

In these recorders, the data are first quuntified in N levels (typically N is

100). The electro-sensitive paper moves under a "comb" with N teeth. A (high) voltage supplied to
the tooth which corresponds to the instantaneous value of the input signal produces a dark trace on
the paper. If sampling is used, several parameters can be recorded simultaneously. As there are no
moving parts, bandwidths of 3000 Hz and higher are possible. Although these recorders are not generally used in airborne applications as yet, it
A problem still
9.3.6

seems likely that this will occur in the near future.

4

is the high voltage employed, which can cause sparks.

Typical data. photograrhic recorders

Many photographic rLecorders have been designed for airborne use and can withstand extreme
environments. There are no internationally accepted standards for these types of recorders. Several
groups of recorders exist now, where sensors are exchangeable between recorders of the same group
but not outside the group. in UV-recorders of a certain group the same sensors can be used as in
the normal recorders of that group.
The main features of the photographic recorders are:
Sensors: in some types of recorders only moving-coil galvanometers can be used, with different sensitivities, impedance and dynamic characteristics.

In other types of recorders a large variety

of sensors can be used. These can be divided into two groups: electrical sensors of many
types such as moving-coil and moving-magnet galvanometers, ratiometers,
on-off markers for the time base and for event marking,

frequency meters,

etc., and "direct" sensors in which

pressures, accelerations and pendulum deflections directly move the mirror whose deflections
are recorded, without the intermediary of electrical signals.
Writing system: a mirror in the sensor which deflects the light of a lamp. Focal length of the mirror
(or the associated lens):

100 to 400 Me. Spot diameter: 0.2 to 0.4 me.

Accuracy: generally 0.5 to 3% of full scale. With special multi-mirror coarse/fine transducers a
much higher accuracy is possible. This system is especially used for pressure sensors.
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Maximum bandwidth: For electrical sensors bandwidths of up to 10.000

s awe possible, though for most

types the bandwidth does not go beyond a few hundred Na. Far direct transducers the bandwidth is usually lower.
Input: For electrical sensors: current. For some typoes of sensors a specific source resistance is
required for optimum damping.
Sensitivity: For electrical sensors: current sensitivity from 1 a•croampa/m.
Maximum deflection: Generally up to 100 m (limited by linearity trror far a given focal length).
Paper or film width: 50 to 300 mm.
Number of channels: Generally less than 20. In a few types of recc)rders up to 50 channels are possible.
Paper sgyed: 0.5 rn/sec to 2.5 r/sec. Usually several speeds car be selected by mans of a switch
on a control box. Sometimes additional speeds are pos ible by changing Sears.
Paper lenrth: 5 to 200 m.
•n paper speed an*44per length.
•
Recording duration: from a few seconds to many hours, depending
Size and weight: 2 to 20 dm3 , 1.5 to 20 kg, depending on the nunber\•ý_f
3\ charnjel

and the paper length.

In a few cases the volume can be up to 90 da with weight up to 70 kg.

/

NOTE.
In a few cases the recorder, or the film cassette, are crash and fire proof. The recordings made by
these recorders can generally be salvaged even when the aircraft has crashed.
/

9.4

ANALOG MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING
9.14.1

General aspects
The essential elements of a tape recorder are the tape drive mechani a and the heed -""ably

with the associated signal electronics. The tape drive m.echanism must ensure that the
past the head at constant speed, that the aligm en t-ý_X +N•the tape is pressed against the head '"..n sufficient pressure.
can be chosen by an electrical s
generally, is
(60 inch/seec).
*

with the head is6ey

ape moves
good &adthat

In general a number of tape speeds

ch or by changing Sears. The ratio between successive tape speeds.

exactly 2 and tp/dy range for most types from 45 mm/sec (1 7/8 inch/sec) to 1525 mm/sec
±e head as'I%*

consists of a record head stack and (in most cases) a reproduce

head stack. The record and reProduce amlifiers are often housed in the tape deck, o•i'n together
with the required signal lfodulators and demodulators.
tape recorder, there is

If the electronics ar' housed outside the

ofiten a reproduce preamplifier in the recorder. If

lity of the reproduce sit/.Al can be poor.

that is absent, the qua-

The reproduce heads are then only used for signal monitor-

ing and usually are callied monitoring heads. Signal reproduction is then done on the ground in a

special tape reproducep/. Most flight test tape recorders are made to the IRIG specifications given
in Reference 1. Descri/ptions of the different types of tape recorder used in flight testing are
given in References /.and 6.
The great ma~jc/ity of magnetic recordings is made on mainetic tape with a plastic backing. This
backing is coated /with a dispersion containing magnetic particles with relatively high coercivity.
COly in exceptionfil cases (e.g.

high te*meratures) metal tape or wire are used. These are made of

solid magnetic st Linless steel. Normal magnetic tape is available in standard widths of a inch

(6.35

Wm), I

inch\(2.(7 M)

and I inch (25.4 am). Many types of instrumentation tape are on the

market, with diffe\?ent overall thickness, thickness of the magnetic coating, characteristics of the

"magnetic

layer and \Wring material.

As the

an•eticl tape moves past the recording head, the magnetic state of the particles on the

tape is changed by tihe magnetic field in the gap of the record head. When the magnetized tape passes
the reproduce beed.,magnetic fluxes are induced in that head. These fluxes are, in first approxination, proportionm,/

to the currents which flowed in the record head. The voltages induced in the

coil of the reprodice head are proportional to the time-derivative of the flux. The output voltage
of the reproduce klead is,

therefore,

zero when the magnetization on the tape is

constant (i.e. the

current in the rec\rd head has been constant). If the current in the record head was a sine wave
with constant sampaiude, then the output of the reproduce head will be a sine wave with an amplitude that increases proportional to frequency up to the point where the wavelength of the signal on
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the tape becmes of the ame order as
the

Mp length of the reproduce head.
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quency (equalization). A more detailed
discussion of the magnetic recording
:;*

process is

given in Reference 6.

Figure 9.1

Record-reproduce characteristics for
magnetic recording

In the direct recordina method
the input current to the record head is proportional to the input signal. It will be clear from
Figure 9.1 that this method cannot be used for analog low-frequency signals and that even in the
useful frequency range for direct recording the result will not be very accurate.
There is also another form of amplitude non-linearity, that is

caused by the shape of the hysteresis

curves of the magnetic coating of the tape. This can be corrected by mixing the data signal with a
high-frequency bias signal. Direct recording is,

therefore, only used for audio and high-frequency

signals, where DC components are not of interest and where high accuracy is not required. It

can be

used to signal frequencies which are higher than those which can be recorded by a modulation method.
in analog modulation methods time intervals or frequency are used to convey the information,
so that the poor amplitude charact.eristics do not affect the accuracy of the data transmission.
Methods used in flight testing are pulse-duration modulation and frequency modulation, which will be
briefly discussed below. Pulse code modulation or digital recording will be the subject of Section

9.5.
In Pulse-duration modul.ation (PDM)
the data are sampled and the individual

values of the samples are recorded as
pulse lengths on the tape. The principle

ZERO CALIBRATION PULSE

FULL-SCALE CALIBRATION PULSE
INFORMATION PULSES

SYNC PULSE

of this modulation method is described
in Chapter 10. A typical recording for=at, with calibration pulses for the

zero and full-scale values, is shown in

RIOD

Figure 9.2. It has been used for flight
testing in the past, but has now for the
greater part been superseded by digital

Figure 9.2

P

signal
format

recording methods.
In the large majority of analog flight test tape recordings freguency modulation (FM)

is used.

The principles of FM are described in Chapter 10. As in telemetry, frequency-division multiplexing
and time-division multiplexing are also used.

In the case of frequency-division multiplexing the

multiplexed signals are not modulated on another carrier frequency as in telemetry, but are directly
recorded on the tape.
In PDM and FM recording the tape speed has an important influence on the accuracy. Variations
of the tape speed from its nominal value and fluctuations in the tape speed produce errors in the
recorded information. Errors in the average speed, wow (low-frequency fluctuations) and flutter
(high frequency fluctuations in the tape speed) can be reduced by servo control of the speed of the
reproducer and/or by electronic means during reproduction. Both methods make use of a sine wave recorded simultaneously with the other parameters.
9.4.2

Advant!aes of analog tape recording
- Possibility of automatic data processing.
- Large number of data channels on one tape by use of time and frequency-division multiplexing.
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- Large bandwidth.
- Analog form allowing easy display on instruments or continuous-trace recorders for quick look.
- Possibility to read the tape at a higher speed than the speed at which it
9.4.3

was recorded.

Disadvantafes of analog tape recording

- Limited accuracy, typically 0.5 to 2%.
- Need for digitizing on the ground if

9.4.4

processing with digital computers is required.

Range of applications
Analog tape recording is the best method for recording high-frequency data (bandwidths in excess

of several hundreds of Hz) and is unique for very-high-frequency data (bandwidths higher than 10,000
Hz up to several MHz).

It

can also be used with advantage when the output is directly used in analog

computers and other analog processes, such as the reproduction of vibration patterns on electrodynamic vibrators. Another interesting application is

simultaneous on-board recording of data transmitted

to the ground by telemetry, for use in case the radio link failed. In applications where large quantities of data have to be recorded for automatic processing it

is quickly being superseded by digital

recording. A typical analog magnetic recording system is shown in Figure 9.3.
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Typical configuration of an airborne

on-log magnetic recording system.

4.1•5Typical data on analog tape recording syrstems
according to the IRIG Telemetry Standards
Most flight test tape recording systems are designed
(Ref.

1). These give standards both for the tape recorder itself (head configurations, tape reels,

requirements for test procedures for tape speeds) and for the associated electronics (record and
reproduce amplifier characteristics, carrier frequencies for .iveral FM systems,

etc.). The follow-

ing is mainly extracted from these standards.

Tape widths: I inch and 1 inch wide tapes are most generally used.
Head confixurations: Usually 2 record head stacks and 2 reproduce head stacks. Number of tracks:
7 on I inch tape, 14 on 1 inch tape; in the near future 14 and 28, respectively.
Tape speeds: Increasing by factors of 2 from 15/16 inch/see (23.8 -e/sec) to 120 inch/sec (3050 mm/
sec).

Typically 6 out of these speeds can be selected on one transport.

Record/reproduce bandwidths: For the purpose of standardization, IRIG has defined in Reference 1
four quality standards for tape recording systems:
Low band - direct record response to 100 kHz at 60 inch/sec.
Intermediate band - direct record response to 500 kliz at 120 inch/see.
MHz at 120 inch/sec.
1.e Wideband - direct record response to 1.5
at 120 inch/see.
MHz
2
to
response
2.0 Wideband - direct record
With these response characteristics the quality and characteristics of the tape transport
mechanism, the heads and the associated electronics are defined. Systems of each quality
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can also be used for FM and PCM recording. Most present-day recording systems are of the
intermediate band type, but videband systems are presently being used for on-board recordgin.Wideband recording has been used for many years for predetection recording of telemetry signals on the ground. Rapid progress in being made in this field and the standards
may change again in

the near future.

Direct recording: The pass bands for direct recording (+ 3 dB) given in Reference 1 are shown in
Table 9.1.
Table 9.1

Direct record bandwidths

Tape speed
inch/sec

Pass band + 3 dB (Hz)
Intermediate band

Low band

1.5 Wideband

2.0 Wideband

1 7/8

100 -

3,000

100 -

7,500

3 3/4

100

-

6,ooo

100 -

15,000

400 -

46,000

1400-

7 1/2

100 -

12,000

100 -

30,000

400 -

93,000

400 -

125,00

15

100 -

25,000

100-

60,000

10o

-

187,000

400-

250,000

30

100 -

50,000

200 - 125,000

400 -

375,000

400 -

500,000

60

100 - 100,000

300 - 250,000

400-

750,000

400 - 1,000,00

300 - 500,000

400 - 1,500,000

400 - 2,000,00

120

-

62,50

Single-carrier FM recording: In Table 9.2 the standard carrier frequencies and the signal frequencies
are given for single-carrier FM recording for the low band, intermediate band and wideband
group I systems. The frequency deviation for all these types is + 40%. Wideband group II
has different carrier frequencies and a + 30% deviation; it is at present only used for
predetection recording of telemetry signals on the ground.
Table 9.2

Single-carrier FM center frequencies and bandwidths

Tape speed (inch/sec)
Low band

Intermediate
band

1 7/8

Carrier center
Wideband
group I

-

frequency
(kHz)

Signal frequency
range + 1 dB
(kHz)

-

1.688

0 -

0.313

3 3/14

1 7/8

-

3.375

0 -

0.625

7 1/2

3 3/4

-

6.750

0 -

1.25

15

7 1/2

3 3/4

13.50

0 -

2.50

7 1/2

27.00

0 -

5.00

54.oo

0 - 10.0

30

15

60

30

15

-

60

30

108.o
0

-

120

60

216.0

0 - 4o.o

120

432.0

0 - 80.0

-

-

- 20.0

Frequency-multiplexed FM recording: IRIG gives no standards for this type of recording. In practice,
telemetry modulation systems are used for tape recording. Both the proportional-bandwidth
and the constant-bandwidth systems are used. They are described in Chapter 10. The subcarriers are, however, not modulated on an r.f. carrier but are added directly and recorded
by the direct recording technique.
Dimensions. weight and tape length: A typical small flight test recorder measures 190 x 165 x 100 M,
weighs 3,2 kg and has a tape length of 200 m. A typical large flight test recorder measures
620 x 450 x 230 mi, weighs 36 kg and has a tape length of 3000 m.
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2.

DIGITAL MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDI1G
9.5.1

General aspects
For digital recording the input signals are sampled

and digitized by the methods described in

Chapter 5, and the digital "words" (each giving one instantaneous value of one parameter) are record-

r

ed sequentially on the tape. The digital codes are of the binary type, i.e. in the recording process
only two magnetic states are used: saturation in one magnetic direct.on or the other. The method is,
therefore. practically insensitive to the variations in amplitude response of the magnetic recording
process. Because of the differentiating nature of the reproduce process, the information is actually
contained in the rapid changes of state. The function of the detection process in digital recording
is to determine whether at a certain moment there is a change of state or not. The reliability with
which this can be done is one of the primary reasons for the increasing use of digital recording.
For a given tape recording system the important parameter determining the reliability is the
bit gacking density, usually expressed in bit/inch or bit/mm along a track. A high bit packing
density will allow the recording of many data points on a given length of tape, but an extreme
density will also increase the number of errors more than proportionally.

It

must be kept in mind

that the errors occurring in digital recording are of a different nature than those in analog recording: in analog recording an error usually produces a small change from the correct value, but an
error in one of the most significant bits of a digital word can produce a totally different value.
If one bit is missed, a large part of a recording can become unintelligeable if

no proper measures

have been taken. The main factors determining the achievable bit packing density are:
- the quality of the tape transport used
- whether parallel or serial recording is used
- the code and the redundancy methods used
- the tape quality.

These aspects will be discussed separately below. But before that is done, a few words must be said as
to what error rates can be accepted. Of course, it is quite unacceptable that one error should make
it impossible to read a complete tape. The tape format can be chosen so that this can be made practically impossible. An error in one bit will, then, make one word or at most one frame unintelligeable. As the errors are usually big and only occur occasionally and independently, the errors can
in most cases be detected by a computer programme comparing the consecut 4 ve values of each parameter. The aberrant or unintelligeable values can then be eliminated by -uv computer. The acceptable probability of an error will depend on the type of measurement made, but need in most cases not
be extremely low. In most cases probabilities of 1 in

105 or even 1 in 10

words will be acceptable.

The quality of the tape transport systems is very important for digital recording systems.
The values of the average tape speed in the record and rep:oduce systems are not as important as in
FM systems, because they do not directly affect the signal values. If the tape speed differs too
much from its nominal value, the reading errors will increase or it

may even be impossible to read

the tape. Fluctuation in the tape speed (wow and flutter, see Section 9.4.1) can cause uncertainty
whether a change of flux belongs to a certain bit or to the previous or next bit. The effect of
these speed fluctuations can be reduced by the use of "self clocking" codes.
A very important aspect is skew, which causes flux variations recorded simultaneously on different
tracks to pass the gaps of the reproduce heads with (small) time differences.

Static skew is caused

by misalignment of the head stacks in the record and/or reproduce deck or by misalignment of the
gaps in a head stack. For fixed combinations of record and reproduce decks a correction for static
skew can be installed in the reproduce systems ("deakewing").

Dynamic skew is

caused by angular

fluctuations of the tape.
Skew has an important effect on the achievable bit packing density if
used, i.e. if

parallel recording is

the bits of each word are simultaneously recorded on different tracks of the tape.

Bit densities between 200 and 600 bits/inch (8 to 24 bits/mm) are generally used in airborne recorders.

In serial recordina all bits are recorded sequentially on one track. If suitable codes are

used, bit packing densities of 1200 - 30CD bits/inch (48

-

120 bits/mm) and even higher are used for

airborne recorders. A disadvantage of serial recording is that only one track is used at a time.
In practice this often is not serious because:
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some recorders are designed so that at the end of a track the tape direction is reversed and

-

recording is continued on another track ("shuttle" or "reciprocating").
the other tracks can be used for recording other information. If analog and digital information

-

have to be recorded simultaneously, the other tracks can be used for the analog information. If
very much digital information must be recorded, a separate commutator-digitizer sayetem can be used
for each track.
The most generally used binary. codes
are shown in Figure 9.4.

Thee

have the disadvantage that,

codes

M
if

DATA SIT

fflux

I

i

0I
I

I

0

I

I

0

1

I

I

tape

I
WRZ LEVE.L

I

one

Here the speed

i

variations can be detected immediately,

•

I

;I

NRZMR

reversal for a-"erot and two flux
the biphase codes there is

reversals for a "one".

I
I

speed variations have occurred during that
In

I

a large

exact number will be uncertain if

time.

I

h

i

I'

,
i

LE

I

they are therefore called "self-clockflux
min" codes. Although the number of
reversals per bit
is

of the biphase codes

twice that of the 11RZ codes,

bit

Figure 9.4

Digital modulation methods

higher

densities can be achieved with them.

They are nearly always used for high-density

serial record-

ing.
In

order to simplify the reading process and to detect or even correct errors, more informatio-.

than only the measured values is recorded on the tape. The tape format usually includes the following items:
-

A tape identification,

including the flight number,

date,

test

number,

time and any other informa-

tion which may be required for making easier the processing of the tape. In some flight test systems all calibrations are recorded on the tape before or after the flight, sometimes with an identification of the types of manoeuvres recorded, so that the data processing of each tape is almost
self-contained.
-Special synchronization characters which mark the beginning of a new frame of a commutation cycle
(frame sync) or a new word (word sync). These consist of unique patterns of bits which can be detected as such by the computer. If the recording becomes unintelligeable because the bit synchronization has been lost, the computer can restore this synchronization at the next synchronization
character.
Redundant bits which can be used to detect errors. The simplest form is the parity bit: for each
word one additional bit is recorded, which indicates whether the number of ozeros" in the word is
odd or even. The parity bit allows the detection of single errors in a word. More redundant bits
can be added to each word, even to the extent that a certain number of errors can be corrected by
the computer

(error-correcting codes).

ing identical serial

Other kinds of redundancy are Flso used.

information on two tracks of the tape,

One form is

record-

so that mobt; errors can be detected

by comparing the two tracks.
The quality of the tape can have an effect on the number of errors.
the number of "dropouts" (places where unregularities in
formation can be lost) is
In many flight test

very small.

It

On instrumentation tapes

the magnetic layer occur where recorded in-

will increase if

the tape has been used several times.

centres flight tapes are only used once

(sometimes after an initial

run on a

ground recorder).
Flight tapes can be read on standard digital computer tape decks on the ground only if
a large number of requirements:
there must be inter-record gaps,
craft.

they must be I inch wide,
etc.

In

general,

The reasons for this are discussed in

ground and transferred in

density must have certain values,

computer-compatible

Chapter 8.

the computer-compatible

the bit

they meet

tapes are not made in

the air-

Normally flight tapes are replayed on the

format to another tape.

This latter

be the input to the computer.
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9.5.2 Advantages of digital tape recording
- High accuracy. If a sufficient number of bits are used, the accuracy only depends on the accuracy
of the signal presented to the digitizer.
- Easy input of all kinds of data, especially of data which is already in digital form (for instance
from digital systems already available in the aircraft).
-

-

Possibility to record a large number of channels. In existing systems up to 2 thousand parameters
are recorded.
Easy automatic data processing on the ground, especially by digital computers.

9.5.3 Disadvantages of digital tape recording
- Limited bandwidth of the individual channels. The sampling rates of the individual parameters are
seldom above 150/sec. Some improvement can be obtained for individual channels by supercommutation
-

-

(see Chapter 10).
Information density on the tape is usually lower than in analog magnetic recording.
Due to the sampling required, aliasing errors can occur if the sampling rate is not adapted to the
maximum signal frequency. Time correlation by interpolation will be necessary if channels have to
be compared at exactly the same times.
Quick look after the flight requires more complex equipment than the other recording methods.

9.5.4

Range of applications
Digital magnetic recording is the best choice for the storage of a large quantity of relatively

low-frequency data, intended for extensive automatic data processing on the ground. Typin.ally average
signal frequency ranges up to 50 Hz can be handled (with higher frequency ranges for individual

channels by supercommutation); there is a trend to use digital recording for higher frequencies. A
typical digital recording system is shown in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5
9.5.5

Typical configuration of a digital magnetic recording system

Typical data on digital tape recording systems
The IRIG standards only give complete standards for NlZ-Mark type recording (both parallel and

serial) at packing densities of up to 1000 bits/inch (40 bits/mm). In an appendix serial biphase
recording with packing densities of up to 20,000 bits/inch is briefly mentioned, but no detailed
standards are given. Though this method is

increasingly used for airborne recording, it

rapidly developing that standardization is not yet opportune.

Tape width: • inch or I inch. For computer-compatible recording • inch tape is required.
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Number of tracks: IRIG standards specify 16 or 31 tracks for PCM recording. For high-density. biphase
recording analog-type recorders are often used with 7 or 14 tracks. For computeracompatible
recording 7 or 9 tracks on I inch tape are required.

$

Bit Packing densities: The IRIG standards mention packing densities of up to 1000,bilts/inch for NRZ
recording. Biphase recording is used at 6000 bits/inch or even higher. For computer-compat-

ible tapes the requirements are 200 of 356 bits/inch track or) 7 tracks or 800 bits/inch
track on 9 tracks.
9.6

•

CONCLUSION
Unless telemetry is used as the main data transmission dhannel, airborne magnetic tape recording is the most generally used method for data storage in flight testing. Even in large sophisticated
systems, continuous-trace recorders are used fo; quick instrumenting for ad-hoc problems, for tests
where immediate visibility of the data is essential and for quick-look purposes. For small ad-hoc
tests in operational aircraft, c3ntinuous-trace recorders are still extensively used. Photo-panel
recorders are still used occasionally in cases where it is difficult to obtain any other meaningful
output from an instrument than that of the indicator delivered with it.
Digital recording is the most generally used method for recording large quantities of data with
relatively low bandwidths. it is still advancing in areas where other recording methods were more
popular recently. Nevertheless, analog magnetic recording is still extensively used for recording
hish-frequency data. The existing IRIG standards, to which most of the equipment on the market is
designed, call for different recorders for digital and analog recording. The development of highdensity serial recording techniques makes it possible to record both on the same recorder. At the
present time this still requires the use of custom-made electronic equipment.
The production of computer-compatible tapes in airborne recorders is not general practice
(see Chapter 8). It is generally preferable to have special equipment in the ground station for converting the flight tapes into computer-coipatiblc tapes (see also Chapter 12).
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A measuring system with telemetry in general consists of transduaera, signal conditioning oirod*ts,
an airborne multiplexer and a radio frequency trans-4 *er in the aircraft, and on the ground an rf
receiver, & damnltiplczer and a data storage system (usually & tap, recorder); in most oases & data
(pre)prooessing system with displays is added for zan-line data, analysis. The telemetry part of the system
will be discussed in this chapter.
It consists of the multiplexer wi~th the associated data modulators, the rf link, the dsmultiplexer,
the data, isemdulat or. and the ground recording equipment. 7he methods of on-line data yzvoessing will
also be briefly considered. In connection with on-line data processing, telemetry has become a powerfulI
means of increasing the capability and. efficiency of flight testing.
Telemetry of flight test data has a number of advantages over the use of on-board recording:
a telemetry system has loes weight and volume, it in loes sensitive to extreme environmental conditions
than the on-board recorder and it has better quick-look and on-line data procesuing capabilities.
In some types of flight test it would be almost impossible to collect a sufficient quantity of data
witouttelmety.The us
fa second teeer link fro the groun-stationu to the aircraft. (teUlUcommand link) can provide further improvement of the flight test efficiency.

On the other band there are a few drawbacks: the range is limited by the physical characteristics
of wave propagation, and there are problems with the mounting of on-Aboard antennas and with dropouts
of data reception due to fading in the radio frequency channel by multiple propagation,. Detailed
comparisons are given in Ref. 7. and 8 asee also Chapter 8. The telemetry chain is shown in Figure 10.1.
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10.2
10.2 MODULLTIMt

AND XU'TI.PLEXING

10.2.1 Desoriution of the basic methods
In general, the purpose of modulation in to match a signal to a specific tranuission channel.
The purpose of multiplexing is to transmit two or more signals over the sam data channel without
orosetalk.

In practice the signal is often subjected to both processes. Therefore,

modulation and

multiplexing me treated in the same chapter. The general definitions are explained in more detail

by Figures 10.2 to 10.5.
Four different objectives of modulation are
illustrated by Figure 10.2. These are
&) shifting the signal spectrum to the
frequency band of the transmission channel;

SPECTRAL

e.g. shifting the voice spectrum by amplitude modulation to the assigned radiovoice communication channel,

MODULATED
R.F. CARRIER

SlOW. SPECTRUM

S~frequency
•
Ic.

--- O-FOSENCY

RAW
A.SHFTING THESIGNAL
SPECTRUM TOTHE TRANSWSSWU FREQUENCY

b) widening the shifted signal spectrum in
order to get better protection against
channel noise; e.g. by using frequency

modulationg),
SPECTRAL

c)grouping a set of signals by means of

-DENSIT
SI.
SPE.TRUM

MODULATED

R.F.CARRIER

0

.....
f

L MIDEJ THE ITED sI

FREQUENC

SECTUM

modulated suboarriers or pulses and modulating the rf-carrier by this composite
signal (frequenoy-division multiplexing or
time-division muzltiplexing, respectively),
d) -•tching a signl to a specific channel,
e.g. to a tape recorder direct channel
(overcoi

SPECTRAL
DJCARRIERT
S

R.F.DCARRIER

f,•

-

the lack of DC-response and the

inconstancy in

amplitude transmission of

FREWUENCY

ON ONE R.F. CARRIER
SEVEOALSUBCARRIERS
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Figure 10.2

Objectives of modulation

a) Some modulation methods make use of the well-known trade-off between signal-to-noise
ratio and bandwidth. They obtain better signal-to-noise ratios at the output of the
demodulator by manipulating band idth and shape of the spectrum. As a rule it will

be advantageous to use a modulation method which oocupies all the available channel
bandwidth.
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10.3
!he usual modul aion methods are showe in
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Figures 10.3 and 10.4. We bave to distin-
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Continuous modulation methods

The time function of the modulated carrier for amplitude modulation (AN) is:
ut)A

0 .

[1 + m.,(t)

with the carrier wave Uo. co0s(C.t). The
normalized signal time function e(t)'is
The range of the modulation

bounded by + 1.

(10.1)

o$ we . t)

.

factor m usually is m!-i 1. The spectrum of
the modulated wave consists of one line at
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the carrier frequency w and an upper and
lower sideband. The upper sideband is obtained by shifting the signal spectrum by
The lower sideband ismA
ao along the w-axzi.
the image of the upper sidebandt ymme•tiical to wo. Therefore, the bandwidth of the
AM spectrum is twice the bandwidth of the

original signal spectrum (see Ref. 1, 2, 4
and 5).-

MAX.

lUDl
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.
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The main drawback of AX is that most
of the power of the modulated wave is required for the carrier. In the demodulator

SIN'L
-GAL

"---..S

DYNAMIC

t

IIu

A.1-I
i,,

used only for switching the

AM wave in order to recover the demodulated
signal. It

contains no signma information.

Since it, is possible to obtain the switching signal for the demodulation process in
other ways,
sidebands -,

d. PULSE CODE MODULATION

Figure 10.4

Pulse modulation methods

e.g. by manipulating the

-

it

is more efficient to suppress the carrier before transaission (double-mideband suppress-

ed-carrier modulation (DB8)). However, the hardmare of D8B is more complex than that of the simple AM.
In the case of AM and DS= all the signal information is

contained in each of the two sidebands. Therefore,

one sideband may be suppressed by filters and the sirqgle-sidebnd, suvoressed-oarrier modulation (SM)

is

obtained. The bandwidth of SSB is equal to that of the mignaltand half the bandwidth of AM and UM. The
signal-to-noise ratio

is

equal to that of DSB but, because of the sm•ller bandwidth, one can handle twice

as many data channels in a given frequency range as with AX and D.

The main drawbacks of SSB are the

high degree of hardware complexity and the lack of DC response. The spectra of D8B and 58
derived from the AN spectrum displaye

in Figure 10.3.
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10.4
For a deeper undrstanding of modulation it may be worth mentioning that & close onmnection adsts
wi~th the sampling theories, which is discussed in Chaper 6. We amosms & signal apeotzm with an Upper
frequency lindt fa. When than the car-rier frequency fo in less than 2 t*,o there will be frequencies at
which the unodulated. and the modulated signals overlap. ftis %IIIcowse eliasing errors (or errors of
conciion as they are called in OLaptr 6) whmn the signal in demodulated. The AN proosse may be regarded
as the sampling of a signal s(t) by the sine awe.
Frequecy modulation 01K) (Figure 10. 3b) is a wideband modulation method which maies use of an ozBecomne of the relatively simple hardware
YM is of great importanoe for flight testing. In YM the frequency at the carrier wave is modulated in
tended bandwidth in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
the following way
f

0

(10.2)

+ MFm(t)

where t0 is the frequency of the modulated carrier, AV is the frequency deviation and s(t) is the noroalized signal (seesabove). It can be shown (noeefle. 1, 2, 3, 4.and5) that thsincrease of thesidgnal -to noise ratio is proportional to the ratio
N AP
(10.3)
X4is the so called modulation indez and t 3 the highest frequency component of the signal spectrum (see
Fig. 10.3b). Unfortunately, the bandwidth of the F*-spectrum also increases as a Uinear function of Ai,
thus limiting the obtainable gain because of the general restrictions on available bandwidth. For FU
subcarriars modlulation indices of 5 are usued in practice for flight testing.
Aspecial oase of FM is the uhase mdlto
F.Tissaompshdbleting
the signal a(t)
control the carri.er phase instead of the carrier frequency. Its special feature in a preeuriassis which
linearly with fr-equenoy.
In Zanle amplitude modulation (FAX) (Fig.
1AO
0.4%) the signal s(t) is sampled'at 4.screts
points in time. This process is described in
detail in C~hapter 6. All considerations of that

VAWGFE

£RAIMS~iOUJ
LATOR
DESIYis

PAX samples into a pulse duration. Thus a -train
pulses with variable width is generated, and
dynamic range of the signal is transformed

CANL12...............
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CHAWK&
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from the amplitude domain to the time domain.
The minimisa value of the signal a~t) corresponds
to the shortest pulse duration; the m~aimu

DCOIKITTORvalue correspond~s to the longest pultse dura~tion.

COMMN
I
SIGNAL
SYNC

chapterapply directlytoPN
Pulse duration modulation (1DM) (Fig. 10.4b)
obrtained by converting the amplitude of thej

i.

O

FANIEL

The amplitude of the 1DM pulse train reasins
as FM, is a wideband modulation
constant. 1DM,
method. It is only used for simple systems

For the sake of completeness, wieyg
tinmodulation, or uulse i*ase modulation (PM),
is also displayed in Fig. 10-40, though it is
not a standard modulation method in telemetry.
In this case the relative position of a pYlse
controlled by the signal. A time reference
is required for demodulation.

MANCis

V

fc

TE
h -WVISI
PU~IAFOPJLI~tFINOintegrated

Due to the great technological progress in
circuits, the urns of nulso code iodvnlation

*Figure 10.5

Methods of multipledng

(PCX) has become importanut during the last

few yeams In this method the PAN samples are
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ogele in&sa srd" of N puleseq s, ing cly -the levels 0 and 1. Being & digital met", amy required
asoumso amn beobtained 'by proper choioe of -the mid length 1. Besides, ICE akinks ozollmnt use of the
law of sdfegebility between signall-to-noise ratio and buiwmidth. PM is widely used in time dmain
maltipleaing oyam.es Serial ferest F= can be derived from & PAN sicnal by an analog-to-digital aceveor~e with a aerial. output. Use clock frequency for the A/D converter mast be 31-t1ma the PN sampling
frequency. this obviousl~y shows the incease. in bandidth. X, the mabor of bits for each smuple, is
detezUined by the required amplitude resolution. On the other hand it is clear, that PCX is lees sensitire to sarrzs due to noise, because only two levels of the adgnal are possible. Theme ane various
format for encoding the two levels 0 and 1. In Fig. 10.4d the *~non return to sore-cng (iK-c)W for
t has been used. For further details se Seoticons 5.3.5 and 9.5 and Ref. 6.
Figure 10.5 illustrates the two multiplexing methods used in practice: froquency-division imultipladmg and time-division multiplaing.
The method of frpluen ydvision multibleuing (Fig. i0.5a) in generally used with continuou modulation methods, such as NM9, 583fO
or MIIZch dat& signal modulates& suboariier with a different
frequency. 3by proper selection of the suboarrier frequencies, overlapping of the modulation spectra can
be avoided. At a receiver end of the transmssion link the individual suboarriera are separated by bandpass filters. The data signals are recovered by demodulation of the suboarriers.
On the other hand, time-division multiplexing is generally used with pulse modulation methods, euch
ae PAN, IDX, PIN and ICO. Figure 10.5b is based on PAX. A commItator, e.g. a rotary switch, sasples n
different data signals with the smom sampling frequency f 9,but at consecutive points in time. Thus, a
train of non-overlapping pulses in generated which soy be deccemmtated by a synchronously running switch
at the receiver end of the transmision chanIWE
T RNMSI
Uel. In order to obtain the required synchronism, a synchronisation signal must be3
inserted in the pulse train, which can he
2
W17HOUT
WERUM~CuUTATION:
detected by the decommutator and can be used
for.,

sycrnzn

the

poito

of the

switch.

1

24 CHANN!XL SAMPLEO
AT f,
ALPLONT
NT O4RCMOIEL

10

Therefore, the synchronisation signal
usually is igiven a value outside the dynamic
range or data signals.3,C

IS
246

Besides making possible the efficient
ubo of the available transmision channel
bandwidth, time-division multiplexng allows
a simple exchange between data channel
bandwidth and the number of channels by
superoommatation and subccmutation techniques. Both methods are shown in Pig. 10.6.

PECMT

15
1

Superoomirttation increases the sampling
frequency of a channel by sampling the data

SCDSU,-

signal more than once per frame. This can he

I

commutator. Obviously, the wnmber of champ.
nels decreases. The example in Fig. 10.6a
shows the substitution of 24 channels with

16

CMWIMTATDR3
1

6 CHANWEILS
SAMPLED AT 1,
MTN SU8COMMITATiON:

FIRST SUB-

f4NU
ALDA

CO1+TAO

&sampling frequency of faby 10 channels
with different sampling frequencies ranging
fromst to4-fe.

f

41
31
2f

Suboommutation means the decrease of
CoIITATOR
A
the channel sampling frequency by substi~~~uting one channel of the main frame sampl-b.Wfl.TA1I
ing frequency f0 by n channels of a subframe using a sampling frequency fcn ThePi,16
exanple in Fig. 10.6b shows the increase

176+10

h

1,
1+6

fe

T

apeofserematnan
subocmmrtation principles
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of the number of chanmels from 6 chmanels using a sampling freqnucy f to 16 ohearels using uamling
frequencies rang
from f down to f /36 IV mem of two mabommtation processes in cscade.
It

should be mentioned that aeohanically rotating switche" as drawn i

Figures 10.5

aM 10.6 are hardly

used any more in flixht test systems. SubcomtAtion cm, 'howeer, be used in a similar way in oonutators using relays or eleotroni-

10.2.2

switches (ae

Modulation and multiulexino

In telemetry system

Section 5.3.4).

used in teleetry sYasms

at least two modulation procossems a

for each of the maltiplexed signals and the

used in cascade. The first in required

oseod for wntching the output signal of the multiplexer

to the assigned radio frequency ohanel. The latter modulation method generally is PM with only a few
exceptions. Telemetry systems are standardised by the Inter Range Instrumentation Croup (IRMG),

see

Reference 6.
The PM/Fl telemetry srstem uses frequency division multiplexing. The data signals modulate maboarriers with lM (rtandardised frequency deviation + 7,5% or 156 with optional wideband channels).
The maximum number of channels in 21 (for the P-band rf channels limited to 19). Tse suboarrier frequencies are located between
in which the

00 Hs and 165 kHz. This is true for the proportional bandwidth system,

andwidthe of the msbcirrier channels increase proportionally to the maboarrier frecusncy.

The constant bandwidth system also provides 21 data channels (15 channels for the P-band frequencies).
The

ubcabrrior frequencies are located here between 16 kHs and 176 kHz. The data bandwidth of all chan-

nels is

equal.

Consequantly, the signal delay in all channels is equal and the time correlation between

the channels is preserved (NO

also Chapter 3). The available hardware is proven and reliable. This is
especially true for airborne suboarrier oscillators and for ground suboarrier discriminators. Two further systems using frequency multiplexing have been developeds the DSB/FN system and the SS/IPM system.
Both systems make better use of the available transmitter power than the standardised FO/XM system.
Because of the lack of DC response of the data channel,
cations. ',SB/PII

however, SSB/PM is not suited for general appli-

haz excellent properties, especially for high frequency data. Bat, because of historical

reasons and the perfect technology of the PWA/'
Besides using the rf
recommend its use.

technique, MSB/FI

channel efficiently, the PAN/jF

Being a time multiplex system it

is not in widespread use.

system has some further advantages which may

can accosmodate a large number of data channels with

highly different bandwidths by using mupercomoutation and subonmnutation techniques. The technology of
PAN multiplexers has made great progress in the last few years. At present a 16 channel multiplexer on
one chip is already available and further progress in medium scale integration of PAM circuitry can be
expected.
In modern flight testing, PCO//P
as PA•,

systemu are more and more used. PCM provides the same flexibility

with the possibility of attaining higher accuracies. Very accurate analogr-to-digital converters

are available in integrated circuitry. Thus, the drawbacks of complexity and price will be reduced.
Hitherto special deconmutators were used in most ground stations. Because computers are more and more
used, decommutation is oftan done by a computer along with certain on-line data processing. The bit
synchronizer, however, which has to detect the bit sequence in the noisy background,

should preferably

not be integrated into :h' computer.
All three telemetry qystees mentioned above make use of PM in the rf

channel. This is

method standardizsd by IRIG. The other continuous modulation methods as AM, DSB,
used for rf modulation, ame of little

the only

53B, which may also be

importance.

Mixed systems are often used in practice, because only few flight test signals have a wide bandwidth,
while the majority has a narrow bandwidth. Because of past technological difficulties in producing commtatore and decomutators with sufficiently high sampling rates, theme high frequency data signals were
transmitted by frequency multiplexed channels. On the other hand economical reasons and the moderate number of available frequency-multiplexed channels require the use of time multiplexing for the low frequency data by, for instance, the PAN/PM/

system. Dtue to the recent progress in high apeed integrated cir-

cuits, wideband PAX and PCX channels are currently available. Therefore,

straightforward time multiplex-

ing is preferable beecuse of the high flexibility (mupercommutation and mubcomsutation) together with
the efficient use of the available bandwidth.
Pinally, the inaccuracies introduced by the processes of modulation and multiplexing must be considered. Errors, originating from hardware imperfections (e.g. sero and gain drift of amplifiers, non-
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the latter clasn must be rogarded as inherent to the
wh&el~1~ereas

Asnmmtionebee
aswi ideband modulation methods incorporate & gain in sinaul-to-noise ratio in so
far
tzammimi"
mmm'uenise is concerned. Because of the twofold modulation in telemetry, the
s
qa-tims joefoemoo is ohý4aotorised by the overall bandwidth reguirmact and the uignal-to0-noise ratio
at the outrd to the deallipleaer. Therefore# the question for the optimal systes iss which cumbization
of-w
t modulationjvroomeses assmures the maximum data bandwidth (maiudm informstion zrat) end meets &
given at be ~dth Limitation as wall as a required &soormay.It has beow found (see Ref. 9) that f~f
in the optimum mystein thcm of low to sedium acoonracy requirem at (1 to 3 P), bitle PCNAM, in beat
better then ;t 0,5 )
with high accuracy requirement (cocurso
On the other hand the hardware of the IN/= systen is vexy refined because of the long period of
sgeand the high level of hecudiow in production. Therefore, the first-mentioned group of errors is
relatively lov in nVM/IL As PAN technology progresses, P111/F
10.3 '113 RADIO PRM=CT LIU

w411 be used, increasingly in the near future.

The rf link is the connect ion between the airborne termi4nul and the ground station. Because of the
(a) The electrioal length of an antenna. must be a significant fraction of the ,m~veength for reasonableI
radiation effi ciency. The emall sine required in airborne a~pplicat ions indicates woovelengthes malier
than 3 a (frequencies greater than 100 Ifs).
(b) The high bandwi~dth required for data transmssion is only available at high frequencies. Acoording toI
IMi standards (see Ref. 6) three frequency bands are available for telemetry: In the range of 216
260 lffx (P band) are 62 channels with 500 k~a bandwidth each, in the range of U35 - 1540 Ws (I bend)
are 100 channels with 1 Usa bandwidth each and in the rionge of 2200 - 2300 On (S band) are 89 channels
with 1 Jigs bandwidth each
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higher the frequency of an eleatrwamegutio ure the more its popesgtion rtembles that of
light. So umable roage betweem the airborne and the asmLad, terminals is limited by the .'in. of sight if,
in a first approimatimn, the diff.-wtion is negleoted For L aud 8 band frequenciea this oan be
re

with good approimation, Within the line of might the formula for wave propagation in free space is a
end the receiviag Antennas &M

good apprmtion, provided the heights above groud of the trantting

at least several wvlevrngths.
Mwe line of sigt D cam be calculated, by uasine the formula

Do "+V
2,28(
h1

h2)

(10.4)

the distance in km

here D
-

the height of the transmtting antonama (in the aircraft) in feet
the height of the receiving antenna above the ground in feet.

.h2

For three different heights h 2 , this formla has been displayed in fig. 10.7 by the dashao

lines. Good

data reoeption can only be expected for distances D betuwen aircraft and g•ound station satis'ing the

condition
D2_Do

(10.5)

Within this range the required radiated treanitter power cn
Fig. 10,7. Two auwilia

parameters b

be estimated by using the solid curves in

aCd 62 are used. In a logarithmic scale we have
0

P .Al
(10.6)

G

61

10.1og

"62 -

71 + 20.log D

(10.7)

OTis the gain of the trnmitting antenna, L the product of losses (,;ableg mismatobing, minima of

radiation Pattern), PI and P. are the tranmtted power and the required. minimu receiver input power
respectively for a given telemetry systemt AR the effective area of the receiving antenna in square
meters san D is the distance between the antennas in ka. 62, measured in decibels, indicates the attenuation of the tramsmitted wave as a function of the distance D. In order to obtain good reception,
this attenuation must be overcome by 61, which oontains those parameters which are independent of the
distance Do
2hus a supplementa-7 condition to equation 10.5 is
6 t

62

T~he Plot of sq. (10.6) in Fig. 10.7 is based on the parameters QT

(10.8)
11 La 10; P1. -4.10 l'4W (correct

for 3WAI systemshl AR - 1 a2 and transitter powers PA of 0.1 W, 1 Wand 10 W. This is roughly
equivalent to the practical conditions. Often instead of the effective area of the receiving antenna
its

gain %R is

specifieL. 'en,

. can be calculated by using the formula

AR-

(10.9)

is the wavelength.
The ume of Fig. 10.7 will be made clear by the following examples For a height of the aircraft of

1000 feet and a height of the receiving antenna of 3.3 a (10 feet), the line of sight is 80 ka. With

the above-meationed. asmaptions me have +tthis distance a safety margin of 5 d even with a transmitter
power of only 0.1 H. This safety margiin
may be sufficient when using a ground station with diversity
reception capabilities (see below). Otherwise, a trnmitter
power of 1 H would be required in order to
overcome fading effects , which are not taken into account in Fig. 10.7.
One of thee fading effects is the so called fading due to miltipath propejMtion. Sometimes the
antenna not only reoeives the we coming directly frm the transmitter but also a reflected wae

(refleoted from the ground or from buildings), the phase of which is shifted with respect to the direct
wave. Depending on the heights and the distances of the antennae the phae" shift my reach 1800. n
the received signal power may from time to time decrease oonsieably.
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It should be mentioned also that the curve 62(D) at the limit of the line of eight is too optimistic.
Beyond this limit the wave-attenuation increases very
can be obtained even Uf the transmitter power is
shows that within the line of si4&t reliable

rapidly. Therefore,

little

or no increase in range

substantially increased. On the other hand, the example

ommunication with relativey low tranamitter p

is

possible.
An effective way to overcome the difficulties caused by fading is to use diversity reception techniques. This technique uses two rf receivers (see Fig.lO.1).

Each receiver is connected to a separate

antenna, which picks up waves of different polarization (polarization diversity),
cias (frequency diversity) or at different locations (space diversity).
diversity method is that it

of different frequen-

The drawback of the frequency

requires the additional bandwidth for a complete second rf channel. A pre-

detection or postdetection combiner at the output of the receivers combines the weighted mum of both
input signals. The weighting coefficients are controlled by the signal-to-noise ratio of the two inputs,
in such a way that the coefficient approaches 1 for a good signal and 0 for a bad signal. Because of the
different conditions of wave reflection it

is not very probable that a lose of signal occurs at both in-

puts simultaneously. The probability of good reception, therefore,

is substantially increased.

The on-board transmitting antennas are mounted in a fixed position with respect to the vehicle.

The

axes of these antennas may, therefore, have different directions with respect to the ground during a flight.
Therefore, an owaidirectional radiation pattern is desirable but cannot be achieved exactly. The freespace radiation patterns of the antenna systems that can be used on aircrarf always show minima. In addition, the aircraft itself distorts the radiation pattern. Parts other than the antenna may reradiate
signals (parasitic radiation) which will interfere with the original signal. Furthermore, at some attitudes of the aircraft,
(shadow effects).

the wing or the fuselage may intercept the radiation to the ground station

Therefore, the layout of the airborne antennas must be done very carefully, taking

into account the expected attitudes of the aircraft during flight.
The airborne antennas are often

N/4-stub

or blade antennas, which have a linear polarization. Most

of the ground receiving antennas are circularly polarized in order to obtain a reception independent of
the orientation of the airborne antenna. Turnstile or helical antennas are used for the P band frequencies; circularly polarized feeds with a parabolic reflector are preferred for the L band and S band
frequencies. For the latter frequencies higher gains % must be used than for the P band frequencies
in order to get the sams effective antenna area AR.

This is shown by eq. (10.9).

The wavelength )% of the

L band is about 1/6 and of the S band about 1/9 of that of the P band, respectively. As a result of the
higher gain the directivity is higher, so that problems with manual tracking of the receiving antennas
occur, especially with aircraft which fly at high speed near the ground antenna (high angular velocity).
Therefore,

automatic tracking (e.g. monopulse tracking) often is preferred, despite the higher complex-

ity of the ground station.
At the receiving end of the telemetry link double superheterodyne receivers with plug-in techniques
are mostly used. Therefore,

the receivers can easily be matched to different telemetry systems by choosing

the proper tuning heads, intermediate frequency filters, and rf demodulators. In order to obtain good
receiver input sensitivity (low value of P. in equation (10.6))the noise figure of the receiver must be
kept low. A low-noise preamplifier situated at the antenna is recomendable,

"locate the

if

it

is not possible to

antenna near the receiver. The low noise figure of the preamplifier then determines the noise

figure of the receiving system. Reception of L band and S band frequencies can be done with special
tuning heads, which are available for standardised telemetry receivers. Alternatively, a frequency dowmconverter may be mounted at the antenna which converts the L band or S bond frequencies to the P band.
Then the existing P band equipment can still

be used.

Most telemetry receivers can be equipped with an accessory unit for postdeteotion or predeteotion
diversity combining. Both methods are treated in the next section in snoe mar

10.4 U1OU

detail.

EmUG AND DISPA
The recovered data signals must be displayed for quick look in the ground station and stored for

subsequent data processing. Quick-look display usually is

done with pointer instruments as well as with

strip-chart recorders and X-T recorders. Data signals containing frequency componants higher than 100 Us
omet be recorded by oscillogpahic recorders. These paper recorders have the advantage of being both a
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10.13a
disply and a storage equipment. On the other hand, the storage capsaity does not meet the high requirements of modarn flight tests. Ibreover, the stored informtion can only be converted back into an electri"Ial signal with great difficulty. Thus, subeequen t data processing is restricted.
In this connection magnetic tape recorders have excellent properties (see Chapter 9.4, Ref. 8),
and they are therefore standard equipment in telemetry ground stations. A few years ago postdetection
recording was mianly used, in which the frequancy-multiplexed signal (FK/I "stem) or the ti-m-ulti-

plezed signal (PDIMVP, PA*/PN and PCWFN system) at the output of the demodulator is recorded on one
track of the taps recorder in the direct mode or in the FM mods. The demltiplexin in done during
playback. This method allows the recording of a peat many data channels. It is also possible to do
the demultiplexig cn-line, so that the individual data signals are imediately recorded on different
tracks of the tape recorder. This method is limited by the maxiuma nxmber of tracks that can be
recorded simultaneously in the gound reoeiving station.
Recently, predetection recording has beoome more important. The availability of recorders with
continuous recording capabilities up to frequencies of 2 MHz allows the direct recording of the receiver intermediate frequency (third I.F.; maximum 900 kHz; see Ref. 6) prior to demodulation. The
main advantage is that the operation and maintenance of gpound stations is simplified, especially for
those using several telemetry methods (m/P'; PDWpW; PAWFNi Pc4/w). This is the case, because the
recording method is the same regardless of the type of multiplexing used, In postdetection renording,
on the other hand, the recording method (direct recording or F1 recording) must be matched to the type
of multiplexing. In addition, it is advantageous to record the signal as early in the transmission
cain as possible. The optimization of the playback channel with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio
(e.g. varying the I.P. bandwidth and consequently the demodulator threshold) need not be done prior to
reception but can be attempted later by repetitive trial and error. In other words, in postdetection
recording the I.F. bandwidth must be chosen before the test on the basis of an expected rf signal
bandwidth. Normally a higher standardized I.F. bandwidth is used. Under bad receiving conditions,
however, the signal-to-noise ratio S/N may become too low and consequently a loss of data can occur.
In predetection recording the I.F. bandwidth can be decreased before playback in such a way that the
S/N ratio is raised to a certain extent.
10.5 COMPARISON OF IRIG-STANDARDIED TELPXMY SYSTDS
A comparison of the IRIG standardized telemetry systems is made in Table 10.1 on the basis of 5
different principles. IRIG standardised telemetry systems are well-established, proven and available on
the market at reasonable prices. They are suitable for almost all measuring problems.
Accuraors The accuracy of modern analog systems, when carefully adjusted, approaches + 1 % (see Ref. 8).
The accuracy of the twofold multiplexing in the case of the PAI/FIFM system can be + 2%. PCW/FM is
capable of almost any required accuracy. The only limitation is the accuracy of the transducers and
the A/I) converters used in the system.
Maximum number of data channels: As discussed in Section 10.2 the systems using time division multiplexing have the highest capacity in number of channels.
Maximum information rate (I.R.): In Table 10.1 the I.R. is given in bit/sec. In the case of the analog
systems the I.R. is calculated from the significant amplitude resolution and the sampling theorem (see
Ref. 8). The PAWP/M system and the PG/FM system can handle the highest I.R., followed by the FY/FM
system. Comparatively, PAK/1?FM and PDI/FM can handle only very poor information rates.
Flexibility: Flexibility is very good for systems using time-division multiplexing (see Section 10.2).
Subcoinatation and supercommutation can be used to adapt the system to requirements for the number of
channels and for frequency response. In the case of PCX/FM it is also possible to use different word
lengthe for the individual parameters; the individual channels can thereby be adapted to the accuracy
of each parameter.
Utilization of radio freqWenoy Dower and bandwidth: These aspects are covered in detail in Ref. 9. It
has been found, that in the case of high accuracy requirements PCKI/F in the best method for transmitting data with a certain information rate through a band-limited rf channel with minimu rf power. In
the case of moderate accuracy requirements PAJ4FM requires minimum bandwidth. The widespread 1(K/1
method in not as good and the PhFI/IFM method has only poor features in this respect. In the latter
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came, however, the poor features can be tolerated, as the system carries only a low information rate.
Normally it

in used in addition to a FVFON system. Then, the features of the combined system are deter-

mined by that of the FM/Fi method,.
10.6 O_-LIlE -DATA PROCESSING
An the data measured in the aircraft are immdiately available in the ground station, telemetry
makes it

possible to observe the measured parameters while the flight is

in progress. Until recently

this on-line processing and display was mainly used in critical phases of the flights only. In the
latest flight tests with military and civil prototypes telemetry and associated on-line processing is
being used in all flight test phases and for the majority of the parameters.
ing is still

Althougn

on-board record-

used as a standby in case telemetry data are lost, there is a tendency to do most of the

analysis from the on-line displays fed by telemetry. Thus, modifications to the flight test programme
can be made during flight. Experience has shown that this can redue the number of flights required
in a test programoe by 30% or more.
The general considerations about data processing are diacuased in Chapter 12. Here a few remarks
will be made about on-line computing.
Analon computing methods are very useful means of on-line data processing, especially if

the number of

channels is not very large. They combine high speed of computation with good adaptability of the hardware to individual problems. The accuracy is usually not very high. But in many oases a sufficient
accuracy can be obtained, especially for quick-look display. An example for a relatively simple application is the computation of indicated airspeed, true airspeed and Mach number from the measured data,
total pressure, static pressure and temperature. About seven operational amplifier., two, multipliers
and two square-root function generators are required.
Digital computing has '

number of advantages over analog computing, for instance:

- the computation accuracy can be as high as is

justified by the accuracy of the input data

- integration can be done without drift (analog integration shows a drift which increases with time)
- storage specifications are better (quick access, arbitrarily long duration)
-

the digital computer can be more readily used for making logical decisions, such am detecting that
a signal or a combination of signals has exceeded a certain limit value

-

in

a more sophisticated application several measured parameters can be used as an input to a model;

the output of the model is compared to other measured parameters and if

-

the difference is too large

a special programme is initiated
the computer can also be used for several tasks in the ground station (such as decommutation of PCX

signals) and for automatic control tasks in the ground station (automatic control of the receiving
antenna,

automatic search patterns with high-directivity antennas, switch-over to autotracking when

acquisition i5 obtained etc.).
A problem with digital on-line computing is that the time

required for all computations must be

less than the time between two successive data samples. Even very fast computers reach this limit very
quickly when handling complex problems.
Hybrid computing may be, to some extent a solution to this problem. By combining an analog computer and
a digital computer, the computing programme can be divided into two parts, making optimal use of the
advantages of both methods.

The interface between the two computers consists essentially of analog-todigital and digital-to-analog converters. The programming of a hybrid computer is, however, very
difficult.
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_iWI'RD•CTION
In modern fli*ht testing most measuring equipment in carried on board the aircraft. For some

. 4ypes of test, however, ground-based equipment is used, often in combination with airborne measurements. Besides telemetry receivers, which are discussed in chapter 10, the most important type of
measurement made from the ground is

trajectory measurement. Although there is & tendency towards

-measuring alloraft trajectories in the aircraft itself (for instance by using inertial platforms),
trajectory measurements from the ground are still
commonly used. Typical applications are: take-off
and landing performance measurements, analysis of the effeot of improvements in radio navigation
systems and auto pilots for the reduction of landing minima during bad weather conditions, analysis
of flight performance during critical phases of the flight such as superwtall,
measurement of hover-

ing

and transition performance of VTOL air•caft,

analysis of the performance of parachutes and

ejection seats, eto.
There are a few test ranges which have extensive, permanent equipment for measuring aircraft
trajectories. Most trajectory measurements are, however, made with mobile equipment. This requires
careful planning and often improvisation. This chapter will primarily describe such mobile operations.

More detailed discussions of trajectory measurements are given in References 1, 2, 8 and 9, which
also .give lists of other references.
An important aspect in the use of ground-based ecuipment is time synohronization with recorfings

made on board the aircraft. This ill also be discussed in this chapter. Although time synchroni ation is discussed here in the context of ground-based upasuring equipment, the principles given here
also apply to synchronizat.on between two or more recording systems in the aircraft.*I
11.2 CAPABILITIES OF A IRAJECTCY
'

EASURING SYSTM

The usual trajectory measuring systems like kinetheodolites, radars and interferometers (Ref.

.

1,

6, 8, 9 and 11) primarily datermine the direction frot. the instrument to the target and/or the slant
..rae.

The co-ordinates and the velocity of the target in an earth-fixed reference system can be de-

rived as a function of time from the measured data. Because three co-ordinates for the position of the
target are necessary, at least three independently measured values have to be determined as a function
of time.
11.2.1

C.-ordinatee

sytems

The setting up of a mobile trajectory measuring atation requires a number of special preparations:
1. The position of the trajectory measuring system has to be surveyed.
2.

Computer programs for the transfor4tion of the measured data to the reference system have to be
written and tested.

3. In special rases, the proving ground has to be surveyed additionally, for instance for the calibration of radio altimaters.

The technical and scientific effort, and therefore also the duration and cost of the preparations,
depend

on the requirements of tha reference system. For the determination of the trajectory of a

parachute,

only the direction of gravity and a rough statement of the north direction (for taking the

wind into account) are necessary. If,

however, a. navigation system like VCR or LCHAN with a far dis-

tant reference otation cr base-line is used together with the ground-based equipment,

a relation

between the rositions of the trajectory measuring systems and the navigation system has to be established.
For facilita.Ling the analysis, the co-ordinate" syste-

in which the results of the trajectory

measurement are presented should be chosen so that the mosý important parameters of the flight trajectory are measured along the oo-ordinate #.%as. Therefore,
msnta,one axis of

t

in the case of take-off and landing measure-

he co-ordinate system should coincide with the centre line of the runway and another

should be vertical.
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11.2
:11,2,9 De.termination of the velocity vootor

The components of the veloocty vector are usually derived from the time sequences of the co-ordinates of the targets by means of & differentiation process. In its simplest form this differentiation can be done by dividing the differenoes between successive

points of the trajectory by the time

interval between them. This process produces & large scatter in the velocity results, because of
random errors in the measured values. It is therefore bettor to smooth the data first.
Smoothing can be done by the computer, using the methods described in Capter 12.

It

is also

possible to have a skilled operator approximate the points by a smooth curve. He zan take into account
the physically possible trajectory. The importauce of this graphical method should not be underestimated.

It is vary difficult to match the skill of an operator even by sophisticated computer algorithms.

This mthod has, however, the disadvantage that the trajectory data have to be digitised again before
they can be used in the digital computer. A combination of the automatic and manual smoothing is often
preferable. Then the operator takes out the blunder errors ard presents these as corrections to the
computer. The random errors are then smoothed by the computer from the corrected input.
When smoothing is

required the samplirg rate should be higher than would be required to reduce

the aliasing errors to an aoceptable level

osee Chapter 6). The smoothing becomes more sccurate as

more redundant data are available although the inorease in accuracy diminishes with increasing redundancy.

The sampling rate should, therefore, be carefully chosen.

The differentiation can then be done from the smoothed data points. In many oases the velocity
i

data will be smoothed again before being presented.

11.3

SELECTION OF THE TRAJECTORY MEASURING SIYSTT
Usual trajeotory measuring systems are: kinetheodolites, phototheodolites, laser ranging equipment, IR trackers, tracking radars, electronic interferometers (AME,

angle measuring equipment)

continuous wave ranging instrumentation (DU, distance measuring equipment) (Ref. 1, 6, 8,

and

9 and I1).

The two last systems generally are only suitable for permanent ranges, because of their complicated

antenna systems. Phototheodolites, laser ranging equipment and IR trackers are used as trajectory
measuring instruments for a few special1tasks such an low level flights or take-off and landing tests.
The two most important mobile trajectory measuring systems with a broad spectrum of applications
are kinetheodolitoe and tracking radars. The discussion of these two methods will show the considera-

tions for choosing a system which is optimal for the planned flight test.
11. 3,1 Kinetheo'.olites
A kinetheodolite records the azimuth
and elevation of the optical axis of the

FLIGHT PATH

theodolite and shows the displacement of
"the target from the optical axis on the
film picture (Ref. 1, 6 and 11). Theme
four values are separately read out and
combined into two values, the azimuth
and elevation of the target. Therefore,
at least two separate kinetheodolites are
necessary for the determination of the
three co-ordinates of the target (Fig.

:1

_

11.1). However, three epaerate stations
are desirable for increasing the relia-

Or"

bility.

KINE-

KINE -

Advantages:
- The systematic and random errors can be

THEODOLITE I

THEODOLITE 2

kept below 0.01 degree, if

the accelera-

tion of the kinetheodolite is

SYNCHRONIZATION

within

reasonable limits (Ref. 3, 4 and 12).

Figure 11.1

Trajectory measuremont by means of two
tinetheodolites
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This equipment in, therefore, suitable for absolute measuremeats. The reference points on the aircraft must be well defined.
The initial cost and amortization of this system are lower than for a tracking radar, if the
tracking device of the kinetheodolite is simple and only a film is used for data storage.
Tzxgets on the ground or in the vicinity of the horizon can be measured, " well " those at higher
elevations.
The kinetheodolites photograph the target at each measurement, and thus valuable additional information is obtained which often renders the employment of another camera unnecessary, and which can
facilitate the synchronization problem discussed in detail in Sectiotu 11.6 to 11.8. Rkmples of
additional information are external events such as the separation of a parachute, or a rough estimate of the attitude of the target.
Disadvantages:
- The ground survey for the stations is expensive (two or three separate kinetheodolitos).
- Several operators are necessary during the measurement,
- Targets near the zenith can lead to intolerably high angular velocitica.
- The target must be acquired and tracked visually by the operators.
- The slant visibility is an upper limit and• he acquisition range, particularly for high speed
aircraft at large distances, will be somewhat smaller than the slant visibility. Slant visibilities
below 10 km are common in Central Europe. Even if the slant visibility is much higher, the acquisition range is often below 10 km for an aircraft whose flight path in the sky is not well known.
Much better acquisition ranges can be achieved in a desert, as at the tee. certers in New Mexico.
The recognition of -an aircraft in twilight or at night can be significantly increaed when oontinuously radiating lamps or flauh lights are moanted in the aircraft. Their installation, including
power supply, has to be planned in time.
- The procesaing of kinetheodolite measurements using classical methods is expensive and tedious. 'The
reading of the azimuth, elevation and displacement stored on one frame of kinetheodolite film will
take at least one minute. Appreciably higher rates of ruiding are possible when kinstheodoites
with digital presentation of elevation and azimuth are used together with special semi-entouitic
reading equipment. For the reading it ik necessary to choose a reference point on the aircraft,
which is recognizable on every frame. This may, for example, be the rudder of the airoraft or a
wheel of the landing gear. Most well identifiable reference pointa have the disadvvantae of not
coinciding with the center of gravity or another important point of the aircraft. The trawsfomation from the employed to the dsaired reference point, however, depends on the attitude of the
aircraft. In some cases, tr~naformatiou difficulties can be decreased by putting strikingly coloured
marks in the vicinity of the desirid reference points. This is, .however, only effective at relatively short ranges. On-line storage and processing of azimuth and elevation of the optical axis is
an integral part of modern kinetheodolites, but this problem has not yet been solved for the displacement of a target with a complex pattern.
- In some modern kinetheodolite systems the azimuth and eleamtion angles of the optical axis are
stored in electrically retrievable form, so that they can be processed automatioally. Even with
such systems, the displacement of the airocrft from the opticl. axis must be measured manually
from the film picture.
Rangs of applications:
- Kinetheodolite systems are ideal for measuring the trajectory of targets near the horizon or on the
ground. Targets at small or medium slant ranges can be measured with high absolute accuracy if the
slant visibility is satisfactory.
11.3.2 Tracking radar
A tracking radar automatically tracks the tcsget during the measurement and measures the azimuth,
elevation and slant range of the instantaneous center of reflection of the target (Ref. 1, 6, 8, 9 and

I

11). As three co-ordinates are measured, only one tracking radar is necessary for the determination
of three co-ordinates of the target.

,
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Advantagesl
- Mhe target san be acquired and tracked even if
-

it

is masked by fog or many kinds of clouds.

Large slant ranges are possible.

- Only am radar is necessary.
- Te ground surey is simple and cheap.
- Two operators are often sufficient during the measuremient.
- On-line data storage and processing is

comon procedure.

- The error of the slant rang. can be kept low and nearly independent of the range (about + 10 m)
withorat high costs.

Disadvantagess
- Targets on the ground or in the vicinity of the horizon cannot be tracked.
- The reference point on the target is

random for skin tracking. By the addition of a transponder to

the aircraft, not only the reference point can be better fixed, but also a considerably larger range
can be obtained; however, difficulties in installing the antennas have to be overcome. The range of
a typical radar is about 30 km (diameter of the aerial im, X-band, peak power 40 kW, skin tracking
of a medium or large aircraft), but ranges up to 250 km are obtained by some fixed tracking radars.

Z•
-

The angular errors are small only for high precision radars, but these are very expensive. The
calibration of the elevation angle of a radar is difficult.

-

The systematic error of a tracking radar, which has the above-mentioned characteri-tics,

is of the

order of 0.1 degree. High precisioh radars sometimes have errors which are an order of magnitude
smaller. The random error depends on the distance and the size of the target and can be as low as
the systematic error, if the apparent size of the target is small.
-A

P.

target cannot be tracked in

the neighbourhood of a second target of comparable or larger size.

Range of application:
-Trackin radars are ideal for determining the trajectory of targets at medium or large ranges under
nearly all weather conditions. The effect of angular errors has to be considered.

11.4 OPTIM4AL POSITION OF TO~ TRAJFCORY
Rough estimates of the systematic and random errors of kinetheodolites and tracking radars have

Sbeen
*?-

mentioned in Section 11.3. The flight test engineer is not only interested in the acouragy of the
original measured values, but especially in the ac.uracy of the trajectory of the target derived from
them. Here the geometry of the trajectory of the target relative to the meauring system is of decisive
importance for the success or failure of an exadt determination of the position or the velocity vector
of the target. The starting point for these

considerations is the concept of the error
field (Ref. 1, 3, 6, 7 and 10). This is

N

strictly valid only for measurements free of

E

W
1S

bias errors. If only the velocity vector of
the target or the relative position of two
trajectory points to each other is

of inter-

est, bias errors can be neglected in the
first approximation and the concept of the
error fiels yields useful results.

If the original measured values (angles
and/or slant range) only show normally distributed random errors, then for each point
of the trajectory an error pattern can be
3

indicated. In the three-dimensional spatial
I

case it is an ellipsoid; in the two-dimensional plans case it

is

trajectory point in the centre. The probabi-

KINE-

KINE-

THEODOLITE I

lity that the target lies on the ellipsoid or

the ellipse is equal for all points of this

O

tI

an ellipse with the

Figure 11.2

error pattern. Figure 11.2 and 11.3 show

THEODOLITE 2

The error field for measurements with
two kinetheodolites at relatively low
elevations

'- -,

•

.el.e.v.ation

s..... .

.
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the error ellipses for several points of the measuring range of a kinetheodolite system consisting
of two stations and for a tracking radar.
The error field for measurements with two kinetheodolites (Fig. 11.2) shown" that there is only
one point P 1 where the errors in all directions are the same. At the point P2I also on the line of
symetry but farther awy, the accuracy in the East-West direction is much greater than that in the
North-South direction. At point P

the ratio between the axes of the error ellipse is even more ex-

treme. It will be clear that if the main interest in the test is in the along-track positions and
velocities, then a flight path parallel to the connecting line between the theodolites will give
optimum resultal the distance from this connecting line should be such that the maximum rate of
change of the azimuth angle does not become too large. If

the main interest is in the lateral devia-

tions from the nominal flight path and in the lateral velocities, then the flight should be conducted
along the line of symmetry between the two theodolites.
The error field of a tracking radar
(Fig. 11.3) is different from that of the
kinetheodolite. As the error in the range
measurement is,

-

-

in a first approximation,

independent of the range,

-/"

the errors in

//

the radial direction at points P 1 and P2
are about equal. The errors in the tangential direction increase proportionally to
the range. The error field is rotationally

/
/

\

/

/

'

I

symmetric, so that the accuracy of the
measurement is independent of the asimuth
of thii'target.
If optimal accuracy =mat be obtained
over a large range, it

Figure 11.3

can be useful to

The error field for measurements with
a tracking radar at relatively low
elevations

combine optical and electronic trajectory
measuring systems.

11.5

TAiE-_OF AND LANDING WHASUREW.TS
There are many methods for measuring take-off and landing performance. In some of these methods
only ground-based measuring equipment is used, in others only airborne equipment, and in a few a combination of airborne and ground-based measuring equipment. It is not the purpose of this chapter to
describe all these methods. A volume on this subject will appear later in the AaARD Flight Test
Instrumentation Series. Here we will only discuss a few applications of the principles discussed in
the previous sections to one of these methods: that using ground-based kinetheodolites or special
take-off cameras.
The trajectory to be measured is nearly
always two-dimensional:

the aircraft will follow

the runway centre line and only measurements in

VERTICAL

ALTITUDE

the vertical plane through that centre line are
of interest (see Fig. 11.4). These can be made
by a single kinetheodolite,

placed beside the

runway at about the middle of the trajectory to
be measured. As the range of elevations generally is small,

it

in often possible to keep

the aircraft in sight without moving the opti.
col axis of the camera in a vertical direction.
Many special taks-off cameras, therefore, can
only move about a vertical axis. It
clear that for such a

will be

system the data prooes-

oingtiaa will be much less than would be re-

quired by a system using two kinetheodolites
with free movement about two

"es.

KINETHEODOLITE
OR CAMERA

iue1.

Ta-ofnd-dnmosrint
with one kin-theodolite or came
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If the aircraft should deviate from the vertical plane through the runny centre line, the
method described above wil• produce an error in the mewsured longitudinal position of the aircraft.
This error will be large wen the asio-th angle W (Pig. 11.4 approache" 90 degrees. The camera
should, therefore, be as far from the rummy oantre line as is possible for obtaining the required
accuracy. This required accuracy is generally not very hig. Te ameured results will have to be
reduced to stadard meteorological conditions (direction and *Mlocity of wind, pressure, temperature,
husidity) and thee corrections are not very accurate. Also it sut be realised that the pilot cannot
always take off and land in the same manner. The method described above will, therefore, often produce satisfactory results at a relatively low price.
.1.6 TIl

AND TIlM STA.U1.W

aepurpose of combined ground-asmed and anboard measurements is to determine the parameters of
the aircraft and of the environment as a function of time, for nzample position and static pressure.
Then the tims bases of the airborne and ground recorders sat It co-ordinated. The principal aspects
of such a time co-ordination system ares

1. frequency standard
2. reference point of the time scale
3. time format
4. synchronismtion

5. reliability and interference.
The time scale is, in general, derived from a frequency standard such as a quarts oscillator
or an atomic oscillator (Rubidium or Cesium) (Ref. 1, 5 and 6). If a single frequency standard is
used for the total measuring system, the accuracy of the frequency standard need not be very high.
Only the time interval between two consecutive measurements is determined by the frequency standard.
A frequency error, therefore, only affects the accuracy of *.a firat derivative of the measurement,
for example the velocity of the target or the rate of c] iab. An aecuracy of one part in l10 is easily
maintained by a simple quarts crystal oscillator. This is higher than the accuracy usually needed for
parameters such as velocity. Tests of inertial components may be an exception.
The reference point of the time scale is in general not important. Any local time scale can be
used. Exceptions are, for example, co-ordinated measurekwnts with a LORAN C-system or a calibation

with the stars a a reference system. The position of' the stars and the pulses of LOW C are referred to Greenwich Meen Time. Therefore, the reference point and sometimes also the frequency of the
timing system must be co-ordinated with Greenwich Mean Time.
If more than one frequency standard is used for a long flight test, the accuracy of the frequency standards must be much higher. A difference of one part in lO between two standards leads to a
difference between the reference points of 0.1 sec after about three hours. The state of the art is
such that high quality (1 part in 108) friquency and time standards of small size and low weight are
comesrcially available. The standards can be ad.isted so that they differ at most by 1 millisecond
after a time interval of sea•al hours. If one time standard is used on the ground and another on
board, these two standards can be compared directly with each other before and after the flight test.
If the direct comparison between airborne and ground-based standards is difficult, both standards can
be synchronizsed by radio before and after the flight. In some cases no special radio link is necessary. In some reas with a good time signal broadcast (Ref. 5 and 6), it is sufficient to receive the
time sigals with inexpensive receivers and to use them for adjusting the time standards, provided
that the receivers have the sams time constants. The time constants of commercially available VIUP
receivers can be greater than 1 seeo and can differ considerably even in receivers of the same type.
The chosen time format affects to a high degree the cost and the reliability of the timing
system. Modern types use pulse trains which contain the complete time inforswtion in a coded format,
for instance the 1111 code B system (Ref. 1 and Q).. If the transmission or recording of the pulse
trains is disturbed for a short time, this does not lead to a loss of time scale because the next
undisturbed pulse train contains the complete time information. These fully coded systems are rather
expensive, both in initial cost and in bandwidth (they usually require a separate track in each re-

corder). Their application in continuous trace recorders presents special problems. These are someDocument provided by SpaceAge Control, Inc. (http://spaceagecontrol.com/).
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Por sony flight tests a simpler tUse forimat aem be used. In the simplest type marks are zecorded periodically, for instmn% e-mye7 soond. Me the time co-ordination of the maks in the different reoozrdes mut be obta•ed t7 other memo, as described in Section 11.8.2. This method has the
disadvantage that the time co-ardination must be established anew if & few pulses have been lost.
When using these simpler vestoe, but also in the case of time-oded systems, me should be sure
to note rcu& time information such as flight number, date and the indication of a regular clock

on all records. In the came of quati-stea4y process*#, these notes alo
evaluation of the data.

my be satisfactory for 40

11.7 SYNCHRMIZATIQI OF TRIA3ZPCT~tY IMAStRINO SYSTEM(
Large trajectory measuring system like kinetheodolites and tracking radars usually have coupleto timing and synchronisation equipment. As this equipment often is not very flexible because of
optical or mechnical reasons, its features are important for the co-operation with other groundbased or on-board instrumentation.
If more than one measuring station is employed, for instance two kinetheodolites, the best
solution is to have the measurements at both stations completely synchrcnised by triggering the at
regular intervals from the name time base. This greatly simplifies the data processing. The tolerable
synchronization error should be conaidered before the flight test, in order to save unnecessary technical effort and cost. For example, high speed aircraft (MNch number s1) fly a distance of about
1 m in 3 milliseconds. If the intersection of the rays from the kinetheodolils to the target is rectangular and one kinetheodolite is delayed by 3 milliseconds with respect to the other, the error in
the computed position is 1 m. The position error can be larger due to an umf&vourable geoNetry of
the trajectory relative to the ground-based measuring system.
The propagation time of the signals may affect the synchronization. The rane of the trajectory
measuring systems used in flight tests seldom exoseds 60 Ikm. The electromagetic waves propagate in
the atmosphere at about 3. 10' k/seoc. The propagation times of light from the aircraft to the opti-

cal trajectory measuring systems and of the radio signals from the transmitting antenna of the timing
centre to the receiving antennas of the trajectory masuring stations usually are lss than 0.2 msec.
and can therefore often be neglected. The effect of propagation deloys in transmitters and receivers
must be determined separately for each system.
The method used in many of the simpler kinetheodolite systems (Ref. 1, 6 and 11) is that the
pulses from the synchronization unit trigger both kinetheodolites and at the same time actuate a
counter in each kinethaodolite. On the film, the frae number given by this counter is recorded togather with the azimuth and elevation angles and the picture of the target. The frame number is then
regarded as the measure of time. This synchronisation will be wrong if one or more kinetheodolites
and/or counters Lima pulses or ae actuated ty spurious pulses. If these events are few in number,
it is often possible to reconstruct the esnchronisation and the time scale because the trajectory
must not show discontinuities and some redundancy is present (four angles for three co-ordinates).
This is in general difficult and tedious. Equipment for the synchronization of trajectory measuring
systems should, therefore, be very reliable and should not be influenced by external interference.
Nodnrn types of trajectory measuring systems already satisfy these requirements. Here the use of
single pulses for synchronization is avoided, but use is mede of e.g. the IRI code B.
The pulse trains are also recorded. The resolution of the pulse train* for the measuring time can be
less than the synchronisation accuracy, because they are only neooessary to distinguish consecutive
measurements.
11.8 SYNCHMCIZATIK OP (Eo0MD-BASD AND AIRSE= WASURINo NqMPlIT
The purpose of using ground based and airborne measuring systems simeltanously is to derive
correlations between the massured quantities. Therefore,

it is necessary to have all parameters in

a comon time scale. Two main methods can be distinguisheds
1. Exact synchronisation by technical means, with
a. separate time bases
b. one common time base
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Imhami~s oem eithar be placed on the engineering apcso
h yarnsto
qimn ra h
data processing. In gmneral, it is not necessar7 to snhoieU
rjcoymauigmsetwt
the airborne measuring wystas or with other ground based measuring system as accurately am, two
kinetheodolites or two airborne measuring devices must be synchronised. It is essential for the
solution of this problem to determine whether the data accuracy depends an the synchronisation error.
Wihen photographing an instrument penel in en aircraft or recording the stseeiatin presmoe an m~aoetic tape, it is not useful to ain at the millisecond accuracy which is required for the eymchromisation of a trajectory measuring "ytem. Low cost equipment in then sufficient.
In all oases, reliability and protection against external interference is important for the
synchronization of complicated measuring systeme. Dropouts or interference duing transmission, or
a short breakdown of the equipment, can hamper or even prevent & correlation of the recordings, even
if one taken into consideration that most measuired quantities cannot have disoontinuities. All perts
of the equipment must be sufficiently reliable. Not only euoh trivial things am adequate stsbiUi-I
sation of the power supply of the instruments aboard, but also the optimal installation of the aircraft antenna allowing the antenna pattern to be an faourable as possible for all sections of the
trajectory sand all attitudes during the tests.
11.8.1 Exact synchronization by techniicel seans

reod

adicteiesmchmcmrs

In t~he cse of technical synchroisation one tries to make all measurements simultaneously.
Employing measuring and recording devices whc a eodol tdi
otmmc
ncma
and incremental recorders, one tries to trigger the devices so that, taking the delays into account,
simultaneous data are recorded. In the case of analog data, which are continuously recorded by a
strip-chart recorder or a oewgetic tape recorder, the synchronisation sigeals can be timing marks.
If a high reliability is needed, redundant time forests or redundant recording most be used as doscribed in Section 11.5.
Advantagess
-Processing

of data is relatively simple and computer running cost is low if the synchronisation

equipment is reliable.

IfDisdvaccuracy is needed in technical synchronization, the main problemt is that the different
measuring and recording instruments, as well as the transfer devices for the synchr~onisation signals, have different delays. Theasatisfactory control of these delays can be costly, especially
when environmental factors are involved.
Exact synchronization by technical means can be accomplished 1W two altelnativa methodms the use
of several separate time bases and the use of a common times base.
Beer~al magarate tine bases
A separate time standard is used for trigering each group of instruments, for instance the
instrumentation on board the aircraft and the ground-based kinetheodolite system.
Advantages:
-

High reliability of the synchronisation is possible. It is independent of the distance of the target
to ground stations because no radio link is used during the flight.

-

No difficulties with antennas on board the aircraft.
Extremely high accuracy of the synchronisation is possible.

-

Disadvantages:
- Comparison of time standards before and after the flight test (see Section 11.5).
- High costs, if high accuracy and a complex time format are necessary during a long flight test.
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of synchronisation should be chosen in connection with the data processing methods to be used and
should be integrated in the system design at an early stage.
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CHAPTER 12
DATA PROCESSING
by
J.* Perrochon and J.*T * 1. van Doomn
12.1

INTRODUCTION
The use of recording methods which provide data in electrically retrievable form and of digital
computers for the processing of these data has had a large impact on flight testing. The number of
Parameters which can be handled has increased tremendously; it would be impossible to process by
manual methods the 1000 or more parameters that are measured by some of the modern flight teat data
collection systems . More complex operations can be applied to each parameter or group of parameters.
The combination of more parameters and a more detailed analysis make it possible to provide much
more information than was possible without the use of computers and is the basis of many advanced
flight teat methods mentioned in Chapter 1.
The planning of the processing by computers requires much effort. During manual data processing
the engineer sees the results of each step and will more or less automatically detect errors that may

have crept in. Without a conscious effort he will locate blunder errors, smooth data, find out that
wrong equations have been applied because the results csnnot be true, etc. When the data have been

*

processed by a computer the engineer only sees the final results, from which it generally is much more
difficult to detect whether errors have been made on the way. Therefore, various kinds of tests and
rejection criteria have to be incorporated in the computer program. Because of the larger amount of
information obtained from the data, the computer analysis must be extended further than is usually
done in a manual analysis in order to reduce the amount of (manual) work involved in interpretation.

Computer processing has developed into a specialized science and these specialists, unlike the engineers who do the manual processing, often do not understand the specific objectives cf the flight
tests. A very close co-operation with the flight test engineers is, therefore, essential both during
the original setting-up of the program and when modifications or extensions are required.
It is not even possible to divide the system into an airborne data collection system designedI
by instrumentation engineers and a data processing system designed by data processing specialists.
The tasks of each sub-system change as technology improves. For instance, digitizing formerly was
a data processing operation done on the ground from analog recordings; now digitizing is usuallyt
done in the aircraft as part of the data collection system. Airborne computers are used more and
more and they execute many of the operations which were previously done in the data processing ground
station.
In this book on flight test instrumentation it will not be possible to give a detailed treatsing whtich are of interest to the flight test and instrumentation engineers in their design work.
It is mainly a functional analysis of data processing. Software and hardware techniques will only
be discussed in so far as they are necessary for a clear understanding of the problems of the overall
design of a flight test instrumentation system.
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF DATA PROCESSING

12.2

12.2.1

-

General aspects

The main functional divisions of data processing operations presented in Chapter 2 are:
instrumentation checks and quick-look processing
preprocessing
computation
data presentation.

These topics are discussed separately in the following sections. The discussion is preceded by a
*review
of the types of input, and followed by a section on validation and interpretation. in Section
*
~12.3 some data processing techniques are analysed in more detail and in Section 12.14 a more detailed
*discussion
is given of some of the equipment used.
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12.2
12.2.2

Types of data input

A flight test data centre receives several types of information:
data measured in the aircraft or ground-based installations
- information from the flight teat engineer on the required amount and kind of data to be processed
-information
from the instrumentation department on the configuration of the recording system and
on the calibrations which have to be applied to each parameter.
-

-

-

The recorded data can be of many types. The moat important are.
photo-panel data
continuous-trace recordings
analog magnetic tapes which may carry continuously recorded and/or sampled data5 using one or
more modulation techniques such as AM, PDM, FM (see Chapter 9)
-digital
magnetic tapes with parallel or serial recordings in severalidifferent codes
"- pre-.detection" recorded telemetry data (i.e. still modulated on a carrier freq~uency or at

least before separation of the sub-c~arriers)
from ground-based installations such as kinetheodolites.
The recording format must be defined well before che start of the flight teats, so that the preprocessing equipment can be prepared. The information required includes the code or modulation
-data

method. the number of channels, possible subcommutation or supercommutation lay-outs, etc.
The information from the flight test engineer must indicate.
which parameters have to be processed and what operations have to be done on these parameters
- which parts of the recorded data have to be processed.
The first is usually sent to the data processing centre some time before the flight, so that the
data processing personnel can make preparations to begin data processing as soon as the data
recordings arrive. As the decision on the type of flight test to be executed may depend on
considerations such as weather conditions and availability of equipment, this information cannot
be expected at a very early stage. The data processing software and the storage of other data such
as calibrations musts therefore, be designed in such a way that the programs and calibrations
required for each type of test can be made available quickly. The decisions on which portions of
-

the recorded data are to be processed can only be made after the flight has been completed. It will
include conclusions drawn by the pilots and by observers who were on board during the flight or
followed the flight progress from on-line telemetered data, and often req~uires inputs from a quicklook run on a preprocessing computer.
The information from the instrumentation department should include the following items:
the recording channel on which each parameter can be found
- the calibrations of each channel.
This information usually becomes available only after the aircraft has taken off, because of the
possibility of last-minute changes during the instrumentation checkout just before the flight. In
some cases even in-flight changes may be made in the instrumentation. The calibration data are
-

usually given in two stages:

-alisting of the components used inmeasuring each parameter
the calibration data for each component.
As a late delivery of the calibration data can have a strong influence on the turnaround time of
-

the data processing, a rather sophisticated administration system is required. Some aspects of this
are discussed in Section 12.2.4 and in Chapter T.
A closely related problem is the long-term storage of data. For some types of flight tests,
such as investigations of ad-hoc problems in operational aircraft, the raw data can be destroyed
when the data processing and interpretation is finished. Only the essential processed test results
are retained in a test report. But most flight test data have to be stored for longer periods, eapecially those from prototype flight tests and tests with experimental aircraft. When unexpected characteristics of the aircraft or its systems are found, it is usually less costly to look for corroborative evidence in the data of previous flights then to make a series of new flights. When the non-
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steady flight test techniques mentioned in Chapter 1,are used, the availability of
test data is even an essential characteristic of the data analysis procedure. Many
their flight test data as long as aircraft of that type are flying& they can often,
tance when a solution has to be found for problems that only become apparent after
in operation. The data which are kept are always the original flight d~ta, because
"

.

eerlier flight
manufacturers keep
be of great assisthe aircraft are
they contain the

maximum amount of information.

12.2.3

Quick look and instrumentation checking

These two operations must be done as quickly as possible after the flight, before the main
data processing is started. They have many requirements in common and are sometimes regarded as a
single operation even though they are needed by different people. The quick-look data provides the
flight test engineer the information needed to determine whether the test objectives have been met
and what parts of the flight data are most suitable for final processing. He uses this information
to decide on the final data processing instructions for the data from the flight which has just
ended and to plan the next flight. The instrumentation check data are used by the instrumentation
engineer to identify any failures or deteriorations inthe data collection system which must be
repaired before the next flight can start.
The quick-look information can usually be obtained from the analysis of a few parameters. It can
be obtained on-line or off-line.

On-line Quick-look information can be obtained from:
-

on-board observers who follow the time history of the essential parameters on an instrument panel
or on a continuous-trace recorder which shows the traces immediately

¶

telemetry of the essential parameters to the ground, where they can be displayed in real, time.
If the essential parameters have to be calculated from the measured data, additional computation can
be done either by an on-board computer or on the ground before display. Essential real-time information
can also be obtained from radio reports by the pilot.
Off-line guick-look information is obtained from a preliminary postflight analysis of the
recorded during the flight. This is relatively easy to do from continuous-trace
recordings, which can be examined immediately or after photographic development. Quick,look analysis
from magnetic racordings requires more sophisticated equipment, especially for digital data (see

"essential parameters

Section 12.4.2).
Quick-look data can often also be used for checking the functioning of the instrumentation: a
failure or partial failure will become immediately apparent from the analysis. If all data are recorded
on continuous-trace recorders, the instrumentation check and the quick-look information can usually be
obtained simultaneously when the flight test engineer (who knows how the aircraft should have flown)
and the instrumentation engineer (who knows how the instruments should react) examine the recordings
together. For multi-parameter systems recording on magnetic tape the quick-look analysis will usually
only provide evidence on a small number of data channels. Although this provides some very important
information (that the system has been switched on, that the tape recorder has functioned properly,
that the quick-look channels have performed properly, etc.), failures in other channels are still
possible. The instrumentation engineer also needs more detailed information. If a failure has occurred,
he must know what part of the equipment has failed. This additional information is ootained from three
sources.,
- preflight and postflight checks of the equipment
- self-test and self-calibration functions supplied by test equipment incorporated in the data
collection system
- an (computer) analysis of the data.
The first two sources are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. If computer processing is necessary,
it is usually incorporated in the preprocessing phase.
12.2.4

Pre;rocessing

The division of data processing, or at least of automatic data processing, into two parts, namely,
preprocessing and computation is generally accepted. There is, however, less agreement on the
division of the different processes between these two parts. This is mainly because the divisicn
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12.4
is usually made fro&the hardware point of view. The data collection subsystem of an automat. flight
test instrumentation system usually provides the data on magnetic tape in analog form or in a digital
format which cannot be fed dir.ctly into a general purpose digital cqmputer (see Chapter 8). 'Ate data
processing equipmenL then usually consists of two parts: the preprocessing equipment which hbs as its
main function the conversion from analog to digital and the conversion of digital data to the standard
computer format, and a general purpose digital computer. Tbe division of the different data proces.sing tasks between these two systems depends on many considerations such as speed and memory capacity
of each of the two systems and availability of the general purpose digital computer. These can differ
considerably for different installations. In this chapter the division is made from a more functional
point of view: "preprocessing" will include all processing operations which are applied to
each recorded channel individually in the same sequence as the information was recorded; "computation"
will be used for operations which involve -Ghe combination of information from more than one channel
and for operations on one channel which do not follow the original time sequence (such as frequency
analysis and statistical operations). This division, which in general conforms with the functions of
the preprocessing and computation hardware systems (though, as said before, notable exceptions occur)
has one other convenient aspect. The preprocessing functions either require direct inputs from the
instrumentation engineers (as the application of calibrations) or are related to their work in the
design of the data collection system (as channel selection and filtering). Tae computation functions
have no direct relation to the data collection system; they are mathematical operations applied in
order to accelerate and simplify the interpretation of the test results.
In non-automatic data processing the processing functions are roughly similar to those in automatic processing, though differences occur due tu the fact that the operations are performed by human

*

Wi

operators. The computation operations in non-automatic processes are usually small or even nonexistent. Sometimes transitions between non-automatic and automatic processing occur in the preprocessing phase. For instance, continuous-trace recordings can be manually converted to discrete
digital readings and then further processed in the automatic systems.

The discussion on preprlocessing and computation will be mainly concerned with automatic processing,
but occasional remarks will be made about aspects of non-automatic processing.
The main preprocessing functions are:
- copying of the original data recordings
- selection of the parts that must be processed
- selection of the channels that must be processed
- analog-to-digital conversion
- elimination of blunder errors
- filtering and smoothing
- reduction of the number of data points in each channel
- application of calibrations
- time correlation between channels
-

production of computer-compatible tapes.

These functions will be briefly characterized below, in Section 12.3 a few of these functions will be
discussed in some more detail. It must be stressed here that these functions are not always executed
in the sequence given above and that, as stated before, they are not always execited by the preprocessing equipment. Filtering and smoothing,and the application of calibrations, for instance,
are often part of the processing in a general purpose computer. But as they functionally belong to
the preprocessing as defined above, they will be mentioned here.
The first preprocessing operation usually is the copying of the original data recordings. It is
extremely important to easure that the valuable information can under no circumstances be destroyed
or lost. Magnetic tapes are often copied immediately after they enter the data processing centre and
the original tapes are stored in archives (see also Section 12.2.2). All further operations are
then done with the copy. For continuous-trace recordings the parts which are to be further processed
are often copied; then the original recordings cannot be damaged and will be available later.

*

f

It is usually not necessary to process all the data that have been recorded. An important part
of the preprocessing is,

therefore,

the selection of the parts that must be processed. This selection
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can be made during the quick-look processing mentioned in Section 12.2.3. For both purposes it is
necessary to examine a few channels on which the main parameters for the test have been recorded.
As often more channels have been recorded than are of interest for a particular test, the next step
is to select the channels which must be processed. A careful execution of these two operations can
significantly reduce the quantity of data which must be processed and thereby reduce the time and
the cost involved in the data processing.
Analog recordings will either be processed by analog computation methods (see Section 12.2.5)
or will be converted to digital form. For the analog-to-digital conversion of analog recordings on

*

imagnetic

tape most computers have standard peripheral equipment, which usually will require a special
interface unit for demodulation of the signal. Analog recordings from continuous-trace recorders,
photo-panel recorders and kinetheodolites cannot be digitized by automatic methods. There is, however,
semi-automatic equipment which can considerably speed up the digitizing of such recordings (see
Section 12.4. 1).
The operations which now follow must be applied to each channel individually. They are intended
to convert the data into such a form that they can be more easily processed. The first step must be
to remove the blunder errors. If these are left in, serious difficulties in the final interpretation
can occur, especially since the influence of these errors is obscured in the final results. Several
types of blunders' can occur. Some can be due to bad contacts in the data collection system, others
can be errors of one bit in a digital word due to a bad spot or the tape. They can be detected by
putting limits on the jumps that can be allowed to occur between successive measurements of the same
parameter. This process is often combined with smoothing, i.e. the elimination of random errors in the
individual measurements. Computer smoothing is often done by determining the beat polynomial through
a number of data points by least-square methods. It is very important that the blunder errors are
removed before the actual smoothing process is executed; a single outlying blunder error can cause
large errors in the final smoothed curve. Though most filtering is done in the data collection system,
at least in sampled systems, it may be aecessary to do some additional filtering in the ground station.
Filtering also plays an important part in the interpolation and reconstruction of sampled data (see
Chapter 6). In some cases channels have been sampled much more than is actually necessary for fina.L
processing. For those channels a reduction of the sampling rate can be made to reduce the work to be
done. This reduction of the sampling rate should always be done after all smoothing and filtering
operations have been finished. A brief discussion of smoothing and filtering is given in Section
12.3.2.
The most important operation on each individual channel is the application of the calibrations,
which converts the data to engineering units. A general discussion of calibration is given in Chapter
7, details of the methods of applying the calibrations during data processing are given in Section
12.3.1.
If the time difference between events in different parameters must be exactly known, time correlation may be necessary. The relative timing of the value in two channels may be shifted in the
recordings because:
- different lags or phase shifts occurred in the measuring channels of the two parameters
- the two parameters were sampled *'t different times
- the two channels were recorded in different recorders, these may then have had different time bases.
The methods used for establishing time correlation are discussed in Section 12.3.3.
TWhe final operation in preprocessing usually is the conversion to a computer-compatible tape
which can be read by a general purpose computer. As the data at this stage usually are already
digitized, a digital format conversion is usualSly required which can include one or more of the
following operations:
- conversion from serial to parallel
- change of the number of tracks of a parallel recording
-

digital code conversion

- arranging the data in standard-length blocks, separated by inter-record gaps.
.i

a cod con
er

io
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As already stated, the preprocessing functions mentioned above do not alway's coincide with the
actual operetions done in a preprocessing eguipment: in many data processing stations some of the
preprocesaing functions (such as digital filtering, application of calibrations) are done in the
general purpose conputer, but, it is also possible that some of the simpler computation functions
(such as the calculation of Yacb number from static and total pressure) are done in a preprocessing
computer. The conversion to computer-compatible tape, though functionally the last step in preprocessing, is sometimes done at the very beginning to facilitate the other operstions that have to
be performed by the preprocessing computer. The hardware considerations of the preprocessing station
are discussed in some more detail in Section 12.4.3.
12.2.5

Comoutation

The computation functions in data processing are aimed at transforming the corrected time histories
supplied by the preprocessing into quantities which are more readily adapted to interpretation. They
may involve very simple operations such as the determination of a minimum value of a certain parameter
or very complicated operatUons such as the determination of stability derivatives from simultaneous
partial differential equations, or the statistical analysis or frequency analysis of a number of
parameters. Often computation is not necessary at all: if all required information can be read
directly from the time history, data processing does not go beyond the preprocessing stage.
Computation can be done by hand, by analog computing devices or digital computers. Computation
by hand is still the mostL universal method because the computation can be adapted to the interpretation which goes on simultaneously.
signal,

or the analysis of

Automatic methods
involved.

are

Automatic

Such things

a pulse waveform in

used only if

as the determination
an electronic device,

the quantity of data is

computation can be done by analog or

are very easily

very large,
digital

or if

computers.

on-line computation processing because they often are

very useful. in

of the maximum

faster

value of a noise
done manually.

too much calculation
Analog computers
than their

is
are

digital

in some computations involving models, and in some fields
of computation such as frequency analysis. Most of the automatic computing is. however. done on
counterparts.

They also have advantages

digital computers. These are especially suited for performing large numbers of relatively simple
computations (which often occur in flight test analysis), especially if high accuracy is required.
Digital computers are often easier to program and they can have large memories in which data or
adiitaieifraincan be stored. As the speed of digital coptr
ove may
o th

nraethey taelc

fildswhich were previously reserved for analog computation, especially in the

fildoffrqeny

nayssand copttosinvolving mdl.FrSome taskshybri

sytesinolinbt

analog and dgtlcomputerscontebyalg--dia

_comptatio

ndiia-

to-aalo
covertrsareused.
The computation stage requires a very careful planning. A computer can very easily produce a
The planning should be done in three stages:
computations should be carefully prepared to ensure that indeed the objectives of the flight
tsscnbe derived from the results
-the quantities which must be presented for interpretation and their form of presentation should
be selected. Too much information will hamper the interpretation; overlooking, however,a Single
parameter may result in a costly rerun of the computer

-the

method by which the quantities will be calculated should then be chosen in accordance with the
characteristics and the capacity of the available computer. If this method and the corresponding
computer programs have not been carefully planned, the required memory space and calculation time

-the

can become too large.
The planning should be done at a very early stage, as it may cause additional requirements for the
parameters to be measured and for the preprocessing work to be done before the data are entered into
the processing computer. Ample time must be allowed for the actual programming and for the testing
of the programs. If possible the programs should be tested using suitable simulated inputs. During
the actual programming a close contact between the programmer and the flight test engineer should be
maintained.
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Presentation

The presentation of the results or the computations can be in tables or on graphs. Tables are
the easiest format for the computer engineer. They can be produced by standard peripheral units.
Automatic typewriters can be used if the output rate is l.ow. With line printers much higher output
speeds can be obtained: for example 1000 lines per minute, each line consisting of 130 figures. An
additional advantage of tables is, that the full accuracy of the results can be retained. From the
point of view of the engineer who has to do the interpretation, graphs are often easier to use.
The automatic plotters which are normally used with digital computers are much slower than the line
printers, and require careful planning of the scale values if sufficient accuracy is to be retained.
Electrostatic mosaic printer/plotters, which are coming into general use now. are much faster. They
require digital inputs and can be accurate to 0.1 %or better, and can also print characters. An
interesting method of presentation is provided by interactive computer graphic display systems.
The observer can operate the computer; the results of these operations are immediately displayed.
The computer results can thus be modified before the final graph or table is produced.
The lay-out of the tables and figures should be programmed in such a way that they can be
directly published in test reports.
C

12.2.T

Validation and interpretation

The task of the data processing department is not completed when the computer has produced an
impressive amiount of tables and/or graphs. Before delivering these to the flight test engineers, the
data processing departnent should check all output data for errors and should determine whether
the requested accuracy has been achieved. This process of validation of the applied computer operations
is,

however, often neglected. If this occurs, then this work has to be done by the flight test engineers

who are often less well prepared for understanding what could have gone wrong in computer processing.
The interpretation can, in fact, be considered to be a continuation of the validation. The
flight test engineer usually knows (from theoretical or simulation studies) what to expect from the

I
I

~?

test. Ideally, the test results will validate the theoretical models which were used. If the results
differ from the predictions, either the physical phenomenon investigated was different from what it

was thought to be, or there has been some error in the measurements or in the data processing. Then
the theoretical background of the predictions should be reconsidered, and the test and data processing
procedures should be checked until the discrepancy has been found. The investigation of unexpected

~results isoften more difficult if automaic data collection and processing systems have been used.
During manual processing the human operator consciously follows every step in the data processing and
will often find that something unpredicted has occured long before the final result has been calculated.
In automatic systems the human interpreter often only sees the final results. It may b.a necessary to
repeat the processing and to have outputs at intermediate stages before the reason for an unexpected
result can be found.

*

Even if after interpretation the operation has been judged to be satisfactory, one final step
should be taken before the results are published in a test report. This is what has been called

the "meditation about the true value" of the results in the analysis of the process of measurementI
(Chapter 3. Section 3.2, phase 5). The flight test engineer should reconsider whether the test results
really provide a relevant answer to the problems for which the test was conducted. It is better to
point out in the conclusions of the test report any remaining uncertainties than to have then
discovered later by others.
12.3 SHORT DESCRIPTION OF A FEW PROCESSING TECHN~IQUJES
.12.3.1 Application of calibrations
The calibrations are used to convert the measured data from the units in which it was recorded
(for instance, millimeters on a continuous-trace recording or numbers from 0 to 1023 in a ten bit
digital recording) into the engineering units in which they must be interpreted. The principles of
calibration from the point of view of the instrumentation engineer have been described in Chapter
Here only the data processing aspects will be briefly summarized.
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When setting up the sequence of preprocessing operations it
principle, it

should be kept in mind that, in

is necessary to apply the calibrations before smoothing operation,

the calibration is very non-linear,

are peroirmed. If

smoothing before the application of the calibretions will not

provide the beat curve through the data points. This is especially true if

the calibration shows

kinks, as for instance for airspeed indicators which have been linearized in airspeed by a number of
springs.

In practice it

is

often more convenient to first reduce the number of points by smoothing,

so that the calibrations are applied only to the points which will be further processed. If this
procedure is

applied, it

In Chapter 7 it

should first be checked whether the resulting errors can be neglected.

has been mentioned that the overall calibration of a measuring chanu~l is

usually determined from the individual calibrations of several components.

The combination of these

component calibrations must be done with care and on the basis of a good understanding of the
characteristics of each component.

The number of calibration points must be carefully chosen by the

calibration engineer, in relation to the required accuracy.

When preparing the calibration data for application during data processing, individual channels
may have special requirements due to the following reasons:;1

the instrument has hysteresis
in-flight calibration points have to be taken into account
the final calibration may depend on a variable which is measured in another channel. Such var.ables,

-

may be the supply voltage, temperature or a parameter which causes cross-axis errors
the parameter is measured by a coarse-fine method on two channels.

-

These aspects will be separately discussed below.
In case of hysteresis the calibration will usually be made first by increasing the input parameter slowly to the desired values and then decreasing it

in the same way. The same values of the

input parameter will be used during the increasing and the decreasing part of the cali-

A.

bration, though often not all values are taken

0oduring

the decreasing part (see Fig.
,/6

S/
z

0Nvalues
INCREASING

-.0

12.1). The

final calibration usually is determined by the
average of the "increasing" and "decreasing"

of the input parameter. The points where

0

no decreasing values have been taken are

DECREASING

interpolated. Usually the average calibration
so obtained is sufficiently accurate.

Only in

cases where extreme accuracy has to be obtained,

will it be necessary to use special calibration

E;NGINEERING UNI TS

Figure 12. 1 Example of a calibration curve
showing hysteresis

data which have been measured during a

simulation of the expected flight conditions
(see Section T.4).

In some instrumentation systems in-fligt calibration points are taken. Usually these are used
to verify whether the calibration has

changed and do not affect the calibration values to be applied

during data processing. Sometir.es they are, however,

used to adjust the zero points and/or the

sensitivity of the original calibration. If that is necessary, the couputer program for the application
of the calibrations should be adapted to make these corrections.
If the calibration depends on a value measured in another channel (supply voltage,

temperature

or a cross-coupling parameter) the va.lue of this other parameter must be determined before the
calibration is applied. This will usually mean that the calibration of this other parameter has to
be applied first. When the other parameter is the supply voltage or temperature, a constant value
can often be used for part of the flight or even for a complete flight. For effects such as crosscoupling, the calibration must be adjusted at each point.
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In some cases where the accuracy obtainable by a single channel is not sufficient, a parameter
is recorded on two channels, a coarse and
a fine channel. (see Fig. 12.2). The coarse
channel, which in single-valued for the
complete range, is only used to determine
which of the fine-channel calibration curves
-FINE OUTPUT
-COARSEOAOJPUT has to be used.
A calibration can be stored in the
FEIGUNITS

Figure 12.:

Calibration curve of a coarse-fine

c-mther"tbyltw method".

system
Uigthe polynomial method the calibration curve is approximated by a polynomial function. The
advatag ofthis method is, that only the coefficients of the polynomial have to be stored in the
computer memory, which requires very little memory space. The coefficients of the polynomial can
be determined in a separate computer progrsm which ca.lcul~ates the polynomial of the lowest degree
which fits the calibration points within specified limits. The degree of the polynomial should not
be made too high, because there can then be anomalies between the calibration points. Usually Most
calibrations can be approximated sufficiently by a third-degree polynomial, in exceptional cases up
to fifth-degree polynomials are used. If extreme non-linearities occur (as for instance in the lower
range of normal pointer-type airspeed indicators) it may be necessary to use two or more intersecting
polynomials. In aW case it will be necessary to display the calibration curve, together with the
calibration points, to the calibration engineer before it is approved for data processing. It does
happen that the curve chosen by the computer program, though it fits the points within the required
limits, does not represent the calibration
I
sufficiently well in the regions between the
J*4
points. In any case extrapolation should not
be allowed (see Fig. 12.3).R
When the table method is used, the complete
table of calibration points is stored in the
memory of the computer. Generally, linear inter-

0
M

polation is used to determine the values between
these points. This method requires more memory
space and the actual computation may also take
more time than with the polynomial method.

-

POLYNOMIAL

---- TRUE CALIBRATION

A careful check of the calibration must

ENGI4EgRING UNITS

be made by the calibration engineer before it
is released for use in data processing.
*

Figure 12.3

Whenever possible tichcsoudnldeby
thischek souldincudeusing

Examples of errors that can ocicur

interpolation and extrapolationI

the polynomial method
the calibration data that are entered into
the computer as well as the form in which the application programs will use them, as discussed in
Chapter T.
If a calibration has been made during the postflight check (which may be necessary if a
compone~nt has been replaced just prior to the flight), it may take too much time to have the
calibration carefully checked by a calibration engineer before it is used for data processing. If
the polynomial method is used, the time delay must simply be accepted. The advantage of the table
method is that it is very improbable that a wrong calibration will be applied if the calibration
data have been carefully checked during the actual execution of the calibration and if the transcription has been checked for writing or punching errors. If at all possible, the normal check should,
however, also be made when the table method is being used.
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12.3.2

Smoothina and filtering

As already stated in Section 12.2.4. the word "smoothing" is used for reducing random fluctuations
in the measurements, while filtering denotes modification of the frequency spectrum. These tvo concepts are, however. closely related and smoothing can be done by means of a low-pass filter. The
cut-off frequency of the filter should be below the sampling rate or the signals to be smoothed.
but well above the frequencies of interest, because otherwise errors of omission (as defined in
Chapter 6) will occur in the result. Both analog and digital filters can be used. Smoothing and
filtering are especially important if the data processing involves differentiation.
The functioning of filters has been discussed in Chapters 3' 5 and 6 of this book.* For sampled
data the discussions i.n chapter 6 are of great importance. Frequencies higher than half the sampling
frequency introduce aliasing errors.* These cause spurious signals at lower frequencies which cannot
be eliminated. The sampling frequency in the data collection system should.* therefore, be chosen
with care and additional pre-smmpling filters should be applied in the data collection system where
necessary. Aliasing errors can, however, also be introduced during data processing if the data rate
from a channel is reduced before filtering is spplied.
Digital filters have. as analog filters, on amplitude and a phase characteristic and the
filters should be chosen so that the errors of omission and the errors of comission defined in
Chapter 6 do not become significant. Digital filters are based on convolution, either by means of
time domain algorithms or by means of the Fast Fourier Transform. Implementation can be done with
special-purpose hardware or in software for general-purpose computers. The advantages of digital
processing are the flexibility and the very accurate and drift-free operation, although quantization
effects in both signal and coefficients must be taken into account. There are also adaptive filtering
methods, in which the filter characteristics are automatically adapted to the frequency of the lowfrequency part of the signal (see References 1, 2 and 3).
12.3.3

Time correlation

Tine correlation is required when the values of two parameters must be determined at the same
tieor when relative :hasesof two parameters must be determined. As in each individual measuring
channel a lag or phase shift can occur, it

is necessary to reconstruct the original curveform, from

avaiabl
o th daa
dynmicchaactrisics(see Chapter 3) before time correlation can be
established. In practice two types of time correlation can be distinguished:
-the
signals have been recorded by the saw recorder or by different recorders with the same time
base.* If the signals have been recorded continuously the measurements in both channels can simply
be read at the same time. If the signals have been sampled, one of the signaliu has to be interpolated at the time at which the other was sampled as described in Chapter 6.
-the
signals have been recorded by different recorders which do not have the same time base. This
often occurs when one recorder has been used on the ground (for instance with a kinetheodolite
system) and the other has been used for making measurements in the aircraft at the same time. in
that case a third time base will sometimes be used. which can be recorded simultaneously in both
recorders, for instance by means of a radio link or by having two sufficiently accurate clocks
recording on both recorders. This latter case is discussed in detail in Chapter 11.

*

Linear or higher-order interpolation can be used as described in Chapter 6. In general the
frequency of the common time base can be less if higher-order interpolation are used for obtaining
the same accuracy. The computations are, however, more time consuming.
*

When data from different recorders have to be synchronized, it is often difficult to find out
which time base pulses on the one recording can be correlated with those on the other recording.
In the past, this has often led to severe problems. One solution is to use coded time base Signals
so that the correlation can be established by reading the code. There are. however, several other
methods for estakblishing the initial time correlation.* such as starting the recorders at the same
time and counting the number of pulses generated by the common time base. If the normal correlation
has failed, it

is often possible to restore it by finding particular events, such as conspicuous

manoeuvres of the aircraft, on both recordings and to start counting pulses from there (see Chapter 11).
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12.4.1

ftuiument for analyxing photo-panel recordings and continuous-trace recordinas

The reading of photo-panel recordinas is a purely asnual process. The film frames are projected
mne by one and the relevant instrument dials have to be read in a predetezmined sequence. Channel
selection is possible.

i.e., the operator only reads the instruments which are necessary for a

particular analysis. The data read from the film can be collected in tables or can be punched in
paper tape for further analysis in a computer. It

is possible to read about 500 data points per

hour.
Many attempts have been made to automate the reading of continuous-trace recordinAs,
much success. Semi-automatic equipment is

but without

nov generally used which provides a desk with & film

transport mechanism, on which the film can be laid or projected. The operator can move cross hairs
to the point to be measured. When the cross hairs coincide with the point, the operator pushes a
button and the co-ordinates of the point are automatically recorded on paper or magnetic tape. These
devices make it

possible to read 1000 to 2000 points per hour.

Similar devices are also used for reading photo-theodolite films
12.4.2

(see Chapter 11).

Equipment for quick look and instrumentation checking

The task of this type of equipment is

discussed in Section 12.2.3 and can be briefly aumarized

by saying that generally for quick look a rough trace of a few channels is necessary; for
instrumentation checking it

is necessary to verity whether all channels have produced outputs which

vary within predetermined limits and whether the calibrations have not changed. As described in
Chapter 8, a number of these instrumentation check requirements can be fulfilled by counters and
warning lights in the aircraft and by preflight and postflight chocks which can be recorded on the
same tape as the data. In some cases in-flight calibration data huve also been recorded on the tape.
In general the equipment for quick look and instrumentation checking is

used to extract a small
to specialists Yor this purpose the raw data

part of the inforation recorded on the tape and display it
are often considered to be sufficient and no calibrations,
For quick look a graphical presentation is

filtering or computation have to be applied.

often *eferable,

for instrumentation checking tables are

usual3y easier to handle.
In most cases the preprocessing equipment is used for obtaining quick look and instrumentation
check data. It

is

usually done in a preliminary run of the tape throtgh the equipment and is often

combined with the selection of parts of the tape that must be further processed.
Special problems occur when the flight testing and the data processing are performed at
different locations. Then,

sometimes, special transportable equipment is

used for quick look and

instrumentation checking, often mounted in a van. The equipment will generally be built along the
same lines as the preprocessing equipment and will often use the same components.
procedure,
*

As this is

a costly

continuous-trace recorders which only record the quick look parameters are sometimes

mounted in the aircraft. The cheking of the normal instrumentation must then be done by other means.
12.4.3

Preprocessing equipment for magnetic tape inputs

The equipment of a preprocessing ground station must be able to handle magnetic tapes which may
vary in the following aspects:
Tave width and track arrangement.
cassettes) to 2 in.

Tape widths from 1/8 in. and 1/4 in.

(in

ccauercially available

are in use in both airborne and ground equipment. Flight test standards have

been made by IRIG (Ref. 4) for 1/2 in.

tape with 7 or 9 tracks and for 1 in.

tape with 14, 16 or

31 tracks. Most tape recorders specially manufactured for airborne applications are constructed
according to these standards.
Modulation methods for analog recording.
*

The signals are recorded on tape by direct recording,

PD, or EM. Several types of EN recording are in use (see also Chapter 9). IRIG has only tape recording standards for single-carrier EN for several combinations of carrier frequency and tape speed.
The multi-subcarrier systems standasdized for telemetry are also used for tape recording. These

Sinclude

both proportional-bandwidth and constant-bandwidth systems.
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4'

SModulation

method

for diaital recording. Digital tapes can be recorded in parallel or in series

by several modulation methods (e.g. ARZ or bi-phase). Parallel recordings can have different numbers
of bits
per character. Serial recordings can have different word and frame synchronization methods.
The detection of words and frameo can be done either by ),rdware or by software.

The hardware

methods are normally faster, software methods are more flexible.
Different t"es

of telemetry tapes. These may be recorded in the telemetry ground station with a

carrier (predetection recording) or after detection (postdetection recording).

In analog and digital

telemetry most of the modulation methods mentioned for analog and digital flight tapes may occur,
though sometimes in other variations than are used for flight tapes by the same flight test centre.

,

Important design characteristics of the preprocessing station are:
the degree of versatility. Will the centre have specialized preprocessing eruipment for each of

-

the variants mentioned above, or should all types be handled by one versatile piece of equipment?
has in some

Although there is a general tendency towards less speciali s.tion in this respect, it

cases been found that significant delays can occur because the preprocessing equipment is engaged
in time-consuming processing of other inputs.
-

the degree of automation. In early quick-look and preprocessing computer systems it

has been found

that the manual preparation of these systems and manual test procedures and fault detection
require considerable time. In modern systems a high degree of automation of these functions is
normally specified.
In most modern flight test data processing stations separate "preprocessing" and "computation"
computers are used. The main reason for this is,

that many of the preprocessing functions (such as

copying of flight tapes. channel selection, data reduction within each channel, digital format
conversion and the production of computer compatible tapes) require relatively long computer input/
output (I/O)

time but only very little

computation time. As small computers with the same I/O speed

as the large computers have become relatively inexpensive, the best cost effectiveness is obtained if

[

these functions are done by such small computers. The large computers, which are often used for many
purposes other than flight test data processing, are then more efficiently utilized. The division
of the preprocessing functions between the two computers depends on many considerations,

such as

the availability of the large computer, the turnaround time required, etc. In some cases all preprocessing functions mentioned in Section 12.2.4 are executed in a preprocessing computer,
necessary in several consecutive runs.

if

In other cases the more complex preprocessing functions,

such as filtering and the application of calibrations, are done in the large computer.
As the flight tapes usually do not have inter-record gaps, the input tape unit to the preprocessing computer has to run continuously. This means that the preprocessing computer functions
in an "on-line" mode even if further processing is not on line. The problems mentioned for on-line
operation in Section 12.4.., therefore, always apply to preprocessing computers. This on-line
operation need not, however, be done at the same speed as the data were recorded, it
to read the tapes at a higher or lower speed than they were recorded.
:•

~12.4b.4b

is possible

Computers

When selecting a computer system, the first choice in between an analog and a 6.igital nomputer.

SFew,

if any, data processing stations are without a digital computer at the present time. But often
there are, besides this digital computer, some analog computing devices which may be eitr.er standard
analog computers or special-purpose devices such as frequency analysers, etc. The main advantav.e of
analog computers is

their inherent speed. For this reason they can sometimes be used in on-line

operations for which the available digital computers are not suitable. Examples are frequency analysis
and computations with models which have non-linmarities. As the speed and capacity of digital computers
increase, these advantages become less and less apparent.

The present trend is towards the replacement

of analog devices by digital computers.
The choice of the digital computer depends heuvily on the amount and the kind of work which must

be done and on the required turnaround time. For computations involving a small amount of data a desk
computer or a terminal to a large general purpose computer system may be sufficient. For more demanding
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flight test programs a general purpose computer may be shared with others or even one or more
computers may have to be reserved for this purpose. The main "aspcts to be considered in. the choice
of a computer are:
- The hardware
system. Even if a preprocessing computer is used for data reduction, the number of
I/O operations of the computer usually is larger for data processing than for many other computer
applications. Modern computers can have separate processors for peripherals such as tape-units,
discs, drums.* card readers. prnes etc.,*which can operate simultaneously with the central
processing unit.
-

The memory cycle tine. This gives a general indication of the speed of the computer.
Multi-programming. Because of the large number of relatively slow I/O operations required in flight
test data processing, the central processor of the computer is rather inefficiently utilized. This
can be im~proved if the computer has multiprogramminig capability. In such computers several prup'ams
are stored in the memory and the computer will start working on the program with the highest
priority until an input or output has to be done for that program. Then the comiputer will switch
to the program with second priority while a separate controller takes care of the input or output
for the first program. When this has finished, the computer will switch back to the first program
while an I/O controller takes care of the input and output for the second program, etc.* If the
number of simultaneous programs is small, this can considerably improve the efficiency of the
computer. If the number of simultaneous programs becomes too large, excessive memory capacity and
too long a turnaround time for the low-priority programs will defeat the purpose.
On-line Processing. Until recently, this technique was mainly used for a small number of channels
which were watched continuously during flight on oscilloscope displays, often only during dangerous
flight tests, such as flutter tests. In the most recent flight test systems (iRef. 4 and 5 of Chapter
1) on-line processing is used to a larger extent. The main problem from the point of view of
computer technique is, that the processing must on the average be as fast as the input data come
in. This gives additional requirements on the programming of the data processing, and in some
the program execution time.
operating system. This is the total of all software programs which executes and monitors the
computer operations. It includ'..s programs for management and arrangement of data streams, the
drivers for the various peripherals, programs for protection, testing and intervention. It performs
all functions that a programmer will use in his application program.
Different prograaming languages can be used for programs such as on-line programs,
-Compilers.
programs with much I/O, programs for certain complicated numerical calculations, etc. The compilers
-The

for these languages are noct available for all types of computers.

Compatibility. There are several compatibility problems which can influence the choice of a com-I
puter system. In the first place it has been noted that a "computer compatible" tape produced
by one computer (for instance a preprocessing computer) often cannot be read by other computers
because of ;5he extremely narrow tolerances in tape readers. Also, there may be differences in
compilers, even if thej have been made nominally for the same computer language. This may require
extensive and often difficult rewriting of already existing aud proven programs.
to the computer system. If the same computer is also used for other applications, the
dtahae funaoreend aimd
tnlunes
inytheavl
ofshumneinteflgttervntotThoughsmany iperfectios
-prossbiity
the turnaeeoundtie
prcesng iperogramosmay
theavl inlentdaacn
Prsiorityassigmne tonthrenflight Testg
programs to solve then can be made, it still happens that human decisions have to be taken during
-Access

the execution of the program. For this purpose the computer should be equipped with displays so
that these decisions can be made without too much delay.
12.5

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Only the basic principles of the operation and design of a data processing station for flight
testing could be reviewed. The main emphasis has been on medium-sized and large stations with a
relatively large amount of automation, though many of the principles also apply to small-scale tests.
Asuccessful operation can only be realized when the planning of the data processing is started at
avery early stage and when there is a very good co-operation between the flight test engineer, the
instrumentation engineer and the computer specialist.
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